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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA ?,c):17 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
November 30, 1977 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 30 November 76 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
We are continuing the practice of reporting on activities at all three of the 
localities where we are involved in conducting the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: We have now completed Phase V at both Baraboo, Wisconsin 
and Savanna, Illinois, and initiated Phase II in Clark and Floyd counties, 
Indiana. A number of the items cited below were reviewed in Washington last 
month in a conference with Mr. Paul Sage and other staff members who share 
a responsibility for activity in one or more of these communities. 
Baraboo-Sauk Company: Our work has been completed in this community. We 
expect to prepare the final report in December-January. 
Savanna-Carroll County: On our final trip to Savanna, we presented at the 
Savanna city hall a community•wide seminar reviewing the COEDP program which 
has been conducted there. Mr. W. G. Dodson and I discussed economic trends 
in Carroll and Jo Daviess counties, Illinois and adjoining areas, and some 
of the techniques used in development effort. 
A total of 40 persons, including officials of the Carroll County Development 
Corporation, the public sector and private businesses from nine separate 
communities were in attendance. A review of our recommendations for snort-
and long-range action was presented, with considerable emphasis on the need 
for local initiative and innovation, coordinating such efforts with those 
of state and regional agencies. 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
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Newspaper articles on the program have been collected; these will be included 
in our final evaluation report which we hope to prepare shortly after draft-
ing the one on Baraboo-Sauk County. 
Clark and Floyd Counties: We intend to conduct early in December the Phase II 
portion of the program, which 'onsists of the consultant's conference with 
local representatives. We are retaining the same consultant for this phase 
who previously participated with us in Illinois and Wisconsin. 
The local groups have been put on notice about the forthcoming investigation 
trip. We are still unable, at this writing, to determine the receptivity of 
the state development organization to full participation in the program. 
Work Ahead:  After conducting Phase II in Clark and Floyd counties, we will 
prepare our critiques and series of recommendations for each community group, 
and discuss appropriate dates for rhase Ill with local representatives. 
We will also be working on the final reports on Sauk and Carroll counties. 
Some discussion has taken place with Mr. Sage with respect to other locations 
that might be suitable to participate in this program. 
Expenditures: 	Through the end of October, our internal accounting reports 
the following expenditures: 
Personal Services $6,617 
Travel 3,016 
Materials and Supplies 
(including consultant) 
893 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 4,973 
Total $15,499 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Of this 
total, about $1,750 has been expended in the early stages of our work in Clark 
and Floyd counties. 
I, shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Economic Development Laboratory 
January 31, 1977 
• Mr. Thomas Winshurst, OASD(I&L)EA 
Defense Supply Service 
Department of the Army 
• Room 3E772, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20310 
Reference: Contract No. MDA903-77-0102 • 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program (COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 January 77 
• 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This project was formally initiated on 1 January. Certain preliminary steps 
• were undertaken prior to that date, and these as well as January activities 
are reported herein. In mid-November we held an initial orientation for this 
work at Washington with members of the staff of the President's Committee for 
A 	 Economic Adjustment (Messrs. Ruane, Sage, Bishop, MacKinnon and Magurn). 
Work Accomplished. While actual contractual arrangements were being completed, 
we proceeded to make contacts in Savanna, Illinois and in Baraboo, Wisconsin. 
With the assistance of Mr. Eldon L. Erickson, director of the Kansas City 
regional office, and additional assistance from Mr. MacKinnon and Mr. Bishop 
of the Washington staff, we made direct contact with the executive directors 
for the respective development corporations, explained our program and arranged 
for meetings with the representatives of those corporations and of the parti-
cipating communities. 
Prior to these sessions, I reviewed all reports, newspaper clippings and other 
data which had been provided as a result of the mid-November. Washington session. 
I also contacted the state development agencies in Illinois and Wisconsin to 
obtain their full cooperation. 
Savanna. On January 12, I met Mr. Erickson in St. Louis. We then flew to 
Moline, Illinois and drove to Savanna. We first visited with Mr. R. C. Bush, 
executive director of the Carroll County Development Corporation, discussed 
our program and then toured the community with Mr. Bush and Mr. Al Cordes. 
Having prepared an introductory news release (copy attached), this was reviewed 
with Mr. Bush and hand delivered to Ms. Lila Atherton, editor of the Savanna 
Times-Journal. Other copies were left with Mr. Bush for distribution and one 
was handed over to Mr. Jonathan Whitney, publisher of the Carroll County Review. 
At the evening session, ten local members of the Carroll County Development Cor-
poration were present (list attached). Following Mr. Erickson's introduction, 
I explained the program proposed for the community, discussed various aspects 
and answered a number of questions. A copy of Bringing in the Sheaves by John 
R. Fernstrom was presented to Mr. Bush with the specific suggestion that 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
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members of the development team read certain sections of that primer. 
At my personal invitation, Mr. Alan Fisher, representing the Illinois Office of 
Industrial Development,attended; he commented on the worthy objectives and • 
thorough presentation of the program, and indicated a desire to assist the local 
group in the course of the training. Also, Mr. E. Stuart Richter, planner from 
the Northwest Illinois Regional Council of Public Officials,was in attendance 
• and will participate. 
Baraboo. As with the Illinois situation, Mr. Erickson and I visited first with 
• the executive director of the Sauk County Development Corporation, Robert C. 
Fleming. We reviewed the press release (copy attached), and additional copies 
were left with him to distribute to proper sources. We also made a tour of the 
six villages and cities included in the corporation's territory. 
The evening meeting was attended by 16 directors of the Sauk County organiza- 
• tion (list attached). As at Savanna, we explained the program, obtained local 
agreement and support, and made reference to the Fernstrom book, copy of which 
was handed to Mr. Fleming. 
a 
At my invitation, David H. Swanson and Vance Rayburn of the Wisconsin Division 
of Business Development Services attended the session. They urged local parti-
ciptation and promised their own involvement. 
Other Activity. Upon my return to this office, I contacted Dr. Howard Roepke 
of the University of Illinois, explained the proposed program and engaged him 
as the consultant to represent the simulated plant search. Dr. Roepke is very 
knowledgeable in the field of plant location and has acted as consultant to 
• several companies. He will have some input into the particular location 
project to be presented to Carroll County and Sauk County development groups. 
Work Ahead. This month we will complete the location project, check it out 
with our consultant (see above) and recontact the subject communities. We 
will also outline future news releases, considering a possible series on the 
development process tailored for the publics in the two areas involved. 
Most of our work effort will be aimed for the forthcoming return trip during 
the week of March 14, when the consultant and I will guide each development 
group through the industrial location project. 
Expenditures. Since our accounting system lags some two weeks behind the close 
of the month, my next report will cover expenditures for the month of January. 
To date, initial start-up expenditures, prior to formal initiation of the 
project on January 1 total $524. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Industrial Development Division 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Economic Development Laboratory 
February 28, 1977 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst, OASD(I&L)EA 
Defense Supply Service 
Department of the Army 
Room 3E772, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20310 
Reference: Contract No. MDA903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program (COEDP) 
Interim Report 28 February 77 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
Only a limited amount of time was expended upon this project during the month 
of February. That effort, however, is critical to the success of the entire 
program, in that it has required considerable research in order to develop the 
case simulation which we will be applying in both Baraboo, Wisconsin and Savanna, 
Illinois. 
Work Accomplished. We have determined that a metal-working company, one which 
manufactures a line of office and institutional items, would be compatible in 
either community. Thus, our prospective company could very logically consider 
both communities in the course of plant facility locations investigations. 
Complete data has been developed for use by the consultant, including both the 
rather general data which will be presented initially prior to the visit, and 
the more complete details upon which we are basing the entire investigation. 
We have prepared extensive background information, and statements which describe 
the setting of the problem, extensive details on plant location requirements, 
and possible lines for the follow-up. Also, we have prepared sample check 
sheets for use of the observers. 
All of these are in the hands of the consultant for his review, and we are 
also reexamining all of these items to be certain no contradictions remain. 
Initial contacts by letter to the Sauk County Development Corporation and the 
Carroll County Development Corporation have been made. This approach will 
invite some response to a general inquiry in which certain details either have 
not been furnished, or are subject to further refinement and changes. This 
procedure follows the accepted fashion in which plant location inquiries are 
conducted, with the refinements being made as the investigation intensifies. 
But in our case, we already know the details to be filled in, answers to some 
questions that may be asked, and additional items we feel should be emphasized. 
The respective state development departments also have been brought up to date 
on the status of the project. 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
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Work Ahead. In the month ahead we expect to make the full-scale locational inves-
tigation survey of both communities, now scheduled for the week of March 14. Only 
limited advance notice will be given the subject communities; part of their res-
ponse and reaction will be judged upon their ability to perform within the short 
time frame provided and with a limited amount of preconference guidance and 
direction. 
As the consultant and I guide the development groups through the location project, 
we anticipate the opportunity to obtain sufficient details to make our subsequent 
report to them worthwhile and meaningful. 
We are also selecting subject areas and phasing in a series of articles to be 
supplied to the local press on the development process which will be of interest 
to the public at large. 
Expenditures. Through the end of January, our accounting shows the following 
expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $665 
Travel 	 499 
Overhead and Retirement 	471 
Total 	 $1,635 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details should that be desired. 
Sincerel 
Robert B. Cassell 
Industrial Development Division 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Economic Development Laboratory 
March 31, 1977 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst, OASD(I&L)EA 
Defense Supply Service 
Department of the Army 
Room 3E772, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20310 
Reference: Contract No. MDA903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program (COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 March 1977 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
Work Accomplished. The execution of Phase Two of our development program was 
accomplished last month. A consultant from the Middle West, representing a 
metalworking company which has several plants and produces a line of commercial 
and institutional products, was conducted by us to Savanna, Illinois and 
Baraboo, Wisconsin. 
Complete data on the location project had been developed for the consultant's 
investigation. These materials and a further amplification of details were re-
viewed with the consultant -- Dr. Howard Roepke of Urbana, Illinois -- prior 
to our visit in each community. Accompanying me also was Mr. Philip Potts, Re-
search Engineer from Georgia Tech, as a team observer. 
The local team representing the Carroll County Development Corporation met in 
Savanna. They had about five hours to make their presentation, to show indus-
trial sites and other features of importance. Certain points of additional 
information were requested by the consultant, this information to be supplied 
to him within ten days. 
In a similar manner, we held a meeting with the team representing the new 
Baraboo Economic Development Council. This was done upon recommendation by 
the Sauk County Development Corporation. We used the same approach and method 
here; however, since representatives of Sauk City and Prairie du Sac were not 
present, we agreed to an evening session with those representatives. Once 
again, we reviewed details of the project, testing to see how effectively 
the local situations were presented. 
In both instances, the procedures which were followed in presenting the project, 
in outlining company needs, and in the request for followup information were 
faithful to the accepted fashion in which similar plant location inquiries 
are usually conducted. At Savanna, a representative of the state development 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
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department from Springfield participated, at our request. Similarly at Baraboo, 
a representative of the state development agency at Madison was present for the 
prospect investigation, again at our request. 
Work Ahead. In the coming month, we expect to prepare a critique of the per-
formance of each group in Savanna and in Baraboo. These will incorporate the com-
ments from the consultant, indicating what he would report to his management 
on each location. Our critique will also attempt to assess the pluses and 
minuses of each situation. 
We shall make arrangements to meet with the same groups in May for a presenta-
tion of the critique, a review of this analysis, and an outline of a program of 
work. We expect the program of work to be practical oriented, with some 
specific short-range and long-range items. 
As indicated in last month's report, we are planning a short series of articles 
suitable for publication in the local press. They will deal with the develop-
ment process and the particular features that should be of community-wide 
interest. We have already had some indication of interest on the part of one 
paper in publication of the proposed series. 
Expenditures. Through the end of March, our internal accounting lists the fol-
lowing expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $1,846 
Travel 	 1,269 
Overhead and Retirement 	1,424 
Total 	 $4,539 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details should that be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Industrial Development Division 
(41 I L1 I ci 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Economic Development Laboratory 
April 29, 1977 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst, OASD(I&L)EA 
Defense Supply Service 
Department of the Army 
Room 3E772, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20310 
Reference: Contract No. MDA903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program (COEDP) 
Interim Report 29 April 1977 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
Work Accomplished. The consultant who served as the industrial prospect in 
March at Savanna, Ill., and at Baraboo, Wis., has submitted reports with his 
analysis of each situation. 
These have been reviewed and are being incorporated into our overall critique 
of the activity as analyzed by our team. Each report will constitute an ap-
praisal of the assets and weaknesses in the respective situations. We expect 
to make specific recommendations for a positive program of work to correct or 
to offset some of the latter. 
Also, we have begun to develop a series of background articles which will be 
offered to the news media in each community. These are planned as a series of 
features which will include the background and rationale for communities en-
gaging in the industrial development activity, the actual process of organizing 
and preparation, the location factors leading to new plant site selection, 
trends in the development process, and lastly the local development team and 
its program. These would be specifically related to our program in the two 
communities. 
Work Ahead. As indicated above, a tailor-made critique is being prepared on 
the performance as observed in March. Also, tentative arrangements have been 
made with each community for a return visit at which time I expect to review 
the details of our report with members of the local development corporation. 
At the moment, we are planning to have these conferences during the week of 
May 23. 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
April 29, 1977 
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We intend the work program to be practical in orientation, with specific short-
range as well as some long-range items. 
Expenditures. Through the end of April, our internal accounting reports the 
following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $2,039 
Travel 	 1,269 
Materials and Supplies 	794 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Retirement 	1,570  
Total 	 $5,672 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Industrial Development Division 
- (q Iq 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
August 31, 1977 
Mr, Thomas Winshurst, OASD(I&L)EA 
Defense Supply Service 
Department of the Army 
Room 3E772, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program (COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 August 1977 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
Work Accomplished. In May, Mr. Paul Sage, project manager on this contract, 
and I met with the industrial development contact teams in Savanna, Ill., and 
Baraboo, Wis. At those meetings we reviewed with each group the critiques 
prepared by the Georgia Tech group, including the consultant's analysis. 
A series of recommendations for short-range and long-range actions was pre-
pared for eacW locality. These suggestions include a series of activities 
from the preparation of materials on the one hand to the acquisition of land 
areas and their development into industrial sites. 
In June, during a conference in OEA offices in Washington, the progress of this 
project was reviewed with Mr. Sage, as well as with Messrs. Bishop and McKinnon, 
to bring all management current on activity which had been generated in both 
Savanna and Baraboo. 
We agreed upon the execution of the next two phases: one, my return to each 
community to examine in depth the progress made and any obstacles encountered, 
and two, to make definitive plans for the carrying out of the last step the 
communitywide seminar and review of all activities undertaken. We also reached 
agreement about a verbal, non-recorded analysis of the constituency of the local 
industrial contact teams would be presented, with some informal recommendations 
as to the restructuring or expansion o :E the roles of local civic leaders. 
Four of the five proposed media articles have been supplied to the local develop-
ment groups. I have received clippings of publication of those which appeared 
in Sauk County newspapers. 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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Work Ahead. In the month of September I plan to make trips to each community 
to undertake the fourth phase described above, and to finalize plans for our 
community seminar (our fifth phase). 
The fifth article in the media series originally proposed will be either de-
livered or sent to each local contact. Copies of all of these will be included 
in our final reports to your office. 
At the request of Col. William Epling, we have initiated work in Clark and Floyd 
counties, Indiana. A one-day trip to these localities, under direction of 
Eldon Erickson from the Kansas City regional office, has led to our "prephase 
one" get-acquainted activity. Our present plans call for the start of formal 
program late in September. 








Materials and Supplies 	 849 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Retirement 	2,795 
Total 	 9,049 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
September 30, 1977 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst, OASD(I&L)EA 
Defense Supply Service 
Department of the Army 
Room 3E772, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program (COEDP) 
Interim Report 30 September 1977 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
In view of the contract amendment and new reporting dates, it seems appro-
priate to report on all aspects of our work, although the original agreement 
which covered the Sauk County, Wisconsin, and Carroll County, Illinois, situa-
tions did not specify additional interim reports. However, it would seem more 
effective for your project managers, as well as our Division, to keep all 
posted on the current status in each lo,:ality. 
Work Accomplished. The execution of Phase IV in Baraboo and in Savanna was 
undertaken during the month. 
On my return trip to Baraboo, I spent considerable time with Mr. Robert Fleming, 
executive director of the Sauk County Development Corporation, about the imple-
mentation of the program we had recommended. Mr. Fleming and other local re-
presentatives of the Sauk County development effort have identified a large 
acreage for an industrial park -- it will require utility extensions and some 
grading to reduce terrain differentials, but has definite potentials. Also, 
Mr. Fleming has started on the color film slide presentation which we urged. 
We also discussed other aspects of the community's economic expansion thrust, 
including those at Reedsburg, Spring Green and Prairie du Sac. In making ar-
rangements for the final Phase V of the program, we reviewed planning for 
the seminar and inspected the physical facilities. In an informal "off the 
record" session, we also discussed the constituency of the local contact team 
and the identification of special spokesmen. It is my impression Mr. Fleming 
is working diligently on all these aspects. 
On my return trip to Savanna, I spent considerable time with Mr. R. C. Bush, 
executive director of the Carroll County Development Corporation. We discussed 
at length the implementation of the program we had recommended. Since Mr. Bush 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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has been largely preoccupied with specific details leading to the acquisition of 
property and pending public announcement for a new large chemical industry, he 
had not been able to attack some of the other problems. 
I was especially impressed by the fact that many of the techniques and approaches 
stressed in our training program had been applied during the negotiations with 
this major chemical industry. 
We agreed upon a time and place for our community seminar -- to be held in early 
November. We also inspected the work being performed to clear and rough grade 
the locally owned industrial site, and inspected the large acreage which the 
chemical firm is acquiring. 
In an informal "off the record" discussion, we also reviewed the makeup of the 
local contact team and evaluated candidates for the spokesman slot. 
In connection with the Savanna visit, I joined Mr. Bush in a Tri-State Seminar 
offered by the Dubuque, Iowa Area Industrial Development Corporation where some 
of the experiences of the Savanna group were touched upon. 
Also, last month the fifth in the series of articles were prepared for both 
Sauk and Carroll counties; I was informed subsequently that they were pub-
lished in both communities. 
We began the preparation of economic background materials on Wisconsin for the 
Baraboo-Sauk seminar, and made contact at the Dubuque meeting for the purpose 
of acquiring similar data for Illinois which will be presented in slides to 
be used in the Savanna-Carroll program. 
In the Indiana program, because of local conflicts, the initial meeting which 
we planned for this month had to be shifted forward to October. This action 
required numerous contacts with local representatives, regional district 
officials, and your own staff members. At the same time, initial contacts 
were made with the Indiana state development department to explain our pro-
posed program and to seek cooperation and participation from that sector. 
All of these items have been reported verbally to Mr. Paul Sage as the desig- 
nated project manager, and also to Mr. Eldon Erickson, the regional director. 
Work Ahead. In the month of October we intend to complete Phase V which is 
the community seminar for the Sauk County communities. This seminar will be 
presented in Baraboo at the County Courthouse on October 3. 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
September 30, 1977 
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Also, in mid-October we will initiate Phase I of the work in Clark and Floyd 
counties, Indiana. Arrangements have now been finalized with local contacts in 
each county. We anticipate that between 25 to 40 local leaders will attend 
this session, which will be held jointly for both counties on the campus of 
Indiana University Southeast. 
Finally, I have made arrangements with Mr. Sage to have an interim project re-
view on October 31 in the Washington offices of the Office of Economic Adjustment. 
Expenditures. Through the end of August, our internal accounting reports the 
following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $4,063 
Travel 	 1,877 
Materials and Supplies 	849 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 3,096 
Total 	 $9,885 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Naturally, 
of this total, only a very small amount was expended for the start of work in 
Clark and Floyd counties. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
October 31, 1977 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: Contract No. MDA903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program (COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 October 77 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
We are continuing the practice of reporting on activities at all three of the 
localities where we are involved in conducting the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: We have completed Phase V at Baraboo, initiated Phase V 
in Savanna, and completed Phase I for Clark and Floyd counties. 
Baraboo-Sauk County: On our final trip to Baraboo, we presented at the Sauk 
County courthouse our community-wide seminar assessing the program which has 
been conducted there. With assistance from Mr. Eldon Erickson from your 
Kansas City regional office, Mr. W. G. Dodson and I reviewed our community 
economic development program in Sauk County and its constituent communities. 
We did discuss trends in Sauk County compared to the State and other Wiscon-
sin counties. 
A total of 24 persons, including representatives from the Sauk County Develop-
ment Corporation, the public sector and private business attended. A list of 
attendees will be supplied with our final report. A review of our recommen-
dations for short- and long-range action was presented. We stressed the need 
for local initiative, coordinated with state and regional thrusts. 
Mr. Robert C. Fleming wrote an excellent critique after conclusion of the total 
program. A copy of his letter is attached. I would urge that we give serious 
consideration to his request for a re-evaluation visit some nine to twelve 
Months from this time. Newspaper articles on the program have been collected. 
Savanna-Carroll County: We have made final arrangements for the Savanna-
Carroll County seminar, similar in structure but different in specific content, 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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which will be presented in November 3. Regrettably, Mr. Erickson will be un-
able to attend this session. 
Articles have been published in Savanna papers on the program, and our five-
part series has been published also. 
We have been in regular telephone contact with Mr. Paul Sage and Mr. Erickson on 
the status of both of these efforts. 
Clark-Floyd Counties: Mr. Erickson and I made our initial formal presenta-
tion on October 12 at an evening session at Indiana University Southeast, with 
assistance from the River Hills Regional Planning Commission. There were 25 
persons in attendance from the two counties. 
After discussion of the proposed work, complete agreement was reached to pro-
ceed with the project. Press releases were furnished to the contacts in both 
Clark and Floyd counties. I have contacted Dr. Howard Roepke of Champaign-
Urbana, Illinois, to act as the consultant again, and I have written the ini-
tial inquiry letter to the contacts in the two counties. 
Due to a certain reluctance of the Indiana economic development department to 
participate in this program, Mr. Erickson has volunteered to contact Mr. 
Donald Moreau and to obtain his endorsement and the department's participation. 
Work Ahead: Early in November we will complete Phase V, which is the com-
munity seminar and program review, in Savanna-Carroll County. 
Also, late in November or early December, depending upon the responses from the 
two counties, we will conduct Phase II the visit of the industrial company's 
consultant who is on a new facility location search. Planning and arrange-
ments for this session are currently underway. 
Our proposed review session with Mr. Sage set for the end of October in Wash-
ington in your offices has now been rescheduled for mid-November, because of 
other travel commitments of Mr. Sage. 
Expenditures: Through the end of September, our internal accounting reports 
the following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $5,163 
Travel 	 2,122 
Materials and Supplies 	 852 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 	3,881 
Total 	 $12,018 
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This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Naturally, 
of this total, only about $875 has been expended in initiation of our work in 
Clark and Floyd counties in this period. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
Sauk County Development Corporation 
522 1/2 Oak Street 	Box 33 
Phone: (6081 156-3133 
BARABOO, WISCONSIN 53913 
October 12, 1977 
Mr. Robert B. Cassell 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlantic, GA 30332 
Dear Mr. Cassell, 
At the conclusion of the last seminar that 
you conducted in Sauk County I would like to add 
some personal assessments. Those assessments 
would deal primarily with the past, the present, 
and the future of Sauk County in relation to 
economic development and the program as presented 
by you. 
First of all, the attitude that exists in 
Sauk County today compared to what it was a brief 
fifteen months ago when the office of Economic 
Adjustment first made a field trip to Sauk County, 
is completly turned around. Part of the attitude 
that exists now compared to 15 months ago and the 
change that has taken place, has to be attributed 
to the program that you conducted in Sauk County. 
The educational process that was put forth by you 
and was pointed out to community leaders showed 
that by having the right attitude and so called 
"taking the bull by the horns" created a new 
attitude in Sauk County. That attitude is reflectdd 
in the communities that participated in your 
program. 
Point two relates to point one that I just 
mentioned. We had five communities that were 
asked to participate in your program. Four of 
the five did participate in the program and three 
of the five attended the program very well from 
the very start. Those communities that did 
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participate have shown marked improvement in the 
accomplishments within their own community and 
the attitudes that exist in many of the elected 
officials in those communities. The communities 
taht contributed little to the program or did not 
attend at all are still in the same doldrums that 
they were 15 months ago. 
Based on this type of history, it is my 
opinion that your program had very much to do with 
educating the community leaders on the necessity 
of creating the right attitude within their 
communities. 
Point three that I would like to point out 
would be the idea of calling back on Sauk County 
in say nine months to a year from now. It would be 
interesting to assess a year from now the com-
pletion of an Industrial Park in Baraboo, what 
has happened in the Sauk-Prairie area, and how 
is Reedsburg doing; the communities that did 
participate in your program. It would seem that a 
return visit a year from now would give one the 
necessary data to really evaluate the program and 
give a better conclusion to the effects of the 
program. This is only a suggestion, but it may be 
something that you will want to consider with 
Eldon Erickson or toher people that have been 
associated with the sponsorship of your being in 
Sauk County. 
In conclusion, the last seminar WPS attended 
by 23 community leaders throughout Sauk County. 
The representation included some people from 
the Wisconsin Dells area that have never been at 
any of the other programs. The feedback that I 
am getting today, a week after your being here, 
is all positive and all good. The thirst for 
more knowledge about community development and how 
communities can help themselves is now very 
evident in Sauk County. The responsibility for 
Mr. Robert B. Cassell 	3 	 October 12, 1977 
educating these communities and providing more 
programs to them on the community development 
concept and industrial development will be mine. 
I do assure you that in the future I will be 
conducting classes and courses in those communities 
that are willing and wanting to create change 
and build new attitudes within their communities. 
The programs that you presented were all excellent 
background and gave the basic ingredient that is 
needed for community change and development. 
My sincere thank you for a job well done. 
Robert C. Fleming ' 
Executive Director 
RCF/yca 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
July 20, 1978 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
. 1COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 December 77 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities in those four localities where we have 
been involved in conducting the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: We have completed Phase V at both Baraboo, Wisconsin and 
Savanna, Illinois, and initiated Phase II in Clark and Floyd counties, Indiana. 
Baraboo-Sauk County: Our work has :been completed in this community. We expect 
to prepare the final report in January-February. 
Savanna-Carroll County: Our work has been completed in this community. We ex-
pect to prepare the final report in January-February. 
Clark and Floyd Counties: We conducted early in December the Phase II portion 
of the program, which consisted of the consultant's conference with local repre- 
sentatives. We retained the same consultant for this phase who previously parti-
cipated with us in Illinois and Wisconsin. 
We have amended and adapted our location problem which was presented in other 
locations so that it will conform to local Indiana circumstances. However, 
the basic situation of the consultant searching for a suitable location, 
and seeking the best combination of conditions will continue to prevail. 
Work Ahead: We will prepare our critiques and series of recommendations based 
upon the performance in Phase II for each community group, and discuss 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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incorporated an outline of company needs, discussion of the project, and a re-
quest for followup information. These duplicate the accepted fashion in which 
most similar investigations are made. 
In March, a full critique was presented to each group. This was Phase Three of 
the program. Each critique stressed strong points in the presentation and under-
scored weaknesses which need local attention and correction. In each case, a 
program of work, with both short-range and long-range objectives, was presented. 
Work Ahead: A return trip to each community is planned for June, to carry out 
what will be Phase Four of the revised program. This activity will include a review 
of the actions taken on the recommendations made in March and formulating arrange-
ments for an early community-wide seminar in the fall. 
Also, the first in a series of articles on local community economic development for 
dissemination to the press and radio will be prepared for release by the local 
organization. 
Revision of the Illinois and Wisconsin final reports will be undertaken when OEA 
comments are received. 
Expenditures: Through the end of March, our internal accounting reports the 
following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	$10,294 
Travel 	 4,185 
Materials and Supplies 	1,680 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 7,953  
Total 	 $24,112 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Of this 
total, $7,042 has been expended in the work in Clark and Floyd counties. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
July 20, 1978 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 30 April 78 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities on all four locations where we are con-
ducting the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: Drafts of the final reports on Baraboo-Sauk County, Wis., 
and Savanna-Carroll County, Ill., were transmitted in February for review by 
the Office of Economic Adjustment staff. 
A trip was made in March to Westover-Chicopee, Mass., to explain this program and 
to obtain local concurrence. The offer was rejected, and no alternative loca-
tion has been selected. 
Clark and Floyd Counties: The completion of Phase Two of the program occured 
early in December. The Middle West consultant, representing a metalworking 
company with several plants and making a line of commercial and institutional 
products, was escorted to Jeffersonville and New Albany and introduced to the 
local development leaders. 
Complete data on the location project had been reviewed with the consultant, 
along with materials and details furnished by the local development groups. Mr. 
Wayne Hodges, Research Scientist from Georgia Tech, accompaned us as a team 
observer. 
In both instances, the local development team had adequate time to interview the 
facility specialist and to make a full presentation. The procedures followed 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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incorporated an outline of company needs, discussion of the project, and a re-
quest for followup information. These duplicate the accepted fashion in which 
most similar investigations are made. 
In March, a full critique was presented to each group. This was Phase Three of 
the program. Each critique stressed strong points in the presentation and under-
scored weaknesses which need local attention and correction. In each case, a 
program of work, with both short-range and long-range objectives, was presented. 
Work Ahead: A return trip to each community is planned for June, to carry out 
what will be Phase Four of the revised program. This activity will include a review 
of the actions taken on the recommendations made in March and formulating arrange-
ments for an early community-wide seminar in the fall. 
Also, the first in a series of articles on local community economic development for 
dissemination to the press and radio will be prepared for release by the local 
organization. 
Revision of the Illinois and Wisconsin final reports will be undertaken when OEA 
comments are received. 
Expenditures: Through the end of March, our internal accounting reports the 
following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	$10,294 
Travel 	 4,185 
Materials and Supplies 	1,680 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 7,953  
Total 	 $24,112 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Of this 
total, $7,042 has been expended in the work in Clark and Floyd counties. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Economic Development Division 
October 17, 1978 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903-77 -0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 May 78 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities on all locations where we have con-
tracted to perform services under the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished; Drafts of the final reports on Baraboo-Sauk County, Wis., 
and Savanna-Carroll County, Ill., were transmitted in February for review by 
the Office of Economic Adjustment staff. In May, Mr. Paul Sage made sug-
gestions for final revision. 
No alternative location has been selected to the Westover-Chicopee, Mass. 
site. 
In March, a full critique was presented to each Indiana group. This was 
Phase Three of the program. Each critique stressed strong points in the 
presentation and underscored weaknesses which need local attention and 
correction. In each case, a program of work, with both short-range and 
long-range objectives, was presented. 
Work Ahead: A return trip to both Indiana communities is planned for next 
month, to carry out Phase Four of the revised program. This activity will 
include a review of the actions taken on the recommendations made in March 
and formulating arrangements for an early community-wide seminar in the fall. 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity institution 
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The first in a series of articles on local community economic development for 
dissemination to the press and radio will be prepared for release by the 
local organization. 
Revision of the Illinois and Wisconsin final reports will be undertaken in 
accordance with OEA comments. 
Expenditures. Through the end of April, our internal accounting reports the 
following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $10,570 
Travel 	 4,309 
Materials and Supplies 	1,720 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 8,167 
Total 	 $24,766 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Of this 
total, some $7,400 has been expended in the work in Clark and Floyd counties. 
I shall be pelased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Principal Research Scientist 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Economic Development Division 
October 17, 1978 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E, 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 30 June 78 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities on all locations where we have contracted 
to perform services under the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: A return trip was made to Clark and Floyd counties during 
the month in order to carry out Phase IV of the program. Progress made on 
earlier recommendations (see reports for 30 April and 31 May) were reviewed 
with the local development professionals at each location. Also, arrange-
ments were finalized for the development seminar scheduled for mid-September. 
On this same trip, contact was made with the Indiana state development de-
partment to obtain needed data and to attempt to involve staff members in 
the final phase of the program. 
Three articles on local community economic development dissemination to the 
press and radio as a release from the respective local organizations were 






Work Ahr,, - 
coming 
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the month we were assured that proposed work in Guam would be 
Preliminary scheduling, programming and related planning efforts 
ted. This work included a one-day meeting with Mr. Paul Sage of 
and Mr. Michael McClure, executive of the Guam Growth Council, by 
the team who will participate in the Guam program. 
It is anticipated that most of the personal services effort in the 
will be involved in the several-day seminar with Guam development 
the extensive travel in connection with that program. 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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Also we expect to initiate editing of the final reports on Savanna, Ill., and 
Baraboo, Wis. 
Expenditures: Through the end of May, our internal accounting reports the fol-
lowing expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $11,114 
Travel 	 4,309 
Materials and Supplies 	 1,751 
(including consultant) 






This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Of this 
total about $8,000 has been expended in the work in Clark and Floyd counties, 
and $878 on the abandoned activity at Westover-Chicopee, Mass. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
4z --/ 9/7 
f, 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Economic Development Division 
October 17, 1978 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA•903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 July 78 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities on all locations where we have con-
tracted to perform services under the CODEP. 
Work Accomplished: A four-day workshop/training program was presented on the 
island of Guam describing techniques for total economic development by a team 
of specialists from our Division. Approximately thirty Guam citizens attended 
one or more of these sessions. The entire program was observed and monitored 
by Mr. Paul Sage of your office. 
A considerable amount of intensive preparation, development of subject course 
outlines, collection of handout materials, and selection of reference materials 
was undertaken in order to make this presentation as effective as possible. 
A limited amount of time was expended, upon the return from Guam, getting cur-
rent on interim reports which were due your office. 
Work Ahead: In the coming month we shall complete the editorial revision of 
the final reports on Savanna, Ill., and Baraboo, Wis., prepare additional news 
releases and advance our preparations for the two seminars scheduled for mid-
September at New Albany and Jeffersonville, Ind. 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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Expenditures: Through the end of June, our internal accounting reports the 
following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $11,978 
Travel 	 4,424 
Materials and Supplies 	 1,751 
(including consultant) 






This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Of this 
total, about $8,200 has been expended in the work in Clark and Floyd counties, 
$878 on the abandoned activity at Westover-Chicopee, Mass., while most of the 
Guam project expenditures will be reflected in the end of July accounting. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Principal Research Scientist 
9/7 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Economic Development Division 
October 17, 1978 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E, 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 August 78 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities on all locations where we have con-
tracted to perform services under the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: Certain details following the training session on the island 
of Guam were carried out such as collecting information requested by interested 
participants, preparing certificates for attendees, and expediting of the con-
sultant's charges and travel expenses. 
Some time was expended on various preparations for the forthcoming seminars in 
Indiana, including the preparation of certain visual aids for the sessions, 
and writing of news releases and articles. 
Final editing on the reports on our work in Savanna, Ill., and Baraboo, Wis. was 
completed and ready for final typing. 
Work Ahead: Major tasks next month are to deliver the community economic develop-
ment seminars in New Albany and Jeffersonville, Ind. 
Typing, proofing, and delivery of the final reports on Savanna and Baraboo acti-
vities will be undertaken. 
A visit to OEA offices in Washington to review status of the project is also 
planned. 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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Expenditures: Through the end of July, our internal accounting reports the fol-
lowing expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $17,548 
Travel 	 11,417 
Materials and Supplies 	 1,753 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 	14,037 
Total 	 $44,755 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Of this 
total, about $8,550 has been expended on the work in Clark and Floyd counties, 
and about $19,200 on Gaum (additional expenditures to be reflected next month). 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
P-ta ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Economic Development Division 
October 17, 1978 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E, 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903•77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 30 September 78 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities on all locations where we have contracted 
to perform services under the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: During this month, we completed Phase V for the Indiana commu-
nities. Community-wide seminars on economic development were conducted on Sep-
tember 20 and 21 at New Albany and Jeffersonville. These were attended by 
about fifteen leaders in each community. Full details on this phase will be in-
corporated in our final report on the Indiana project. 
Last month we formally transmitted three copies of final revised reports for 
work in Carroll County, Ill, and Sauk County, Wis. Copies were also hand-
delivered to the project :11.rectors in the OEA offices in Washington. 
At this Washington conference, a debriefing session was held with Col. Jerome 
Pearring on the work accomplished and the remaining tasks ahead. An informal 
accounting of expenditur e: was also reviewed. In the discussion with Col. 
Pearring certain changes In reports scheduling were suggested, these to be 
formally proposed through '.:.ontracting channels. 
Work Ahead: There are y a few details on the Guam project to be completed, 
such as completion of cei ).ficates to attendees in the program there, and a 
final report. 
al Employmont/Education Opportunity Institution 
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A final report on the program conducted in Indiana is to be drafted and for-
warded for review. 
Informal arrangements have been made to transfer work commitments originally 
assigned for Westover-Chicopee to the three-county area in Georgia centered on 
Hinesville, all impacted by the Fort Stewart build-up. 
Expenditures: Through the end of August, our internal accounting reports the 
following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $18,645 
Travel 	 11,417 
Materials and Supplies 	 4,818 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 	14,974 
Total 	 $49,854 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. Of this 
total, about $8,900 has been expended on the Clark-Floyd County work, about 
$23,000 on Guam, with final reports on both activities yet to be compiled. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
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Expenditures: Through the end of October, our internal accounting reports the 
following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $20,651 
Travel 	 11,932 
Materials and Supplies 	 4,894 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 	 16,687  
Total 	 $54,164 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. 
I shall be pelased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
©P--]  EFS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Economic Development Division 
January 2, 1979 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E, 772, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 December 78 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities at all locations where we have contracted 
to perform services under the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: During this month, we completed a draft of the final 
report of work in the Indiana communities of Clark and Floyd counties -- this 
draft will be typed and forwarded for your review shortly. 
Final revised reports for work in Carroll County, Ill., and Sauk County, Wis., 
have been accepted by your office. 
We transmitted to the Guam Growth Council the certificates for those individuals 
who participated in our training program there. 
Several contacts were made in Hinesville, Ga., and in Washington to begin our 
program in Liberty - Bryan - Long counties. 
Work Ahead: Only a few details on the Guam project are to be completed, in-
cluding a draft of the final report. 
Draft of the final report on the program in Indiana will be forwarded for re-
view. 
We will prepare a detailed outline of activities in the three-county area of 
Georgia around Hinesville, all impacted by the Fort Stewart build-up, as soon 
as we receive a copy of the Kavanagh report. First meeting is scheduled late 
in January, and this will put us far behind schedule. 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
/9/9 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Economic Development Division 
December 1, 1978 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of The Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E, 772, The Pentagon 
Washington DC 20310 
Reference: 	Contract No. MDA-903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program 
(COEDP) 
Interim Report 30 November 78 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities at all locations where we have contracted 
to perform services under the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: During this month, we began writing the draft of the final 
report of work in the Indiana communities of Clark and Floyd counties. 
We earlier transmitted copies of final revised reports for work in Carroll 
County, Ill., and Sauk County, Wis. 
We began preparation of the certificates for those individuals who participated 
in our training program on Guam. 
A meeting was held in Atlanta with Mr. Harry Levy to plan the work program to be 
instituted in Hinesville, Georgia. 
Work Ahead: There are a few details on the Guam project to be completed, such 
as completion of certificates, and drafting of the final report. 
The final report on the program conducted in Indiana is to be completed and for-
warded for review. 
We will begain detailed outline of activities in the three-county area of Georgia 
around Hinesville, all impacted by the Fort Stewart build-up. 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
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Expenditures: Through the end of November, our internal accounting reports 
the following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	 $21,279 
Travel 	 11,932 
Materials and Supplies 	 4,903 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Benefits 	 17,225 
Total 	 $55,339 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
CES ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Economic Development Division 
February 2, 1979 
Mr. Thomas Winshurst 
Office of Economic Adjustment 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (MR&L) 
Room 3E, 772, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310 
Reference: Contract No. MDA-903-77-0102 
Community Organization for Economic Development Program (COEDP) 
Interim Report 31 January 79 
Dear Mr. Winshurst: 
This interim report covers activities at all locations where we have con-
tracted to perform services under the COEDP. 
Work Accomplished: Draft copies of the final report on work in the Indiana 
communities of Clark and Floyd counties were forwarded for your review. 
Final revised reports on work in Carroll County, Ill., and Sauk County, Wisc., 
have been accepted by your office. 
We began preparation of the draft of the final report of our program in Guam. 
Late in the month we attended meetings in Hinesville, Ga., where our program 
in Liberty-Bryan-Long counties was initiated. 
Work Ahead: We expect to transmit for your review a draft of the final report 
on the program conducted in Guam. 
As soon as we receive your comments on the final report describing the program 
in Indiana, we will then complete that document. 
We will proceed with Phase Two of our program in the three-county area of 
Georgia around Hinesville, all impacted by the Fort Stewart build-up. Since 
our first session did not occur until late in January, this will put us 
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far behind schedule. We shall try to compensate for this lag by compressing 
the other segments. 
Expenditures: Through the end of December, our internal accounting reports 
the following expenditures: 
Personal Services 	$21,785 
Travel 	 11,932 
Materials and Supplies 	4,906 
(including consultant) 
Overhead and Staff Bene- 
fits 	 17,659 
Total 	 $56,282 
This does not constitute any billing, merely an informal accounting. 
I shall be pleased to furnish additional details, should such be desired. 
Sincerely, 
Robert B. Cassell 
Principal Research Scientist 
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This program was originally conceived as a vehicle to involve local com- 
munity leaders from counties impacted by military installation closings or re-
ductions in force. The process was intended to stimulate effective economic de-
velopment efforts at the local level. The Georgia counties involved, and the prin-
cipal communities, were identified by the Office of Economic Adjustment, Of- 
fice of the Secretary of Defense, as impacted by the substantial reactiva- 
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tion of activities at Fort Stewart, Georgia. — 
In this case, the activation of the 24th Infantry Division, and subsequent 
expansion of facilities at Fort Stewart, created a situation which led to the 
issuance of Industrial Development Profile (January 1979) by the Office of Eco-
nomic Adjustment. It was deemed desirable to follow this with a training pro-
gram for community leaders to demonstrate how to respond to inquiries from 
interested firms and investors"who would generate new economic activities. 
Conduct of the Economic Development Program was assigned to the Economic 
Development Laboratory of the Engineering Experiment Station at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology. This Laboratory was given the responsibility for exe-
cuting all phases of the program, as described below. 
Program Purpose  
The main thrust of this particular program is to provide a basis for 
1/ Impact Status Report, Presidents' Economic Adjustment Committee, 
(December 1976). 
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concerted community action directed towards achieving economic progress. It 
gave recognition to the fact that the enormous impact in terms of population 
increases, as well as the expansion of businesses and start-ups of new firms 
oriented to the construction and military requirements should be balanced with 
strong efforts to attract different types of economic activities. Such a strategy 
will serve to alleviate the major weakness in that the local economy may become 
almost completely dependent upon the military installation. 
Involvement in the process of attracting new and suitable industrial faci-
lities can provide an insight into the decision-making processes, as well as 
stimulating an impartial analysis of community strengths and weaknesses. From 
this combination of keener perception and confidence in negotiation procedures, 
a program of work with specific tasks for the leadership group can be recommended 
for action. 
This program serves as a device for providing the local economic develop-
ment team with a more intensive and a broader acquaintance with the scope and 
depth of local economic data and a ready recognition of appropriate situations 
in which this information can be readily utilized. In the course of such ac-
tivity, community needs for expanding and improving infrastructural support 
would also be identified. 
Specific Accomplishments  
In involving the leadership in Bryan, Liberty, and Long counties and the 
City of Glennville, certain specific accomplishments were sought: 
o Participation by both the private and the public sectors 
in the various communities. 
o Use and application of economic data, already developed or 
easily accessible. 
o The proper function of a professional staff, contrasted with 
the role of the volunteer elements both from business and 
government. 
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o 	The necessity to plan efforts for a period of long duration, 
using a proper mixture of both patience and persistence. 
o 
	
	Positive attitudes and mature judgement decisions required in 
attracting new investment opportunities. 
Fundamental to this approach is the assumption that any training or teach-
ing experience with an adult group ought to immerse the subject members in a 
real-life experience. Out of this extended exposure can come the learning ex-
perience which highlights the best fashion in which to conduct negotiations. 
By focusing attention on processes which are not completed or areas which 
require further exploration and attention, mistakes can be averted and sound 
guidelines for future activity by the leadership group will be identified. 
Ultimately, this series of interactions serves to broaden the knowledge and 
experience of the local leadership group, giving personal confidence to it and 
showing how to apply valid information. In the future, this group can assume 
the responsibility for expanding the economic base of the community, in con-
junction with sources outside the community. 
Phases of Activity  
The program for the four Georgia local development groups consisted of 
three phases. These phases constituted (one) the initial introduction session 
or orientation, (two) the stage of prospect investigation, (three) the perform-
ance review and work program initiation. 
Some preparatory work was required once the program commitments were made. 
Initial contacts in the subject communities were delayed at the request of Mr. 
Harry Levy of your office, until the Industrial Development Profile was re-
leased and discussed with local leaders. 
Phase One. Within the time frame permitted, due to external circumstances 
mentioned above, the following schedule was followed. The initial meeting with 
local contact and officials took place late in January when the first draft of 
the Kavanagh report was presented for discussion with these representatives. 
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After we explained how the training program would operate, and fielded a number 
of questions, general agreement was obtained that the designated communities 
would participate, and names of those to be contacted, were furnished. A list 
of those attending this session is attached in the Appendix. 
Phase Two. After arrangements were made for a consultant (Mr. F. Adrian 
Norton of Atlanta), and the location project was fine turned, we contacted the 
communities early in March with the preliminary location contact inquiry. After 
replies and information was screened, arrangements were made for the industrial 
prospect's (consultant) visit. 
A genuine manufacturing plant location search made by a metalworking cor-
poration was used as the case and adapted so that it would meet the general cir-
cumstances of the southeastern situation. The consultant was rehearsed with 
complete details on the project and was also supplied with all community in-
formation which had been furnished in writing or telephoned prior to this visit. 
The case was an investigation by a medium-sized metalworking concern which 
would employ 150-175 workers initially and 250-300 workers after five years. 
It required a site of 25-30 acres. The facility had some need for semi-fabricated 
materials, would use both electric power and natural gas, and the management 
expressed more than a mild concern with general community attitudes on new industry 
as well as the receptiveness of the existing industrial complex. 
In April a team consisting of Mr. Norton, Robert Rotan of the Georgia De-
partment of Industry & Trade, Larry Edens from the Savannah office of the In-
dustrial Extension Division, and the project director visited each of the four 
communities to meet with local contact groups and to inspect communities and 
plant sites. This inspection trip required two days. 
At each location, the company's needs and requirements were described in 
detail and discussed with the local team members. Mr. Norton prepared an ana-
lysis and critique on each location. The observations of the other three team 
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members were melded into a final evaluation of the performance of each community 
contact team. 
Phase Three. A detailed written report, of 8 to 10 pages, was prepared for 
each community and reviewed with the respective contact team members in September. 
The recommended program of work was reviewed in detail with each community team 
leader. The report for Liberty County (Hinesville) is attached as a sample of 
the type of report delivered and discussed with those team leaders. Sufficient 
copies were provided for distribution to other team members who were unable to 
attend the debriefing session. 
Accomplishments  
Without doubt, substantial improvement has taken place in the knowledge 
of local resources and updating and expansion of the information developed on 
the part of some of the contact teams in the selected communities. The use of 
more sophisticated techniques in the attraction of new investment has been 
stressed to each group. 
An awareness of the need for more local initiative and less dependence upon 
the conduct of economic development by outside sources has been emphasized. At 
the same time, the involvement of those agencies at appropriate times has been 
illustrated. Throughout the program emphasis has been placed upon the desirability 
and the importance of self-reliance in expanding local economic development 
programs. 
Evaluation and Recommendations  
Initially, as well as during the conduct of the work in the respective com-
munities, evaluations of both the constituency and the effectiveness of each 
contact team were made. While the ideal situation would be to have a genuine 
cross-section of the various "publics" with the top leadership from each group 
involved, this was not possible in a practical sense in any of these situations. 
In two cases, Pembroke and Hinesv ille, almost all the contact team was with one 
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individual. 	In the case of Glennville, the original contact just dropped out 
of the picture (with no loss to the community effort, it should be added). 
Thus, the greatest weakness demonstrated in many of these communities was a 
failure to involve enough of the local leadership, and a definite lack of con-
tinuity. It may be concluded that the second weakness is inherent from the first 
deficiency. 
Throughout the program, efforts were made to involve state development agen-
cies and other external professional agencies (such as regional councils, 
utilities, railroad, etc.) in the process, both to inform them of local accom-
plishments as well as to involve them more specifically in the local presenta-
tions. For example, a staff member of the Department of Industry & Trade parti-
cipated in the team evaluation procedure. 
Furthermore, continuing contact was maintained with OEA officials at the 
Washington level. Also, contact was continued with the designated G-5, Civil-
Military Operations officer at Fort Stewart, and with staff members of the 
Coastal Area Planning & Development Commission at Brunswick. 
This program differs in two aspects from previous training programs which 
the Georgia Tech group has conducted at other locations at the behest of the 
Office of Economic Adjustment. For one, the communities are much smaller, and 
with the specific exception of Hinesville, unable to support full-time or part-
time professional assistance. Secondly, these communities are not suffering 
the negative impact of excessive unemployment resulting from base closings; 
rather, the opposite case exists in that they are likely to be overwhelmed by 
the base expansion. 
This condition calls for different treatment. Some type of common um-
brella organization which could support professional development expertise 
and talent for attracting new investments and job opportunities, and which could 
explore some of these economic pursuits previously identified and recommended, 
could serve all these communities. 
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Also, some systematic process for recontacting and for review of actions 
taken, should be instituted. This would permit OEA and its consultants to measure 
results to date and reevaluate local development strategies. At present, no 
such process is in place, and without it, these communities are receiving little, 
if any, specific assistance and guidance in economic development strategy 
decisions. 
Limitations of inadequate funding (since the project was conducted on the 
remainder of contract funds unexpended by January 1979) and the requirement to 
complete field work by September, handicapped execution of the program. Quite 
probably, with sufficient funding and a lengthier period of time to execute 
all phases, more definite results could have been identified. 
APPENDIX 
DEVELOPMENT REPRESENTATIVES 
Meeting at Hinesville, Ga. 





	 CAPDC - Fort Stewart 
LTC Ward M. Chewning, Jr. 	 Civil-Military Operations, G-5, Fort 
Stewart 
Karl Brendle 	 CAPDC - Fort Stewart 
John Kavanagh 	 Economic Research Council, 
Washington, D.C. 
Harry Levy 	 OEA, Washington, D.C. 
Allen Brown 	 Chamber of Commerce, Hinesville/Liberty 
County 
Danny Ramp 	 Chamber of Commerce, Hinesville/Liberty 
County 
Charlie Rowland 	 Glenville, Ga. 
E. C. Robinson 	 Richmond Hill, Ga. 
L. S. Boles 	 Richmond Hill, Ga. 
John Winn 	 Liberty County Industrial Authority, 
Hinesville 
Larry R. Edens 	 Georgia Tech - Savannah Office 
Ed Bee 	 Coastal APDC, Brunswick 
Robert B. Cassell 	 EDD/Georgia Tech, Atlanta 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
Report on 
Activity of 
Liberty County Development Team 
(Program under sponsorship of the Office of Economic Adjustment, 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Department of Defense, Washington, D. C.) 
by 
Economic Development Laboratory 
Engineering Experiment Station 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
Atlanta, Georgia 
August 1979 
INITIAL PROSPECT INQUIRY AND RESPONSE 
PROSPECT INQUIRY 
Our initial letter of inquiry provided the following details: 
Metal manufacturing company -- consultant inspecting Georgia 
locations. 
Plant site of 25 to 30 acres, ready for construction, with 
adequate utilities. 
Initial employment: 150 to 175 people (needed -- machine operators, 
welders, polishers/buffers; office personnel, small number of 
unskilled). 
Eventual employment: -- 
Company interested in: 
present union situation 
community attitude 
attitude of existing industry 
rail and truck transportation 
easy access to air transportation 
electric power and natural gas 
COMMUNITY RESPONSE 
o Call with apologies for not responding earlier 
o Asked about timing for visit 
o Second call about property, particularly size of site 
o Asked how much time we would have 
o Did not say where we would have meeting 
COMMUNITY HANDLING OF PROSPECT'S VISIT 
Strong Points  
Although the community development team representing Hinesville and Liberty 
County needs more experience and practice in handling industrial inquiries,cer-
tain positive aspects were observed: 
INTRODUCTION 
o Private places for meeting, comfortable, coffee provided 
o Effect of Fort Stewart honestly stated 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Map used to point out sites 
o Data on community and site supplied 
LABOR 
o Gave estimate of available labor 
o Cited training facilities and "Quick Start" services 
SITES 
o Knew land situation and industrial site availability 
o Able to cite land costs, water tank and well costs 
COMMUNITY HANDLING OF PROSPECT'S VISIT 
Weak Points 
A number of weak points surfaced in the Hinesville program: 
INTRODUCTION 
o No inquiry was made as to prospect's time and schedule. 
o No opportunity offered to meet other community leaders. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Material on the community and sites handed over in the office meet-
ing -- very little explanation or interpretation given, except for 
Fort Stewart information. 
LABOR 
o Little specific given on labor supply; some data on employment could have 
been interpreted. 
o Too much emphasis on transient population. 
o No suggestion made for contact with or interview with existing industry. 
UTILITIES 
o Did not explore company's water and sewer needs. 
SITES 
o Third site needed better map and information -- this can be a real 
asset. 
FINANCING 
o Better familiarity with advantages and disadvantages of industrial 
revenue bonds would make the presentation more convincing. 
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COMMUNITY HANDLING OF PROSPECT'S VISIT 
COMMUNITY TOUR 
o Not organized; very little specific shown 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o No exploration of company's needs as to supplies and services. 
o Failed to describe some community amenities: closeness to Savannah 
and air transportation; churches, school system. 
o Did not inquire what, in effect, it would take to make this the company's 
choice. 
COMMENTS FROM THE CONSULTANT 
The meeting took place in the offices of the authority, with businessman 
of varied talents and occupations, quite intelligent and positive in his state-
ments. The offices were roomy, nice, cool, etc., with coffee served by a very 
charming young lady. He had not, though, furnished any previous information 
about the community; when chided for overlooking this feature, he later apolo-
gized, with the lame excuse of having been "busy." 
We were presented with an Industrial Survey of Long County, two site bro-
chures, and some rather detailed information as to the impact of Fort Stewart 
on the general area. Did go into detail about this feature stating that the 
economy had its up and downs according to the Fort Stewart programs. 
We were furnished with copy of a survey of the seven-county area compris-
ing the Hinesville labor market, showing total manufacturing occupations by 
Occupational Group Distributions (no date), but nothing specific as to what 
numbers are available for employment. 
Transportation was discussed generally regarding Hinesville, but not speci-
fic except as related to the industrial sites. 
Site 1 at Allenhurst has gas and electric utilities adequate for our re-
quirements, has rail, but size is small (22 acres) and is also trianguler in 
shape, creating a building site problem. Water is available only from artesian 
sources, requiring a well and standpipe facilities. Sewer would have to be 
septic. 
Site 2 at Walthourville also has gas and electric service, but water and 
sewer are as stated at Site No. 1. This is a nice piece of land, fairly level, 
slightly higher than the surrounding area, rectangular in shape. 
Site 3 (no map). This is a proposed industrial park, still in the planning 
and thinking stage. Privately owned, no price, also permission is required from 
Fort Stewart for sidetrack connection to rail line. 
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COMMENTS FROM THE CONSULTANT (Cont.) 
I would rule out sites 1 and 3, but Site 2 has some possibilities, if ob-
jections to spending an additional $100,000 for water and sewer can be overcome. 
Revenue bonds were discussed, although this was a prompted question. In-
dicated willingness and ability to deliver, but had no previous experience with 
this type of financing. Construction costs are somewhat of an unknown factor, 
not discussed in detail. 
Other than our trip to the three sites, none of the town was shown to us. 
This visit was set up several weeks in advance, and other local citizens 
interested in the welfare of their city should have been present. There were 
some excuses for no availabilities. The information furnished is not complete 
or of such nature as to create a good impression with an industrial prospect. 
The sites are probably too far removed from the city to be of interest. 
I must say that this is a good-looking town, with nice residential areas and 
business district. However, the seeming lack of interest on the part of the 
leaders (who did not show up) is an indication of what comes later. I cannot 
recommend further consideration at this time. 
COMMUNITY FOLLOW - UP 
If the Hinesville/Liberty County Development Corporation team is genuinely 
interested in obtaining the industry which this prospect represents, then it is 
essential that the consultant who is making the investigation be furnished all 
of the information about the community as soon as possible prior to his visit. 
This will enable him to be knowledgeable about the situation and to expedite 
his inspection. 
Secondly, other specific details should be compiled as developed from the 
prospect's visit and conference. That information should be furnished, ac-
companied by a letter setting forth the community's interest and an offer of 
further material and other specifics on the town. 
Do not assume that when the prospect leaves that he is satisfied, and has 
all the facts he may need. Find out if that is the case, by asking. 
As far as is known, no effort was made by the Hinesville/Liberty County 
group to follow-up on this project. The prospect would likely assume that this 
failure to pursue the project showed a lack of community interest in obtaining 
this plant. 
An immediate follow-up is also highly desirable for another reason: since 
both state and area development agencies deal with many communities and with 
many prospects, they must be kept current on local activity, particularly in any 
further contacts with the prospect. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION 
Hinesville and Liberty County have already demonstrated that they can 
support new industry (though this point was not developed in the meeting with 
the prospect as positively as it should have been.) We are convinced that the 
Hinesville contact team could improve its effectiveness by certain measures de-
scribed below. 
For purposes of accomplishing this program, we have separated them into 
"Short-Range Objectives" which can be initiated and completed within a short 
period of time and which will not place an undue burden upon the Liberty County 
Industrial Authority. Another set are listed as "Long-Range Objectives"; these 
will require more time to complete, as well as a considerable amount of research 
and editorial work on the part of the executive. 
SHORT-RANGE OBJECTIVES  
o Select a spokesman for the group who is a businessman citizen. 
(This is no reflection on the paid professional, but he is re-
garded as just that by the inquiring prospect). 
o Develop a detailed "Game Plan" for handling industrial prospects. 
This plan will cover all items from the introductions to the com-
munity tour plan. 
o Create specific task forces on major subject areas and assign res-
ponsibility for: utilities, labor supply, transportation, sites, 
community attitude, financing, local amenities. Give each definite 
responsibilities. 
o Develop a standard statement and explanation on the Fort Stewart 
situation. 
o Develop a "Briefing Book" for use of the entire team (no matter 
who the individuals that are involved) with numerous subject areas 
brought up-to-date. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION (Cont.) 
LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES  
o Prepare a regional orientation map. 
o Prepare a community tour map and supplement with pictures. 
o Push development of the proposed industrial district. 
o Expand labor supply data, supplement with information from exist-
ing employers. 
o Initiate a color slide presentation as a substitute, or back-up for 
the community tour. 
o Start your own program of prospect solicitation. 
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (COEDP) 
TERRITORY OF GUAM 
Background 
In each location where the Community Organization for Economic Development 
Program (COEDP) has been conducted previously, the Office of Economic Adjust-
ment, Department of Defense, has determined that the impact of personnel re-
ductions at major defense installations is severe enough to require the mar-
shalling of local community effort in order to minimize the negative aspects of 
such reductions. A system to accomplish this objective has been demonstrated 
in programs prepared for localities in Illinois, Wisconsin, and Indiana. 
In the case of the territory of Guam, however, where reductions at the 
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Naval Ship Repair Facility and other military installations had taken place, — 
the enormous travel distances, combined with a totally different economic base 
and an unique regional context as well, required that a different program be 
employed. 
Important considerations were Guam's physical location across the Inter-
national Date Line from the continental United States, and the strong influence 
of political and social events and economic circumstances prevalent in the Far 
East, particularly the Asian continent. Moreover, the economy of the island of 
of Guam, extremely sensitive to major United States military installations, and 
reflecting economic activities that are mainly service in nature and not oriented 
to agricultural or fishing pursuits, provides a different environment and calls 
for innovative approaches. Vast cultural differences, more attuned to oriental 
attitudes, exist; these demand substantial delicacy in focusing positive 
1/ "Economic Adjustment Program for the Territory of Guam," Office of 
Economic Adjustment, July 1977. 
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responses to western business location procedures. 
As outlined in an excellent analysis of the Guam situation in the "Economic 
Adjustment Program" study, the major thrust of local economic development efforts 
should be to find solutions for reducing Guam's sensitivity to defense spending 
and to expand the economic base with increased local employment in the private 
sector. Such achievements must come about through increased coordination be-
tween the public and private sectors, more coordination among local public agen- 
cies, enlarged human resource development, and targeting of development objectives. 
These were the central themes of the Georgia Tech program conducted on Guam. 
But the program of work which had proved successful in Illinois, Wisconsin, and 
Indiana could not be applied; a different approach, therefore, was required. 
Program Purpose  
The main thrust of the COEDP was to create a climate for concerted community 
action to achieve economic progress and to compensate for the losses in employ-
ment, both actual and anticipated. Essential to this procedure was the recogni-
tion of the fact that recovery from the impact of substantial employment de-
creases, and the accompanying secondary effect on local business and commerce, 
as well as diversifying and expanding the economic base, cannot be achieved 
automatically. What is requited is that enlightened and informed leadership, in 
both the private and in the public sectors, undertake a number of measures which 
can provide positive directions for generating new employment opportunities. 
A definite strategy for accomplishing these objectives must be created. 
The most desirable response by Guamanians would be to generate new invest-
ment and new economic activity through activity from the private sector. This 
effort, however, requires the use of sophisticated techniques and an under-
standing of the processes of economic development. 
The negative psychological attitudes which substantial employment reduc-
tions generate within a community can be replaced with a positive outlook. 
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Furthermore, in negotiations with potential investors who operate outside of 
the designated communities, a posture that can influence the course of events 
can be adopted, rather than that of merely reacting to the inquiries which 
will be made regarding local resources. 
After considerable discussion with the OEA project manager and other OEA 
staff members, it was decided that since only one opportunity to interface with 
Guam leaders would be possible that the training for resolving economic develop-
ment problems could best be accomplished through an intensive Seminar/Workshop. 
In this fashion, the local community leaders would be immersed in development 
practical attitudes and techniques. Furthermore, emphasis could be focused on 
those methods which are most productive. 
The major thrust of such a Seminar/Workshop program was to provide training 
in and familiarization with those fundamentals employed to stimulate private 
investment. It was hoped the training sessions would stimulate both the private 
sector and the governmental agencies to collect and display information which 
would be required to attract business interests that might consider Guam as the 
site for new or expanded activities. Emphasis was to be placed upon the process 
of creating a favorable business environment, with "packages" which cover 
financing assistance, developed land areas ready for occupancy, appropriate labor 
training programs, and the 
Results Sought  
In general, the program was constructed to demonstrate to participants: 
o The optimum function of a professional staff, in contrast 
with the role of the volunteer elements both from business and 
government. 
o The proper utilization of economic data appropriate to the local 
situation, already developed or easily accessible. 
o Emphasis upon the desirability of continuing positive economic 
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development efforts over a long period of time, requiring a judi-
cious mixture of both patience and persistence. 
o 	The need for positive attitudes and mature judgment decisions in 
the process of developing new investment opportunities. 
o 
	
	The proper combination of financial and moral support from both 
private and public sectors to achieve optimum results. 
Man so-called contact teams -- such as industrial commissions or chamber 
of commerce committees -- without training and exposure, simply lack the ex-
pertise to handle projects which can materialize as new investment opportuni-
ties for the area. In many cases where the professional talents are not avail-
able, these organizations must rely upon volunteer participation. The better 
trained the volunteers, the greater will be the opportunity for positive and 
productive results. 
Fundamental to this approach is the assumption that any training or teach-
ing effort with an adult group should immerse the subject members in real problem-
solving experiences. Out of this intensive concentration can come the learning 
experiences which highlight the best techniques to be used to carry out negotia-
tions with investors. As a result, the problem-solving activity reveals weak-
nesses or deficiencies in the local development approach and thus attention 
can be devoted to actions which are incomplete in results or to areas which 
require further exploration. This provides a framework for solid future activity 
by the leadership group, and improves its capability. 
Progrwn Development  
Taking into consideration the unique circumstances of the Guam situation, 
planning for the training seminar was initiated in March, 1978 in a meeting with 
Mr. Paul Sage, project director of OEA, and staff members of the Georgia Tech 
Economic Development Division team who would participate in the Guam program. 
The general outline of the program was developed at that time. 
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Subsequently, Mr. Sage and Mr. Michael McClure, treasurer and a director 
of the Guam Growth Council, cane to Atlanta in June for review of the revisions 
in the proposed program. At that time, it was decided to finalize the Seminar/ 
Workshop package for presentation to as many as 50 local participants with 
scheduling arranged in order to accommodate a group of that size. 
The original plan was to present four days of instruction and training, 
comprised of two three-hour sessions each day. In order to have close contact 
with the community leaders, it was decided that concurrent sessions would be 
conducted and discussion groups established for all but the opening and closing 
teaching periods. This planning and these arrangements had to be discarded once 
the session was initiated, and the physical arrangements for the program were 
changed so that all attendees would be involved in nearly all the same sessions 
each day. 
Considerable preparatory work was required once the program elements were 
agreed upon. Subsequent to the March meeting, background on the Guam situation, 
in the main drawn from prior OEA studies, was reviewed by the Georgia Tech team. 
Continuing contact was maintained with OEA officials at the Washington level. 
Project review sessions were held in the OEA offices in Washington, as indicated, 
prior to the initiation of the field work, and upon conclusion of the program. 
These sessions were useful to the Georgia Tech project manager in his efforts 
to refine and to evaluate the program's timing and effectivness. 
Contacts on Island of Guam  
Once the program was finalized, accelerated efforts were made to involve the 
Guam Department of Commerce and other concerned agencies in the process. 
As soon as the Georgia Tech team arrived in Guam for the training program, 
contacts were initiated with local representatives in order to explain the pro-
gram and to increase local attendance. This served a two-fold purpose: to learn 
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more of local accomplishments and to involve these groups specifically in the 
presentations. Up to this point, the training team had relied upon the Guam Growth 
Council to extend invitations to the Seminar/Workshop, to handle local publicity, 
and to make necessary physical arrangements. 
During the visit, efforts were made to solicit the direct participation of 
the Guam Government. In view of the outspoken opposition of J. B. McDonald, 
director of the Guam Department of Commerce (see April 1978 article in Pacific  
Daily News), the Georgia Tech project director made a special effort to become 
acquainted with Mr. McDonald, to review our program, and to seek his participation. 
This did not produce the desired results, although one staff member did attend the 
sessions, and Mr. McDonald made a brief, token appearance on the first morning, 
staying for about 30 minutes. In actual fact, the Guam Department of Commerce per-
forms the function of public relations contact and provides some research support 
for other economic development efforts; it does not engage directly in the economic 
development field. 
By contrast, the Guam Economic Development Authority is actively engaged in 
financing, brochure production, fact dissemination, and other aspects. Its 
director Mr. David Flores was much more receptive to the Georgia Tech program 
in our pre-session conference, although he admitted that he had little prior 
notice about the training sessions. Mr. Flores was able to attend and partici-
pate in one session during theWeek. 
Other contacts were made with Mr. Paul Souder, chief planner (who appeared 
briefly at the opening session), and the Guam Department of Labor, and the Uni-
versity of Guam. However, there was not sufficient time prior to initiation of 
the training sessions for the Georgia Tech staff to cultivate the full variety 
of government officials who might be considered as potential audience for the 
program. 
Program Delivery  
The program was presented on four consecutive days at the Guam Reef Hotel, 
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Tumon Bay. The initial session was attended by about 22 persons; during the four 
days some 30 different persons attended. However, due to limited number of local 
citizens in the first session, a decision was made (with the concurrence of Mr. 
Sage, the OEA project manager who monitored all segments of the program), - to con-
solidate the sessions originally scheduled for concurrent presentation. 
Furthermore, the manner in which the pre-designed case studies were presented 
was altered from the pre-seminar plan. Inasmuch as the ultimate purpose of the 
entire program was to present information and to explore techniques through an 
informal dialogue, the changes in mechanics and in the program structure did not 
materially affect the presentations. 
The schedule for the Seminar/Workshop on Economic Development is attached 
as Appendix I. Instead of the original format of concurrent workshops, a subject-
by-subject approach was employed. However, two groups of the attendees were 
created for the problem-solving sessions, as described below. 
A selection of lecture outlines and of handout materials are attached as 
Appendix II. In addition to these, several audio/visual presentations from 
the series prepared by the AIDC Educational Foundation were shown, followed by 
discussions of the contents. Upon conclusion of the workshop, several publica-
tions, including "Principles of Industrial Development" and "Handbook on Com-
munity Development," as well as a few specialized economic development studies, 
were presented to the Guam Growth Council to support its reference capacities. 
Program Segments  
Major segments, or program elements, presented in the four-day sessions 
covered in detail the following themes. 
Why Economic Development? The principles and purposes of total economic 
development were described. Emphasis was placed upon the best and 
highest use of resources in compatibility with overall program ob- 
jectives. The planning process, taking into account external factors 
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and influences, was described and strategies employed by other development 
groups were described. 
Expanding the Economic Base. This period of discussion laid the founda-
tion for stressing coordinated efforts among all groups. It emphasized 
the need to broaden local efforts to participate in a number of eco-
nomic activities, with an exposition of the need for diversity and the 
attraction of such new employment sources as manufacturing, agri-
business, services, mineral processing, and tourism. 
Organizing for Economic Growth. Following the segment above, this session 
evaluated the various vehicles which are being used by communities for 
the promotion of development objectives. It reviewed programmatic ele-
ments and priorities, and offered guidance for financing local programs, 
staff, and other considerations. 
Community Assets Inventory. All too often, the community fails to fully 
appreciate exactly what it has to offer an industrial prospect; yet its 
leadership cannot begin to do an efficient selling job until it knows 
the "plus" aspects of its product. This period described the process 
of determining a community's assets and the procedures for promoting 
those assets. 
Location Factors. Various factors which influence the selection of 
locations for new facilities were examined. These were assessed from 
the point of view of the location of manufacturing or production units 
and also in the light of requirements for other types of economic 
activity. The distinction between basic factors and secondary factors 
was stressed in the presentation. 
Marketing Team. In the contemporary local economic development process, 
which concentrates on the attraction of new investments, a major ingredi-
ent is the team of community leaders who are charged with the responsibility 
for selling community assets to the facility locator. Composition of 
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the team, information which it must have on hand, as well as data which 
might be needed, were all reviewed. 
Manpower Resources and Training. This workshop session was concerned with 
labor resources analysis and documentation, and their importance to com-
munity economic development effort; what expansion plant location special-
ists want to know about the community's labor resources; how to develop 
an action plan for accumulating or developing needed labor resources 
information. In the discussion, advice was given on how to disseminate 
the information that is collected and analyzed, how to present details 
on the educational background of the labor pool, and methods for demons-
trating the availability of a well-trained continuing labor supply. 
Development Financing. This period of training included a discussion 
of the need for formulation of an industrial financing policy by the 
local development group. Various financing programs available to the 
community were reviewed, with emphasis on industrial plant financing. 
Discussion focused on the types of financing agencies, local industrial 
development corporations, industrial revenue bond financing, conventional 
financing, federal financing sources, and industrial facility leasing. 
Industrial Sites and Buildings. During this workshop session, the im-
portance of sites and buildings as development tools was emphasized. 
The characteristics of industrial sites and districts were discussed, 
and the process of land development and the construction of speculative 
buildings was reviewed. Discussion of the methods of site and building 
data presentation and promotion of the land and facilities concluded the 
session. 
Transportation Considerations. This workshop period reviewed the role 
of transportation in an industry's cost structure and in the location 
decision-making process. The types of transportation avaiable to Guam 
were examined, along with the advantages and problems inherent in each. 
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The segment concluded with a review and discussion of the transportation 
data needed by industrial prospects and the best means for presenting such 
data. 
Environmental Constraints. Given the imperative of modern economic de-
velopment, what are the limitations and legal restrictions? Applications 
to societal demands as a whole and to the Guamanian environment were es-
tablished as conditions for restricting unlimited growth. 
Business Development. The importance of encouraging small business develop-
ment in the total economic development program was examined. Attention was 
called to factors which can encourage the establishment of new ventures 
or supporting activities for existing industry, thereby enlarging the eco-
nomic base. Difficulties in identifying and encouraging entrepreneurs 
were reviewed, and some external sources for financial support were 
described. 
Locational Problems. Two problems involving location search and selection 
were constructed for group discussion and solution. One of these consti-
tuted a description of the search currently being conducted by a company 
headquartered on the United States mainland seeking to establish a facility 
to manufacture fabric ornamental items and sewed apparel. The other 
case presented the alternatives for consolidation of marketing and 
engineering activities by amulti-national firm which had activities 
scattered throughout the Far East. 
No positive and final answer was suggested for either of these cases. 
Rather, the conclusions focused upon an analysis of the alternatives and a 
presentation of the most appropriate documentation describing the Guam 
situation for each case. The intent was to present each team confronted 
with these problems an insight into the management decision process. 
Results  
It is difficult to assess fully the results of this type of training, 
particularly within a very short time-period. Many important points can be high-
lighted, and the participants can be brought to a high level of understanding 
and enthusiasm. But, lacking the financial base to maintain a program, without 
the direction which an experienced professional can furnish on a day-to-day 
basis, only partially successful results can be anticipated. Furthermore, with-
out the active involvement of the public sector, certain limitations will pre-
vail. With these reservations, then, a number of accomplishments can be cited. 
It can be demonstrated that substantial improvement has taken place in the 
knowledge of local resources and the information developed on the part of the local 
contact team selected from the Guam Growth Council. The use of more sophisti-
cated techniques in dealing with potential investors will become apparent in the 
future. 
An awareness of the need for local action, with less dependence upon the 
initiation of activity by outside sources, has been realized. At the same time, 
the appropriate involvement of such forces was underscored. Emphasis has been 
placed upon the desirability and the importance of local initiatives in expand-
ing and advancing economic development programs. 
This training program served to give the local economic development team a more 
intensive and a broader acquaintance with the scope and the depth of local eco-
nomic data and a ready recognition of those appropriate situations where such 
information can be readily utilized. In the course of these analyses, community 
needs for expanding and improving infrastructural support were also identified. 
The local participants initially were loosely knit, but by the conclusion 
of the program they operated in much more cohesive fashion and as a better 
informed group. Responsibilities for the performance of tasks and the manage-
ment of resources data were more clearly defined. 
Some participants who were poorly informed, or even uninformed, regarding 
certain resources at the start, had acquired considerable information. Further, 
it appeared that the private sector development group could function with 
J 
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more confidence and authority at the conclusion of the program, and that many of 
the techniques suggested would be applied. 
While it was the original intent to obtain the participation of all public 
and private sector organizations (e.g. chamber of commerce, public utility, 
regional or territorial agency) that might be involved in economic development 
activities, this could not be accomplished, for reasons previously explained. 
Thus, it was not possible to obtain the type of private-public sector involve-
ment which is essential to the establishment of a successful economic adjustment 
program. 
An analysis of the evaluations which attendees submitted at conclusion of 
the program tend to substantiate some of these conclusions. Major drawbacks cited 
were the short time span for exposure to the concepts, and the feeling that the 
local group was left to its own resources without access to reliable sources for 
further consultation and advice. 
Expectations for improvement and accomplishment can be high for the long 
range, but there presently is no reliable method for the measurement of results. 
A system for periodic followups with the local development group'after a lapse 
of about a year might be appropriate. 
At the beginning of this training program it was announced that certificates 
of completion would be awarded those who attended at least eighty percent of 
the training sessions. Twelve certificates were prepared and transmitted to the 
Guam Growth Council for distribution to the recipients. A list of those com-
pleting the course, a list of those invited by the Growth Council to participate, 
and a copy of the certificate, are contained in Appendix III. Included in this 
Appendix also is copy of an article in the Pacific Daily News of July 13 report-
ing upon the Seminar/Workshop. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR/WORKSHOP 
July 11-14, 1978 
Schedule 
Tuesday, July 11 
Morning Session  
9:00 a.m. 	Introduction and Orientation (Sage) 
.0:00 a.m. -- Why Economic Development? (Cassell) 
12:00 noon Expanding the Economic Base (Cassell) 
Afternoon Session  
1:00 p.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops: 
2:30 p.m. Organizing for Economic Development (Collier) -- Groups, A, B, C 
Community Assets Inventory (Dodson) -- Groups D, E 
2:30 p.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops: 
4:00 p.m. Organizing for Economic Development (Collier) -- Groups D, E 
Community Assets Inventory (Dodson) -- Groups A, B, C 
Wednesday, July 12 
Morning Session  
9:00 a.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops: 
10:30 a.m. Location Factors (Cassell) -- Group A Industrial Sites (Dodson) -- Group D 
Marketing Team (Collier) -- Group B Business Development (Bethea) Group E 
Manpower Resources and Training (Sund) -- Group C 
0:30 a.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops: 
12:00 noon Location Factors (Cassell) -- Group B Industrial Sites (Dodson) -- Group E 
Marketing Team (Collier) -- Group C Business Development (Bethea) -- Group A 
Manpower Resources and Training (Sund) -- Group D 
Economic Development Seminar/Workshop 
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Wednesday,  July 12  
Afternoon Session  
1:00 p.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops: 
2:30 p.m. Location Factors (Cassell) -- Group C Industrial Sites (Dodson) -- Group A 
Marketing Team (Collier) -- Group D 	Business Development (Bethea) -- Group B 
Manpower Resources and Training (Sund) -- Group E 
2:30 p.m. -- All Groups will work on Location Problem 
4:00 p.m. 
Thursday, July 13 
Morning Session  
9:00 a.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops: 
10:30 a.m. Location Factors (Cassell) -- Group D Industrial Sites (Dodson) -- Group B 
Marketing Team (Collier) -- Group E 	Business Development (Bethea) -- Group C 
Manpower Resources and Training (Sund) -- Group A 
10:30 a.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops: 
12:00 noon Location Factors (Cassell) -- Group E Industrial Sites (Dodson) -- Group C 
Marketing Team (Collier) -- Group A 	Business Development (Bethea) -- Group D 
Manpower Resources and Training (Sund) -- Group B 
Afternoon Session  
1:00 p.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops: 
2:00 p.m. Financing Development Projects (Cassell) -- Groups A, B 
Speculative Buildings (Sund) -- Groups C, D, E 
2:00 p.m. -- 	 Concurrent Workshops 
3:00 p.m. Financing Development Projects (Cassell) -- Groups C, D, E 
Speculative Buildings (Sund) -- Groups A, B 
3:00 p.m. -- All Groups will finalize conclusions and prepare reports 
4:00 p.m. 
Economic Development Seminar/Workshop 
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Friday, July 14  
Morning Session  
9 :00 a.m. -- 
10:00 a.m. 
L0:00 a.m. -- 
11:00 a.m. 
11:00 a. m. 
12:00 noon 
Afternoon Session 
1:00 p.m. -- 
2:30 p.m. 
2:30 p.m. -- 
3:30 p.m. 
Concurrent Workshops: 
Communications (Sund) 	Groups D, E 
Transportation (Bethea) -- Groups A, B, C 
Concurrent Workshops: 
Communications (Sund) -- Groups A, B, C 
Transportation (Bethea) -- Groups D, E 
Environmental Considerations (Dodson) 
Reports on Location Problem from each Group (Collier) 
Summary of Program and Critiques 
ROBERT B. CASSELL 
Mr. Cassell was educated at the University of Chattanooga (B.A.,' and 
Vanderbilt University (M.A.) with additional work at Princeton Univer'sity. 
He has had over thirty years' experience in industrial development. He has 
been with Georgia Tech's Technology Development Laboratory (and its prede-
cessors) since 1960, and previously was with the Tennessee Industrial and 
Agricultural Commission. 
Mr. Cassell is Principal Research Scientist in the Economic Development 
Division. He is the author of numerous economic analyses and for fifteen 
years edited the Georgia Development News. Among his latest studies are In-
dustrial Plant Financing, Handbook on Community Development for SBA Per-
sonnel, Industrial Districts in Georgia: A Directory and the Chapter on 
Research in Guide to Industrial Development. He conducts numerous seminars 
and workshops in community and industrial development, and has been director 
of the Georgia Tech's Basic Industrial Development Course since its inception. 
He is a past president of the American Industrial Development Council, a 
former director on its Board and a fellow member of AIDC. He is also a 
Certified Industrial Developer. He recently was honored by the award of 
Honorary Life Membership in the Council. 
He is past president of the Southern Industrial Development Council and 
presently serves as its Executive Director. Mr. Cassell is also a member of 
the AIDC Regents for Education Programs, and a faculty lecturer at AIDC In-
dustrial Development Institute at the University of Oklahoma. In 1975 he 
received the Board of Regents Special Recognition for Dedicated Service to 
Education in Industrial Development. 
EDWIN A. BETHEA 
Mr. Bethea is a research scientist in the Technology and Development 
Laboratory of Georgia Tech's Engineering Experiment Station. He received 
his B.A. degree in Sociology at Knoxville College. He received his Masters 
in Social Work, specializing in community organization. 
Prior to coming to Tech in 1972, he worked for the Department of Welfare 
in Washington, D.C., with United Planning Organization, an Anti-Poverty 
agency, as a Community Organizer and an Economic Development Specialist. 
In 1968 he became Executive Director for Youth Enterprises, Inc., and in 
1970 became Regional Director for the Volunteers in International Tech-
nical Assistance's East Central Regional Office (VITA-East Central), a 
multi-purpose consultant firm. 
Mr. Bethea is a member of the Georgia Industrial Developers Association, 
the National Business League, the National Association of Black Manufacturers 
and serves on several regional and local economic and industrial development 
committees. 
ROBERT E. COLLIER 
W. Collier, Senior Research Scientist with the Engineering Experiment 
Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, has an academic background 
in business administration and public financial management. He held res- 
ponsible management and administrative positions in the Department of Defense 
before joining the Engineering Experiment Station in 1966 as a management 
consultant to small business. There, he developed training programs and 
conducted them for the Economic Development Administration, the Small Busi-
ness Administration, and various state agencies. This activity involved 
the development of handbooks, manuals, lesson plans, and visual presenta-
tions. 
During 1970-72, he served as Training Director for the National Area De-
velopment Institute, Spindletop Research Center, in Lexington, Kentucky. 
Since returning to the Engineering Experiment Station in 1972, Mr. Collier 
has been involved in international training as well as the training of local 
and state officials in the field of economic development, and federal 
agencies including the State Department of Community Affairs and the Coastal 
Plains Regional Council. 
He received his Bachelor's degree in agriculture from Texas A & M Uni-
versity and Masters' degree in management from the Georgia Washington Uni-
versity. 
WINFRED G. DODSON 
Mr. Dodson is a Senior Research Scientist and Head, Urban Development 
Services for the Technology and Development Laboratory in Georgia Tech's 
Engineering Experiment Station. He received his M.S. degree at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina and the Master of Regional Planning degree from 
that same university. Mr. Dodson is also a graduate of the Industrial 
Development Institute at the University of Oklahoma. 
Prior to coming to Georgia Tech in 1966, Mr. Dodson worked with city 
and county planning agencies and with a multi-county planning and develop-
ment commission. 
He is a member of the American Institute of Planners, the American 
Society of Planning Officials, the Georgia Planning Association and the 
Southern Industrial Development Council. 
ROGER K. SUND 
Mr. Sund is the Manager of the Economic Development Department for the 
Cobb County (Georgia) Chamber of Commerce. He received his B.S. degree in 
Industrial Management at the Georgia Institute of Technology and has taken 
advanced training in the economic development field at the American Indus-
trial Development Council Industrial Development Institute at the University 
of Oklahoma. He has been designated a Certified Industrial Developer by 
AIDC. 
Beginning his career in industrial development as a research associate 
at Georgia Tech's Industrial Development Division in 1960, Mr. Sund sub-
sequently became Manager of Industrial Development at the Greater Macon 
(Georgia) Chamber of Commerce, head of technical training at Georgia Tech, 
State Office Director for U. S. Senator Sam Nunn (also serving as staff aide 
in community development matters) and most recently, serving with the Cobb 
County Chamber of Commerce. 
He is a member of the Southern Industrial Development Council, member 
and former vice president of the Georgia Industrial Development Council, 
and member of the Atlanta Economic Development Council. 
APPENDIX II 
REASONS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
A. 	JOBS 
B. 	TYPES OF ACTIVITIES (refer to Bradley) 
C. 	SOURCE OF REVENUE 
D. 	TRADITIONAL VIEW 
1. Developed Nations 
2. Developing Nations 
3. Movement into Amenities Sector 
E. 	GENERAL MISCONCEPTIONS 
F. 	HOW THE PROGRAM FITS TOGETHER 
1. Use the schedule and subjects 
2. Use of the case history(ies) 
3. Application of information and your knowledge 
4. Break into groups of teams 
COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
I. FUNDAMENTALS: Principles Involved 
A. Participation 
B. Perspective 
C. Understanding and Consensus 
II. 	PURPOSE 
A. The Community 
B. Value System 
C. Mechanisms 
D. Creation of Desired Environment 
III. ELEMENTS IN LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
A. Human Resources 
B. Natural Resources 
C. Institutional Resources 
D. Leadership 






V. EXTERNAL FACTORS AND INFLUENCES 
A. Public and Private Agencies 
B. Regional Distinctions 
C. National and International Trends 
VI. THE PLANNING PROCESS 
A. Types 
B. Comprehensive Planning 
C. Current Trends 
VII. EFFECTIVE COMBINATIONS OF ELEMENTS 
THE ECONOMIC BASE 




B. ECONOMIC BASE ANALYSIS 
What it is - what makes economy 
How to use it - usually a regional base 
need to look at entire Western Pacific Basic 
C. MAJOR FIELDS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH 
Wholesale -- retail 
Warehousing -- distribution 
Transportation 
Construction 
Tourism -- recreation 







Financial -- real estate, insurance 
Government installations 
Manufacturing -- processing 
et 
THE ECONOMIC BASE (cont.) 




E. INDUSTRIAL SURVEY 
Why it is needed 
Row to make it 
F. EVALUATION OF ASSETS 
Analyze strengths -- and weaknesses 
Emphasize strong points 
Policy determinations 
G. PROBLEM SOLVING 
FINANCING INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Competetion in Providing Lowest Costs 
B. Reasons for Leasing 
C. Packaging the Project 
II. 	SOURCES OF FUNDS 
A. Revenue Bonds 
B. Mortgage Banker 
C. Investor - Builders 
D. Commercial Banks 
E. Savings & Loans Institutions 
F. Insurance Companies 
G. Investment Bankers 
H. Individuals with Loanable Funds 
I. Small Business Administration (502 - Lease Guarantee) 
III. RESTRICTIVE AND/OR SPECIALIZED FINANCING SOURCES 
A. Economic Development Administration 
B. Small Business Investment Corporations 
• • 
C. Factoring Companies 
D. Leasing Companies 
IV. FUNDS FOR THE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
A. Function of the Industrial Foundation 
B. Types of Foundations 
V. OTHER ASPECTS 
A. Evaluating the Prospect 
B. Sources of Working Capital 
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TYPICAL ORGANIZATION FOR COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
N ■ / r r NN N 
NN \ I r 
NEW AND EXISTING 
BUSINESS 
USUAL KEY LEADERS IN COMMUNITY ACTIVITY 
Extent of Involvement in Community Development
* 
Sector Usual Type of Leader Policy Making Advisory Implementation 
Economic Financial executives F F A 
Commerce executives F F F 
Industry executives F F F 
Wealth leaders F F F 
News media executives A F S 
Lawyers F F F 
Educators A A S 
Realtors F A S 
Government Federal agency administrators S A S 
State department executives S A S 
County officials S A S 
Mayors, councilmen F F A 
City department heads S A A 
Civic Service club officers S S A 
Chamber of commerce executives A F F 
Trade Trade association executives S A A 
Labor Union leaders S A S 
Neighborhood Improvement organization leaders A A A 
Garden clubs, etc. S S S 
Parent-teacher associations S S S 
Minority Negro leaders S S S 
Ethnic group spokesmen S S S 
Cultural Social leaders S S S 
Religious leaders S S S 
Cultural leaders S S S 
* F Frequent, A ■ Average, S ■ Seldom. 
BASIC COMMUNITY DATA REQUIRED FOR ECONOMIC PROFILE 
1. Population - Covers city, county and labor drawing area; includes detailed 
breakdown as needed. 
2. Existing Industry - Lists new and expanded firms by name, with employment 
breakdown; industrial services and union activity in area if present. 
3. Labor Supply - Total available analyzed by sex, skills, training and 
education. 
4. Transportation - Information on all forms of transportation, including rail, 
truck, airline, water, bus and pipeline. 
5. Raw Materials - Information on minerals, forest products and agricultural 
commodities and producers. 
6. Power and Fuels - Rates and other details on electricity, natural and LP 
gas, fuel oil and coal. 
7. Water Utilization - Information on sources, rates, streams and sewage 
system. 
8. Finances and Taxes - Tax rates, bonded debt, and revenues and expenditures 
for city and county. 
9. City Services - Information on fire and police protection and planning 
and zoning regulations. 
10. Government - Description of municipal and county governmental structure. 
11. Education - List of public facilities with details; also information on 
technical and post-high school institutions. 
12. Libraries - Service and holdings. 
13. Health - Hospital, clinic and health department information. 
14. Recreation - Programs, facilities and funding; also information on special 
recreation attractions. 
15. Living Conditions - Information on climate, housing, churches and area 
income estimates. 
16. Accommodations - Details on the availability of motels, hotels and res-
taurants. 
17. Communications - Information on services such as telephone, telegraph, 
post office, radio, television and newspaper. 
18. Banking - Resources of commercial banks and of savings and loan 
associations. 
19. Local Development Program - Where such a program exists, include a brief 
history of its experience in financing and site development. 
20. Optional - Maps, testimonials from employers, local economic trends, etc. 
GUIDE FOR CATALOGING NEEDS 
AND REQUIREMENTS OF INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS 
1. Nature of the business. 
2. Facility will be: branch plant, main, assembly, distribution, etc. 
3. General location desired: size of city, inside or out of city limits. 
4. Employment requirements: total, skills. 
5. Space requirements: construction, special features. 
6. Preferance for: lease, purchase of existing building, construct new 
facility. 
7. Site: acreage, special requirements. 
8. Transportation facilities: rail, motor, air, water. 
9. Utilities: power, fuel, gas, water, sewer. 
10. Major raw materials. 
11. Markets: local, regional, specialized. 
12. Principal factors in making location decision. 
13. Who should be furnished additional information. 
14. Other: financial responsibility; other contacts made. 
In addition to these basic facts, obtained from the inquiring industrial 
prospect, further details may be developed about some of the subject areas. A 
suggested list of items about which the community development contacts should 
be informed includes: 
Market Situation  
Is the market for the product growing? 
Are time and distance of delivery to the market important? 
Are transportation costs of the finished product a significant segement of 
total cost? 
Is price or quality of the product an important consideration? 
Is the product used by other industries or by the general consumer? 
Are marketing channels complex? 
Are sales seasonal or year-round? 
Are special warehousing or distribution facilities required? 
Labor Supply  
Will the employment pattern be seasonal? 
What are specific skills that are considered essential? 
How much local labor will be recruited? 
Raw Materials  
Are the raw materials of such nature that the processor must be located 
nearby (bulk, perishable, fragile and the like)? 
Can alternative sources be developed easily? 
Transportation  
Is rapid or low-cost movement required for raw products? 
Is rapid or low-cost movement required for finished products? 
Is a combination of transportation modes preferable? 
Are special transportation facilities required? 
Energy  
What is the preferred type of fuel? 
Is heat an essential production process? 
Are significant quantities of electric power or natural gas required? 
Can the production process accommodate to interruptible service? 
Water and Sewer  
Is the cost of water a significant factor? 
Are special water characteristics required? 
Any special sewer treatment requirements required? 
What can be done in the plant for pre-treatment purposes? 
Taxes 
Will local tax/assessment policies affect the location? 
Is the capital investment substantial enough to make local tax rates of 
consequence? 
Will inventory be carried in large quantities? 
General Living Conditions  
Does the level of amenities have any influence in location selection? 
Are there special cultural requirements for management and supervisory 
levels? 
Will the work force created by the plant impact available housing 
facilities? 
Climate  
Do the production processes require special weather conditions? 
Will local climate conditions impact transportation, raw material collec-
tion or market penetration? 
Legal Restrictions  
Is the industry controlled or affected by special laws or administrative 
regulations? 
ACCEPTED PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS 
Step 1. 	Develop a working organization. 
Step 2. 	Determine if your town is ready for industry. Make a complete 
inventory including all the facts on: available labor, trans-
portation services, available plant sites and buildings, raw 
materials in quantity, availability and cost of fuels and power, 
local tax structure, housing, schools, recreational and cultural 
advantages and extent of financial assistance. 
Step 3. 	Develop a community Economic Brochure. 
Step 4. 	Get your community behind the drive for industry. 
Step 5. 	Decide whether to provide financial assistance for industry. 
Step 6. 	Handle your prospect's inquiry properly. This includes response 
to requests, of provision of information, recontacts and related 
matters. 
Step 7. 	Handle your prospect's visit properly. 	This includes preliminary 
information on requirements, meeting with the community team, 
conduct of the interview. In particular, be prepared to nego-
tiate with your prospect, but know how far you can go on financ-
ing, provision of utility services, and related matters. 
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE 
LABOR FORCE SURVEY 
To make our industrial development program more effective we need to know more about the human 
resources of County. When a prospective industry looks at our area, we need to be able to tell them the 
occupations and skills of our labor force. Prospective new industries need to know if they can hire an adequate 
number of potentially skilled local workers. 
County increases its chances of success of having a new industry locate here if it can provide accurate, 
up-to-date labor force information. For this reason, the 	_Industrial Development Commission and the 
Agency are cooperating to study the labor force potential of County. 
This survey is distributed to only a sample of the residents of 	County rather than to the entire 
population. Your household was selected by mathematical chance and is one of being contacted. (Eliminate if a 
door-to-door survey is contemplated.) You are not asked to put your name on this questionnaire as the total 
numbers are all that we are interested in. Return of all the questionnaires is necessary to draw valid conclusions, so 
please complete the questionnaire and return it to us. 
Please have all persons in your household who are 14 years old or over fill out a separate form. We hope you 
will give us your cooperation in our effort to build a better community through industrial development. 
1. Sex Male 	 - Female 
2. Age on your last birthday: (Check the age group) 
   
14 to 17 
18 to 24 
25 to 34 
	 35 to 44 
_ 45 to 54 
55 to 64 
65 or over 
   
   
   
       
3. Last grade in school completed: 
	 4th or lower 	9th to 11th 
Sth or 6th 	_12th (high school completed) 
	 7th 	13th to 15th 
 8th 	 16 or more (college graduate) 
4. Main activity at the present time: 
a.	Keeping house 
b. Going to school but want local job after graduation. 
c.	Working for wages, salary or commission (non-agricultural) 
d. Operating own business or professional practice 
(non-agricultural) 
e.	Operating a farm (as owner, part owner, or tenant) 
f.  Retired 
B- 	Looking for work 
h Not working now, but have a job or business and will be working within 30 days 
i. 	 Other (please specify) 
5. Description of full time job or business: 
(If you checked a,b,f, or g above, please write in the blank the word "None" under "Occupation" below) 
YEARS OF 
OCCUPATION 	 INDUSTRY 	 EXPERIENCE 
6. Other occupations in which you are skilled or experienced. 
(List as many as you feel you are qualified in.) 
7. 	If you are not presently employed and a new industry needed employees in an occupation for which you 
might be qualified, (and the industry paid wages equivalent to others in the area) would you accept 
employment in 	County: 	' • 
	 Yes 	 No 
(From: Bringing in the Sheaves, John R. Fernstrom) 
HINTS ON HOW TO CONDUCT A MANPOWER REGISTRATION 
I. Get all the basic facts. Meet with the representative of the prospective 
industry and decide on the information to be collected, analyzed, and tabu-
lated. Determine what the prospect wants to know about the manpower force 
in the area. Discuss final table format. Determine if he or his consultant 
has any specific guidelines to be followed during the survey/registration. 
II. Decide on dates and time. Make sure you have at least 3 to 4 weeks lead 
time. 
III. Decide on the area to be covered in the registration. 
IV. Well in advance of the registration date, develop the questionnaire, forms, 
and other information sheets to be used during registration. 
A. Confidential registration form 
B. Basic facts sheet for registrants 
C. Instructions for registrars and assistants 
D. Map indicating radius of area to be registered 
V. Meet with community leaders and civic groups. Outline to them the need for 
the registration and the problems involved. Request their guidance and help. 
A. What other organizations should be involved? 
B. How do we get voluntary help to staff booths? 
C. How do we get people to register? 
D. Who will do what and when? 
VI. Decide on best possible locations throughout the area for setting up booths. 
VII. Organize registration by area and booth. Someone should be designated as 
Chief of the registration, and every booth should have a leader. Decide 
on how many helpers are needed. Decide on materials and equipment needed 
at each booth. 
VIII. Allowing at least three weeks lead time, plan promotion of the registration 
by using the following media: 
A. Radio/Television 
B. Newspapers 
C. Any other (student take home information sheets) 
D. Develop appropriate news releases for each media 
IX. Develop instruction for all workers. Meet with all workers. Explain in 
detail all forms that they will be using and give them the necessary infor-
mation that will help them do a good job. 
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X. Develop a control system. 
A. Organization chart 
B. Map showing booths 
C. List of booths indicating: 
1. Location and person in charge 
2. Telephone and address 
D. List of workers indicating shifts 
E. List of coordinators in charge of: 
1. Keeping booths staffed 
2. Keeping booths stocked with material, equipment, and forms 
3. Picking up forms at end of day 
XI. Hold dress reshearsal for workers. 
XII. Provide workers with an information center so they can call for answers 
to questions that they cannot answer. 
XIII. Provide appropriate signs at each booth. 
XIV. During registration, provide workers with leadership -- don't leave them 
to fend for themselves. 
XV. During registration, analyze only the number, sex, and area of registrants. 
This will indicate where you need to concentrate publicity. 
XVI. After registration, make sure all booths are quickly secured and the area 
cleaned. 
XVII. Appropriate thanks to the volunteer workers. 
XVIII. Tabulate questionnaires and analyze tabulated information. 
•• 
XIXI. Present information to prospect in best possible format. 
A thorough registration may cost from $1,000 to $20,000 depending on the 
size of the manpower market and the degree of sophistication and detail of 
the registration. This makes it important to consider those methods and 
techniques that will best utilize the community's available manpower and 
money. 
STATE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
Industrial Development Bonds 
Industrial Finance Authorities 
State or local government agencies issue 
revenue bonds, repayment keyed to lease 
payments. Proceeds used to finance pur-
chase of land, construction of plant, 
and in same cases equipment, for lease 
to private firm. 
State development agency provides long-
term loans to private firms at low rates. 
Funds obtained either from state appro-
priations (Pennsylvania plan) or from 
bond issues (Oklahoma plan). 
Development Credit Corporations 	State chartered, with funds obtained from 
or Business Development 	 sale of stock to members (banks, insurance 
Corporations 	 companies, utilities, etc.) and loans from 
financial institutions. No public credit 
used; represents pooling of risk by group 
of private organizations. 
Loan Guarantee Programs 
Tax Incentives 
Administered by state industrial finance 
authorities. State guarantees repayment 
of loans made to firms by conventional 
private lenders. 
Exemptions from specific taxes such as 
property tax (rare), inventory taxes, 
sales/use taxes. The cost to govern-
ments is tax revenue. 
SMALL BUSINESS AIDS 
Government Agencies 
Small Business Administration (SBA)  
1441 L Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20416 
- SBA 502 - Local Development Corporation 
- SBA 8A Program 
- Management Assistance - Dr. Particia L. Burr (202) 653-6881 
Department of Transportation (DOT)  
400 7th Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20590 
(202) 429-4000 
- Federal Aviation Administration 
- Federal Highway Administration 
Department of Commerce (DOC)  
14th Street between Constitution Avenue and E Streets, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20230 
(202) 377-2000 
- Bureau of International Trade 
- Office of Minority Business Enterprise 
- Economic Development Administration 
Department of Agriculture (DOA)  
The Mall, 12th and 14th Streets, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20250 
(202) 447-2791 
- Rural Development 
- Farmers Home Administration 
- Agricultural Marketing Service 
Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA) 
3706 Rhode Island Avenue 
Mt. Rainer, Maryland 20822 
(301) 277-7000 
Reference Materials 
Patterns for Success in Managing a Business, Series No. 2. Business Education 
Division, Dun & Bradstreet, 1967. 
How to Organize and Operate a Small Business, Fifth Edition. Clifford M. 
Baumback, Kenneth Lawyer, Pearce C. Kelley -- Prentice-Hall of Japan, Inc., 
Tokyo, or Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 
The Role of Local Government in Economic Development of Rural Areas. Fredrick 
D. Stocker, Agricultural Economic Report No. 94 -- Economic Research Services, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., 1966. 
State Programming and Economic Development. Selma J. Mushkin -- Council of 
State Governments, Chicago, Illinois, 1965. 
Your Community Can Profit from the Tourist Business. U. S. Superintendent 
of Documents, Washington, D. C., 1957. 
LOCATION PROBLEM 
A nationally recognized manufacturer of fabric ornamental items and 
sewed apparel (shirts and blouses) is considering the location of a facility 
in the Pacific Ocean area. Whether this manufacturing operation could dis-
tribute piece goods on a consignment basis to households and then collect the 
processed materials for shipment is a major locational consideration. 
Employment demands, and building facilities as well, can be somewhat 
smaller than comparable manufacturing processes in the States. 
Company officials anticipate they would require about 50 people to 
inspect, package and ship the finished products. Also, they will need 20 
to 30 clerical personnel for records keeping, distribution of materials, and 
the like. 
The company's building requirements are for 15,000 to 30,000 square feet 
of space with warehousing, inventory, and office space provided. The firm 
needs good communications access. 
Your job is to respond to this company's inquiry and to develop specifics 
for convincing its officials that a facility on Guam would be successful. 
1. What is your team's initial response? 
2. What are major advantages to be stressed? 
3. What sort of follow-up should be planned? 
4. What specific information items ought to be compiled? 
LOCATION PROBLEM 
A major United States corporation is considering the consolidation of its 
marketing and engineering activities which at the present time are scattered 
at several points in the Orient and on the Asian mainland. 
The investigating team for this firm is comprised of a vice president 
for operations, a marketing director, and a director of personnel from the 
company. They are placing considerable emphasis on the escalating costs en-
countered in operating some of their offices in Tokyo and Hong Kong. They 
also express concern over the apparent political instability in some other 
locations. 
This company will make a major capital investment in consolidating its 
widespread operations. It is planning initially a building facility of 40,000 
to 60,000 square feet, with offices which will house about 100 marketing and 
engineering staff and about 100 support personnel. The support personnel will 
include computer specialists, draftsmen, market researchers, and the like. 
The company expects it will need about 10 to 15 acres of land. It also 
requests cost data on wages and salaries, land, communications, and utilities. 
* 
Your group has been approached by the investigating team, and your job 
is to convince them that a facility on Guam would be successful. 
1. What is your team's'initial response? 
2. What particular strong points would you stress? 
3. What kind of follow-up to the investigation would you plan? 
4. What sort of information packet would you compile? 
EVALUATION 
 SEMINAR/WORKSHOP ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN GUAM 
Did the contents of the seminar/workshop meet your objectives in attending? 
Yes 
	
No 	 If no, why? 
Did you learn what you wanted to learn from the seminar/workshop? Yes 
No 	 If no, explain 
Do you feel that your attendance at this seminar/workshop made you more quali-
fied to participate in economic development in Guam? 
To a great extent 
 
Somewhat 	 No 
 
      
Did you find the seminar/workshop relevant to the situation in Guam? 
Very relevant 
 
To some extent 	 No 
 
      
What was the level of this seminar/workshop: Too theoretical 	 Good 
combination of theoretical and practical 	 Inadequate on the 
theory side 	 Inadequate on the practical side 
How would you rate the whole seminar/workshop? Excellent 
Good 	 Poor 
Did you like the methods of presentation? Yes 
	
No 





ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR/WORKSHOP 
List of Invitees 
Guam Growth Council Board of Directors  
Michael D. McClure* 
Employers Council 
Gerry S. A. Perez* 
Nanbo Insurance Underwriters 
Jack Rosenzweig* 
Ching, Rosenzweig & Boertzel 
Attorneys-at-Law 
Willis R. Lawrence 
Klemm, Dear & Lawrence 
Attorneys-at-Law 
Guam Growth Council Committees 
Chris Felix 	 Greg Perez* 
Calvo Management Company 	 Chamber of Commerce 
Phil J. Flores 	 Joe Stoll 
Guam Savings and Loan Association 	 Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith 
John E. West* 	 Fred Jackson* 




Kloppenburg Enterprises 	 Senator Frank Blas's Office 
Lee M. Holmes* 
	 Guam Legislature 
Guam Cable TV System 	 Commander Pete Patacsil 
Norm Santos 
	 COMNAV Marianas, FPO San Francisco 96630 
RCA Global Communications, Inc. 	 Captain William Chin 
Rosemarie Silva* 
	 COMNAV Marianas, FPO San Francisco 96630 
Marianas Travel Agency 	 Priscilla Cruz 
Paul Douglas 
	 Exporta 
Matson Navigation Company 	
Iris Muna 
Bob Barney 	 KGFT, GW Senior High Campus 
Mobil Petroleum Company, Inc. 	
Don Roberts 
William T. Andrianos* 	 Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corp. 
Duty Free Shoppers Limited 	
Wayne R. Baumunk 
Jean Gaskins 	 Coral Reef Marine Center, Inc. 
NavMar Federal Credit Union 
*Attended one or more sessions 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR/WORKSHOP 
List of Invitees  
Others in Attendance--One or More Sessions  
Carl Taitano 
Calvo Management Company 
Sam Gillentine 
Department of Interior 
Carol Enders 
Guam Employers Council 
Henry Cruz 
Guam Department of Commerce 





Guam Development Authority 
J. B. McDonald 
Guam Department of Commerce 
Paul Souder 
Guam Planning Department 
Certificates Awarded  
William T. Andrianos 
Chuck Bacchi 
Carol Enders 
Sam T. Gillentine 
Fred Jackson 






John E. West 
The torgia 3Ingitute of Xetbnotogp 
This is to certify that 
has successfully completed the 
SEMINAR ON GUAM'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
conducted by the 
Economic Development Division, Engineering Experiment Station 
under sponsorship of 
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
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Division Chief 
But Not Insurmountable 
A series of economic de velopment seminars this week are 
being spoaeored by the disM's Scenoraic Adjustment 
Oammlasion 
The seminars are a fellow-up to the Guam economic 
C70111 Ohio which was nosed amidst controversy last A report by the Battelle Memorial Institute of Colunr 
Ow aspect of that report included tbe suggestion du= 
bp a Guam Growth Council to coordinate the public an4 
private sectors indeveig the Guam economy. 
in This conference to gi 	that council guidance it' Bat. 7. • 
Me follow-up efforts to Guam as a viable business com- 
malty, Mike McClure, esecutive director at the Guqpi 
Smpbrers Council, said at the conference yesterday. 
McC4ne kalsotreaoUrre[thegrowthcowndl. 	̂ 
"What we are trying to de to organise the private mkt 
hen with the public meter, exactly like the Battik rimed 
was trying to do," McClure said 	. 	t 
With or without GovGuam, representatives of which are 
• est attending except for brief appearances, the sessions are " 
valuable. "We are making a start by saying bow can wp as a 
business community sec ouram other people to come inta _ 
the Menem cosiummity. lid M anirMing the _ream 	; 
• 
Pao 21—PACIFIC DAILY NEWS, TImultlay, July 13, mg 
os' • 	• 
Business News 
GovGuam Gap Is Key Problem 
Ili amen J. Marks 
Nears gaff 
Cooperation between 
GovGuam and local private 
business sad Industry may be 
Me key obstacle to drrelopiag a 
viable ectesany
arsonamist 
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Technology.. 
"There is a teal gap between 
the business sector and the 
sectors," Robert 
rr:msat ell said yesterday. 
Cassell Is directing • a 
istierally-sponeored economic 
development workshop this 
weak at the Roof Hotel. The 
seminars are aimed at explain- 
kg exactly bow Guam can ex- 
Lan:air develop its economy, 
"We are here at the request 
of the (President's) Itcoormic 
Adjustment 
 people about techni-
ques to expand the economic 
base reWeed," Cassell said 
outside of one of the seeninan. 
Originally halt al the par-
ticipants were to be from the , 
private business oneununity 
and bait from the government. 
"But we haven't pot any 
government people. Hither 
they dkk't know abed it or 
they have other interests that 
are more important," be said. 
"We recommended that le 
stead of hiring Georgia Tech, 
the money should be =to 
the University a 
Salem Ramsey, Govais= 
liersklio's special 
"Artermareration's recom- 




As yet there has bean no 
response to that rummaged,- 
time "And you don't see am 




GovGuam otfidak did 
attend briefly Tuesday morn 




d its OWL" CM011 
t 
"'This doesn't meek say, 
gives arida facts tha 	
A 
t yes • 
could expect the same Iftd of  
ammente that mu would Bra ea .  
the mainiaad,,"' he said aid 
cited the problem Inherent is 
as island community. Raw 
materials are sot as essay 
available here as ea Me 
midelmsd, hasakL - 
"That to sat le say that 
light Industry in meals areas 
amid sot be feasible — analog 
Cr regional headquarters for 
imatinatimal companies as 
Guam," Camel added. 
"Why pick Guam far a 




— and eventual pros 
dm of the island's benefits, the 
question 
Guam, Cued 
C be, why set 
pickCued a d. 
There are certain other 
roadblocks to economic 
development here like federal 
restrictions, Cassell said He 
•cited the Jones Act, which 
'outride US.-bound goods to 
oily U.S. flag carrying Mips, 
mut the use of dies labor whim =mu ac Rh of the nsoney from oo 
Whether in not Guam can 
have a viable economy without 
Um U.S. government is 
Wed  Mostioe, Camel! 
"Itecause", be added, "Al 
present, is muck o1 the 
see somy depends ea ire 
pvernossed." • 
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (COEDP) 
Baraboo/Sauk County, Wisconsin 
Background  
This program was originally conceived as a vehicle to involve local com-
munity leaders from Sauk County, Wisconsin, in an effort to achieve effective 
economic development efforts at the local level. This county and its communi-
ties were the initial target location identified by the Office of Economic 
Adjustment, Office of the Secretary of Defense, because of the impact of severe 
personnel reductions resulting from placing of a major defense installation on 
standby status. The facility involved is the Badger Army Ammunition Plant near 
Baraboo which was phased out between 1973 and 1975. 1/  
Conduct of the Economic Development Program was assigned to the Industrial 
Development Division (now the Economic Development Division) of the Engineering 
Experiment Station at the Georgia Institute of Technology. This Division was 
given the responsibility for executing four phases of the program, as des-
cribed below. 
Program Purpose  
The main thrust of this particular program is to provide a basis for con-
certed community action directed towards achieving economic progress. It gave 
recognition to the fact that recovery from the impact of substantial employment 
decreases, and the accompanying secondary effect on local business and com-
merce, cannot be achieved automatically. What is required is that enlightened 
and informed community leadership be assisted in undertaking measures which can 
1/ Economic Adjustment Program - Sauk County, Wisconsin (September 1976). 
provide positive directions for generating new employment opportunities. 
The negative psychological attitudes which a base closing can have upon local 
leadership has to be replaced with a positive outlook. Furthermore, in negotiat-
ing with potential investors from beyond the community, a posture that can in-
fluence the course of events should be adopted, rather than merely reacting 
to the situation. 
Involvement in the process of attracting new and suitable industrial faci-
lities can provide an insight into decision-making processes, as well as stimu-
lating an impartial analysis of community strengths and weaknesses. From this 
combination of changed attitudes and confidence, a program of work with specific 
tasks for the leadership group can be recommended for action. 
Moreover, this program can serve as a device for giving the local economic 
development team a more intensive and a broader acquaintance with the scope and 
depth of local economic data and a ready recognition of appropriate situations 
in which this information can be readily utilized. In the course of such ac-
tivity, community needs for expanding and improving infrastructural support 
would also be identified. 
Specific Accomplishments  
In the time when the program involved Sauk County leadership, certain speci-
fic accomplishments were realized: 
1. Participation by both the private and the public sector in the various 
communities was stressed. 
2. The proper function of the professional staff, contrasted with the 
role of the volunteer elements both from business and government, 
was illustrated. 
3. Application of economic data appropriate to the local situation, 
either already developed or easily accessible, was demonstrated. 
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4. Emphasis was placed upon the necessity to mount efforts for a period 
of long duration, with a proper mixture of both patience and per-
sistence. 
5. Positive attitudes and mature judgement decisions were shown to be 
essential for attracting new investment opportunities. 
Fundamental to this approach was the assumption that any training or teach-
ing experience with an adult group should immerse the subject members in a real 
life experience. Out of this extended exposure will come the learning ex-
perience which highlights the best fashion in which to conduct negotiations. 
Also, more attention to actions which are incomplete in results or areas which 
require further exploration and attention will similarly be illustrated. These 
results, hopefully, will constitute guidelines for future activity by the leader-
ship group. 
Ultimately, this series of interactions serves to broaden the knowledge and 
experience of the local leadership group, giving it confidence and soundly derived 
information. In the future, this group can assume the responsibility for ex-
panding the economic base of the community, relying on sources outside the com-
munity to support local efforts,and thus overcome the negative effects which the 
original employment decline may have generated. 
Phases of Activity  
The program for Sauk County was designed to consist of four phases, but 
subsequently was expanded to five. These phases constituted (one) the initial 
introduction session or orientation, (two) the stage of prospect investigation, 
(three) the performance review and work program initiation, (four) an interim 
review of progress achieved, and (five) a final reassessment along with a com-
munity-wide seminar on development techniques. 
Considerable preparatory work was required once the program commitments 
were signed by the sponsor and the contractor. Background on Sauk County, 
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Baraboo and seven other communities was reviewed, based upon prior OEA studies. 
Contacts were made with the Wisconsin state development department, initial 
contacts were arranged in the subject communities, and background research un-
dertaken for an appropriate industrial facility search project. 
Initially, and during the course of the work in the various communities, 
the constituency of the contact teams was analyzed. An ideal situation would 
be to involve a true cross-section of the various "publics" with the top leader-
ship from each group involved. Short of this ideal, however, most professional 
developers must work with those participants who are willing to be involved. 
Thus, part of the task is a continuous process of motivation, indoctrination, 
and training. 
Phase One: This phase was initiated in Sauk County in mid-January 1977. 
An evening session, arranged through the Sauk County Development Corporation, was 
held with 17 community leaders and 2 representatives of the state development 
department. A list of those in attendance is included in Appendix I. 
At this session, the regional director of the Office of Economic Adjustment 
from Kansas City, Missouri (Mr. Eldon Erickson) and the Georgia Tech project 
director reviewed the background of the project, explained the processes in-
volved, described similar activities undertaken in the same manner elsewhere, 
and obtained local concurrence and general support. 
Phase Two: This phase was initiated in February and concluded in mid-
March. Having adapted a genuine manufacturing plant location search made by 
a metalworking corporation so that it would meet the general circumstances of 
the midwestern situation, a consultant (Dr. Howard Roepke, location consultant 
and member of the Department of Geography at the University of Illinois) was 
invited into the community. He was informed on complete details on the project 
and was also acquainted with the community information which had been accumu-
lated prior to this visit. 
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The case which was used was an investigation by a medium-sized metal-
working concern which would employ 120 workers initially and 200 workers after 
five years. This facility had some need for semi-fabricated materials, would 
use both electric power and natural gas, and the management expressed more than 
a mild concern with general community attitudes on new industry as well as the 
receptiveness of the existing industrial complex. 
In the Sauk County situation, only two locations were inspected, but a 
second, follow-up session was held with representatives of two other communi-
ties in order to take advantage of the training potential and to obtain addi-
tional community response. 
Phase Three: This phase of activity was based upon the consultant's con-
clusions and considerable comments prepared by the Georgia Tech team which served 
as observers. A detailed report was prepared for the community group, and was 
reviewed with the participating community leaders in sessions held late in May. 
The project director from OEA (Mr. Paul Sage) and the Georgia Tech project man-
ager participated in this session. The report to Sauk County is incorporated 
as Appendix II. 
Included in the report is a series of recommendations for local action de-
signed to improve and to strengthen local economic development activities. In 
addition, a number of important points were stressed verbally in the session 
held with the Sauk County group. 
Phase Four: (not originally planned): As the program unfolded, it seemed 
desirable that another segment be provided for the successful conduct of the work. 
This provided the opportunity for the Georgia Tech project director early in 
September to review with the Sauk County development director the process of 
identifying obstacles to the local program, to evaluate future program needs 
and directions, and to plan for the Phase Five activity which would seek to 
generate and motivate local support for the development program. 
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From this conference, certain suggestions were made verablly which were 
deemed inappropriate for written dissemination to the entire leadership con-
tingent. Certain items touched upon personalities and individuals who con-
stituted part of the "contact" team. Another significant item of discussion 
concerned the intermediateand long-term financing of the development organi-
zation's program. 
Phase Five: This aspect required a Georgia Tech team to hold a meeting in 
Sauk County and Baraboo early in October. This meeting was designed to explain 
publicly activities which had taken place under the program, with added comments 
and suggestions to reinforce local efforts to expand the economic base. 
This public, community-wide seminar on economic development concluded the 
program's formal activity. Invited to the session were the leadership which 
had participated in the previous stages as well as other involved persons who 
had not previously participated. Background on the area's economic achievements, 
on its needs and its potentials were discussed with a specific review of the pro-
grammatic elements. The emphasis was upon the report's recommendations, and 
some of the verbal elaboration on these. Several hand-outs excerpted from the 
report were given to the attendees. 
In attendance at Baraboo were 24 persons from 8 separate communities. 
A registration list for this session constitutes Appendix III. 
Other Program Elements  
To support certain of the activity phases detailed above, a series of ex-
planatory articles suitable for use by local press and radio were prepared. 
With special assistance from the executive of the participating development cor-
poration, these articles were published in the local newspapers. Copies are 
displayed in Appendix IV. 
Throughout the program, strong efforts have been made to involve state de-
velopment agencies and other external professional agencies (such as regional 
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councils, utilities, railroad, etc.) in the process, both to inform them of 
local accomplishments as well as to involve them more specifically in the local 
presentations. 
Furthermore, continuing contact was maintained with OEA officials, both 
at the regional and Washington levels. On several of the trips to the com-
munities in Sauk County, a representative of at least one office was present. 
In addition, interim written reports on the work in progress have been prepared 
and transmitted to the authorized project directors. 
Several project review sessions also have been held in the OEA offices in 
Washington, prior to initiation of the field work, at approximately midpoint 
in the program execution, and upon conclusion of the conduct of the last phase 
described above. These sessions have been extremely useful to the Georgia Tech 
project manager in providing a sounding board as to the program's timing, 
effectiveness, and desirable changes or alterations. 
Accomplishments  
Without doubt, substantial improvement has taken place in the knowledge 
of local resources and the information developed on the part of the contact 
team representing Sauk County and its communities. Further, the use of more 
sophisticated techniques has been apparent. 
An awareness of the need for local action and less dependence upon the 
initiation of activity by outside sources has been pointed out. At the same 
time, the appropriate involvement of those same forces has been stressed. 
But throughout the program emphasis has been placed upon the desirability and 
the importance of self-reliance in expanding local economic development programs. 
While the local group was initially loosely knit and somewhat suspicious 
of members who were from other communities, by the conclusion of the program, 
the group was observed to be more cohesive and better. informed. Responsibili-
ties for performance of certain tasks and the management of resources were 
-7- 
clearly defined. Many members who were poorly informed, or even uninformed, 
regarding certain resources at the start had acquired considerable information. 
It appeared that the community development group was functioning with more 
confidence and authority at the conclusion of the program and that many of the 
techniques suggested were being applied. 
While there is no tangible evidence in the case of the Sauk County De-
velopment Corporation (Baraboo) succeeded in attracting a new firm in the period 
under discussion, the continued presence of a development authority able to 
focus and concentrate renewed community leader confidence and enthusiasm must be 
regarded as a strong factor. 
For the long range, expectations can be high, but there presently is no 
reliable method for the measurement of results. It would appear that a system 
for periodic follow-up after a lapse of about a year might be appropriate, as 
is suggested in the project summary evaluation provided by the director of the 
development organization -- reproduced in Appendix V. 
Among the specific benefits from the cooperation sought between the various 
agencies operating on different governmental levels is one embodied in a state-
ment made by the Administrator of the Wisconsin Department of Business Develop-
ment at an open meeting during the course of this effort: "I will certainly 
feel more confident in referring (industrial) prospects to Baraboo as a result 
of your having received the training provided in this program." As a matter 
of fact, preliminary discussions were initiated with representatives of this 
department to explore some method of extending this training and technical im-
provement to other Wisconsin communities. 
Establishment of a better, more representative set of offices which gives 
a better impression of the community, one of the informal recommendations, has 
been undertaken. 
In the application of this program approach to other impact situations, it 
has been deemed desirable to add some substantive program modifications. One 
-8- 
of these is to institute an orientation visit to the community for the purpose 
of becoming acquainted with certain of the key participants and decision-makers 
(now included as part of Phase I). This visit can also incorporate a first-hand 
inspection of the community. It would then be followed by a second trip when a 
larger spectrum of participants, including the key community leaders as well as 
those on the fringes, are involved in the orientation aspects. Another interim 
contact visit has already been incorporated into the program; this is described 
above as the Phase Four activity. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Baraboo -- A program to stimulate Sauk County's economic growth and to off-
set the effects of the deactivation of the Badger Army Ammunition Plant got under-
way this week under sponsorship of the Department of Defense's Office of Economic 
Adjustment (OEA). 
Meeting with the directors of the Sauk County Development Corporation to ini-
tiate the program were Eldon Erickson of Kansas City, regional director for OEA, 
and Robert B. Cassell of the Economic Development Laboratory at the Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. Erickson and Cassell discussed with community 
leaders the specialized training program which employs simulation techniques to 
show industrial development volunteer teams how to carry out more effective indus-
trial promotion efforts. 
The new Community Economic Development Program was conceived by and will be 
conducted by Georgia Tech under contract to the OEA. The OEA was established by 
the President's Economic Adjustment Committee to assist communities affected 
by military base closings in marshalling their resources to lessen the economic 
impact of these defense realignments. Baraboo and Savanna, Illinois, have been 




 the Sauk County Development Corporation were Robert C. Fleming, 
executive director; 
and 	 . Also participating was David Swanson, admin- 
istrator of the economic development division of the Wisconsin Department of Busi-
ness Development. 
The program will fall into four phases. The first phase is the initial orien-
tation session with the local economic development team to review its efforts, 
accomplishments and failurei and to plan for participation in the training program. 
Phase two will consist of a visit by an industrial prospect. The local de-
velopment team will prepare a presentation on Sauk County's attractions and re-
sources for industry and attempt to persuade the prospect to select the county 
for the proposed facility. Georgia Tech is preparing a detailed, true-to-life 
industrial project for the simulation, which also will involve other professional 
developers on the area, state and national levels. 
In the third phase, a follow-up session will bring together the Baraboo team 
and the professional developers who participated in the simulation to review and 
evaluate the local team's performance. A pragmatic, down-to-earth program of 
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work will be presented that will identify specific tasks at the local level which 
can increase economic activity and result in improved performance by the community 
team. 
Phase four will include a seminar/workshop for both the active participants 
and other interested citizens. This meeting will be designed to increase community 
support of the development team's volunteer efforts, as well as to reinforce the 
program needs previously identified in the training sessions. 
"The Community Organization for Economic Development Program was created," 
project director Robert Cassell stated, "to meet the need for providing education 
in the latest, most effective techniques for economic development groups in com- 
munities that are too small to hire professional developers and must depend entirely 
upon volunteer efforts." 
"Economic development is extremely competitive throughout the country," Cassell 
added. "It involves not only positive and informed response to industrial pros-
pect inquiries, but also preplanning and subsequent follow-through. The COEDP 
is designed to help the community to identify its specific assets and disadvan-
tages, then to design specific programs to correct the weaknesses and to capitalize 
upon the advantages." 
Major benefit of this program, he stated, will be the upgrading of the local 
development effort to a more sophisticated and businesslike level of expertise. 
Definite and positive results should be anticipated in the creation of new and 
better job opportunities for the population of the Baraboo area, he indicated. 
Further details: 
R. B. Cassell 
Economic Development Laboratory 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, GA 30332 
Telephone: (404)894-3843 
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ACCEPTED PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS 
Step 1. 	Develop a working organization. 
Step 2. 	Determine if your town is ready for industry. Make a complete 
inventory including all the facts on: available labor, trans-
portation services, available plant sites and buildings, raw 
materials in quantity, availability and cost of fuels and power, 
local tax structure, housing, schools, recreational and cultural 
advantages and extent of financial assistance. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5.  
Step 6. 
Develop a community Economic Brochure. 
Get your community behind the drive for industry. 
Decide whether to provide financial assistance for industry. 
Handle your prospect's inquiry properly. This includes response 
to requests, of provision of information, recontacts and related 
matters. 
Step 7. Handle your prospect's visit properly. This includes preliminary 
information on requirements, meeting with the community team, 
conduct of the interview. In particular, be prepared to nego-
tiate with your . prospect, but know how far you can go on financ-
ing, provision of utility services, and related matters. 
COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO INITIAL INQUIRY 
Nature of Inquiry  
The initial letter of inquiry provided the following details: 
Metal manufacturing company -- consultant inspecting Wisconsin 
locations. 
Plant site of 25 to 30 acres, ready for construction, with 
adequate utilities. 
Initial employment: 120 people (needed -- machine operators, 
welders, polishers/buffers; small number of unskilled). 
Eventual employment: 
Company interested in: 
present union situation 
community attitude 
attitude of existing industry 
rail and truck transportation 
electric power and natural gas 
COMMUNITY RESPONSE 
o Initial community response addressed most of the points raised in 
the inquiry. 
o Response stated BEDC did not actually have a site of size speci-
fied under control. 
o "Fact Finder" supposed to be enclosed was not mailed. 
It was referred to for supporting information on labor. 
o Letter set the proper tone -- gave information, look forward to 
follow-up or visit. 
COMMUNITY HANDLING OF PROSPECT'S VISIT 
Strong Points  
Although the community leadership of Baraboo and Sauk County 
needs considerable additional experience and practice, many positive 
aspects were observed: 
INTRODUCTION 
o The group made the visitors feel welcome. They appeared sincere and 
interested in the possibility of new industry locating. 
o Did have some specific task assignments. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Group interpreted some of the data supplied. 
o Had "Facts Finder" -- some data interpreted. 
LABOR 
o Specific data on labor availability given in letter, then reinforced 
in meeting with prospect. 
o Manager of existing industry answered questions on wage rates and 
training facilities. 
TRANSPORTATION 
o Did obtain some truck delivery times and some rates. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Strong Points (continued) 
UTILITIES 
o Described plans for utility extensions. 
o Had LP gas price. 
o Offered to call in city engineer on sewer situation. 
SITE 
o Prospect was driven to industrial sites and shown physical 
characteristics as well as rail and road access. 
PROPER QUESTIONS ASKED 
o Company's water requirements. 
o Parking needs. 
o Were any related or complementary operations involved. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o The community attitude towards attraction of new industry appeared 
positive. 
o Housing supply was well covered. 
o Use of economic details on Baraboo in certain aspects was proper. 
o Involvement of local industry representative was excellent. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points 
A considerable number of weak points appeared in the Sauk County presenta-
tions: 
INTRODUCTION 
o Evening session with two communities, because it was repetitive, tended 
to obscure certain major points. 
o The introduction of the community team was not well done, for the prospect 
was not pOsted on those he was meeting with. 
o The initial orientation could be improved markedly with use of a 
map of Baraboo, Sauk County and the region. This gives the prospect 
a better feel of the location, especially in regard to the highway 
network, physical location, major towns, etc., thus answering some 
of his questions. 
o No inquiry was made as to time limitations. 
o No opportunity for prospect to identify or refine his requirements. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Maps and facts which adequately cover community information and the 
industrial sites should have been made available prior to visit, 
so the prospect could familiarize himself with them. 
o No data offered on other communities in Sauk County. 
LABOR 
o Labor availability ought to be supplemented by most recent ex-
perience of new plants (or substantial expansions). 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points (continued) 
TRANSPORTATION 
o Vague on details describing access to commercial airports. 
o Length of local airport runway was not verified. 
UTILITIES 
o Failed to find out what sewage effluent might be, or reason for 
sewer make-up. 
o No reason to refer to Oklahoma/Texas gas in citing price of LP gas. 
PLANT SITE 
o No site sketches available. 
o Guess made as to land price. 
o Imprecise on zoning situation. 
COMMUNITY TOUR 
o Tour was not planned or organized. 
o Tour could have been supplemented or expanded by use of maps and/or 
slide show presentation. 
o Prospect had to ask about residential areas and churches. 
o Did not show recreational facilities which were frequently mentioned. 
BUILDINGS 
o No precise data on construction costs -- positive data could be 
furnished by local contractor. 
o Available industrial building not mentioned until second session. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points (continued) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o Response on fire protection was quite vague -- gave impression 
local people didn't know. 
o Better initial meeting place should be used. 
o Did not cover certain amenities: churches, recreation. 
o When other towns are cited, their location or distance should be 
given. 
o Tour was unplanned and did not appear to be organized. 
o Too much emphasis on tourist attractions. 
SUMMARY 
o Did not ask about timing of company decision. 
o Failed to determine whether any subjects or questions were not covered. 
o Did any one keep a list of unanswered questions, so that the prospect 
could be furnished answers later? 
o No one asked what, in effect, it would take to make Baraboo/Sauk County 
the company's choice. 
COMMENTS FROM THE CONSULTANT 
In the meeting with members of the Sauk County Development Corporation, 
community interest and receptivity to new industry would rank high. 
Baraboo could not be considered at this time if the construction schedule 
outlined in my instructions from the client is to be adhered to; however, if 
the project is delayed for any reason, Baraboo should be seriously considered. 
On several counts the area seems well suited for the proposed operation. 
A. 	Labor  
1. Survey data, now some 6 months old, confirm the existence 
of a labor pool of adequate size. The manager of a local 
industry employing some 150 people tells me the availability 
is such that he has never had to advertise for additional 
help -- word-of-mouth or the posting of a notice board 
has always brought sufficient applicants. 
2. Unfortunately, neither abstenteeism nor turnover rates were 
available -- they are said to be low. 
3. Only about 30% of local industrial workers are presently 
unionized. A non-union operation would be feasible. The 
dominant union is the IADTA-AFL/CIO. 
4. The community data offered gave only a meaningless and un-
substantiated general range of wage rates. However, through the 
manager of a local plant, I was able to determine that un-
skilled labor can be found at the minimum wage and the going 
rate for semi-skilled machine operators ranges from ap-
proximately $4.00 per hour. 
5. There is likely to be difficulty in obtaining skilled welders 
and polishers/buffers. This is not unexpected, and arrangements 
Comments from the Consultant 
can be made for an in-plant, state-sponsored, vocational train-
ing program to develop the necessary skills. 
B. 	Access to Markets  
1. Truck service is good, except to the South. Existing plants 
regularly receive 5-day service to the West Coast, but service 
to Texas may require 10 days. 
2. Common carrier service is available from at least 3 firms 
with local or nearby terminals. 
3. Approximate rates for high-class freight to either Chicago 
or Minneapolis were quoted as $4.00/cwt. in 2,000 lb. lots. 
Further detail was not available. 
C. 	Existing Industry 
1. Local industry seems to be operating effectively as it has a 
good expansion record. 
2. There is in existence a Baraboo Manufacturers Association 
which holds monthly meetings. There is apparently good co-
operation between existing industries. 
D. Community and General Factors  
1. An adequate supply of housing for executive and supervisory 
personnel at prices approximately 10% below the levels in 
the Chicago area appears available. 
2. Executive air travel facilities appear adequate. Good com-
mercial connections through the Madison airport, some 30 
miles away, to Chicago are available. 
3. Tax rates, calculated on 100% of true value with state 
equalization, seem reasonable, although complete rates were 
Comments from the Consultant 
not provided. Tax rates in Wisconsin are high, but the level 
of services provided is good. 
4. The water supply is adequate in quantity and quality with a new 
well just being completed. No rates were provided. 
5. Adequate electric power is available. Rates are to be provided. 
6. No natural gas is available. There is a supply of LPG avail-
able at 334 per gallon if you provide a 5,000-gallon storage 
tank. According to sketchy figures available, this seems 
equivalent to natural gas at approximately $3.25/MCF -- ex-
tremely costly, but the availability may outweigh the price. 
My recommendation is that Baraboo be eliminated from present considera-
tion, but be reconsidered if the project is delayed because of several uncer-
tainties which will take time to resolve. 
A. 	One site I was shown is owned by Mr. Deppe, a local capitalist. A 
20-acre site, privately owned, has moderate but not serious slope 
problems which might interfere with easy installation of a rail 
siding. (I was quoted a current price of nearly $40 per lineal 
foot for the siding. Our volume would not be sufficient to retrieve 
much of that by rebate.) 
I was unable to get any price quotation on the land. The owner pre-
fers to build to suit and lease, but I have been promised information 
on possibility of sale and asking price. Neither map nor air photo 
of the site was provided. 
The outstanding handicap of this site is the fact it is served by 
only a 6" water main which would be sub-standard for a sprinkler 
system. A future possibility of an 8" loop was discussed. 
Comments from the Consultant 
B. The second site shown has just been put under option by the 
Baraboo Expansion Corp. With an existing tract, this will make a 
site of some 27 acres. Since both the Corporation and the city 
were mentioned in connection with ownership, the exact status 
is unclear. Again no maps or photos were provided. 
Present plans are to extend (available) water, sewer, and a rail 
spur to the boundary of the site. However, the work could not 
be completed until early fall at best and some of it is dependent 
on federal grants which may occasion further delay. I was quoted 
a price of $7,000 per acre after the extensions of utilities have 
been made. It was not made clear whether this included the ex- 
tension of utilities, streets, etc., on site or not. The price is 
reasonable if completely developed, otherwise it is excessive. 
C. It was mentioned that some sites were available in smaller towns 
in Sauk County, but none were suggested or shown. Examination 
of these would be another source of delay. 
D. I was unable to obtain any reasonably firm estimates of local 
building costs. Examples were cited of small plants being built 
in outlying towns at $8.00/sq. ft., but the relevance of these 
to local costs is unclear. 
E. A major problem concerns the sewage system. At present it per-
forms only primary treatment and is so overburdened that no new 
subdivisions are permitted. I was assured that your plant could 
be accommodated on a lateral to the present system (permitted), 
but the state Department of Natural Resources (EPA equivalent 
in Wisconsin) might well raise objections. Improvement in sewage 
treatment is several years away. 
COMMUNITY FOLLOW-UP 
If Baraboo and Sauk County are genuinely interested in obtaining the 
industry which this prospect represents, then it is essential that the con-
sultant making the investigation be furnished all of the information which 
he requested as soon as possible prior to his visit. By this means, some of 
his questions will have been answered. 
Then, other specific details should be compiled, as developed from the 
prospect's visit and conference. That information should be sent along ac-
companied by a letter setting forth the community's interest and an offer 
of further material and other specifics on the town. 
Do not assume that when the prospect leaves that he is satisfied, and 
has all the facts he may need. Find out if that is the case, by asking. 
A follow-up letter with considerable supplementary information was pre-
pared immediately following the prospect's visit. It indicated community 
interest in the project and the desire to continue the contact. 
An immediate follow-up is also highly desirable for another reason, 
since both state and area development agencies deal with many communities and 
many prospects. They should be kept current on local progress, particularly 
in any further contacts with the prospect. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION 
Baraboo and Sauk County have already demonstrated that they can attract 
new industry (however, this point was not as positively developed in the session 
with the prospect as it should have been). The Sauk County contact team could 
improve its effectiveness by undertaking certain measures as described below. 
For the ultimate purpose of accomplishing these recommendations, we have 
sorted them into "Short-Range Objectives" which can be initiated and completed 
in a short period of time and which will not place an undue burden upon the 
Sauk County Development Corporation executive. Another set of 'Long-Range 
Objectives" are listed; these will require more time to undertake as well as 
a substantial amount of research and editorial work on the part of the execu-
tive. 
SHORT RANGE OBJECTIVES 
o Select as a spokesman for the group one of the businessmen citizens, 
so that the executive is able to collect the data and develop the 
required documentation. 
o Develop a detailed "Game Plan" for handling industrial inquiries. 
This plan will cover all items from introduction through the com-
munity tour plan. 
o Expand the present team arrangement from four units to include task 
forces on labor, utilities, transportation, sites, community atti-
tude and financing. 
o Take some of the current data, and expand it into a "Briefing Book" 
which would contain the latest and most current documentation. 
o Push for completion of the acquisition to make 27 acres actually 
available from the Baraboo Economic Development Corporation. 
Recommendations for Future Action 
o Develop adequate plant site sketches on both sites. 
o Prepare an acceptable statement which explains the status of the 
Badger Ordnance Works and the lessened impact upon current employment. 
LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES 
o Prepare a regional orientation map. 
o Prepare a community tour map, and supplement it with pictures. 
o Initiate production of a color slide presentation as a substitute 
or back-up for the community tour. 
o Push for expansion of the sewer capacity at the Baraboo Corporation 
site location. 
o Develop the site information sketches and documentation at Prairie 
du Sac, Sauk City and other active locations. 
o Finally, start a program which can generate your own prospect inquiries. 
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SAUK COUNTY SEMINAR 
Baraboo, Wisconsin 
October 3, 1977 
Name 	 Occupation 	 Community  
Ralph Soldner 	 Accountant 	 Plain 
Ray Liegel 	 Trustee 	 n 
John Schluter 	 Trustee 	 ,, 
Gene Madalon 	 Mayor 	 Baraboo 
Chet Corson 	 Plant Manager 	 Baraboo 
Dick Spragg 	 Retailer 	 Baraboo 
Leo Eastman 	 Manufacturer 	 II 
Bill Harder 	 Alderman 	 u 
David Wiggins 	 Wis. Dept. Bus. Dev. 	 Madison 
Ray Schoephorster 	 Co-Chairman 	 Prairie du sac 
Armand W. Bauer 	 SPID 	 Sauk City 
Jerry Lochner 	 II Sauk City 
Dan Heffron 	 SPID 	 Prairie du Sac 
Randy Koenecke 	 SPID 	 Sauk City 
James A. Vierbichel 	 Engineer 	 Reedsburg 
Frederic J. Wagner 	 Attorney 	 Baraboo 
Elizabeth M. Johnson 	 Alderman 	 Baraboo 
Lee Hoeppe 	 Auto dealer 	 Baraboo 
Andy McArthur 	 Baraboo I.D. Corp. 	 Baraboo 
Ted Mandt 	 II 	II 	 II 	 II 
Jimmy C. Hall, Sr. 	 Manufacturer 	 ” 
Bud Gussel 	 Wholesaler 	 Wisc. Dells 
Glen Pulver 	 University Extension 	 Madison 
Robert Fleming 	 Executive Director 	 Sauk County 
NEWS RELEASE 
A community economic development workshop, sponsored by the Sauk 
County Development Corporation, will be presented Monday night October 3, 
in Baraboo. 
The program will be presented by development specialists from the 
Economic Development Division of the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
This group has been working with communities in Sauk County, under con-
tract to the Office of Economic Adjustment, Department of Defense, to 
assist local authorities in mounting an aggressive industrial promotion 
program. 
Heading the session will be Robert B. Cassell, principal industrial 
scientist, assisted by W. George Dodson, senior research scientist, both 
with the Georgia school. The program, designed for community-wide parti-
cipation, will describe the work which has been undertaken here and point 
out some opportunities for sound healthy growth. The meeting will be held 
at the Sauk County Courthouse at 7:30. 
Additional details may be obtained from the Sauk County Development 
Corporation, at 356-3133. 
SEMINAR FORMAT 
	
I. 	 INTRODUCTION (Cassell) 
A. Explanation of Seminar 
B. Slides on Wisconsin 
C. Our Program in Sauk County rr General Description 
D. Community Involvement (Handout) 
II. 	 TOOLS FOR THE DEVELOPER (Dodson) 
A. Community Brochures 
B. Land Development 
C. Financing Programs 
D. Labor Supply Info and Training 
AIDC EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION: 
The Contact Team (Slide presentation) 
IV. 	 RESUME OF OUR PROGRAM IN SAUK COUNTY 
A. Steps in Prospect Handling (Handout) 
B. Recommendations (from report) 
V. 	 QUESTIONS & ANSWERS -- COMMENTS 
VI. 	 GENERAL CONCLUSION 
A community economic develop-
ment workshop sponsored by the 
Sauk County Development Cor-
poration will be presented Monday 
night, Oct. 3, in Baraboo. 
The program will be presented 
by development specialists from 
non coming 
1. -12 issue other items that craftsmen make and sell, this guide will be an -excellent place to let our readers know what you do and/where to find you. 
If you are interested in a listing, 
please call the Home News, 
Development workshop 
at Baraboo Oct. 3 
the Economic Development Divi-
sion of the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. This group has been 
working with communities in Sauk 
County, under contract to the 
Office of Economic Adjustment, 
Department of Defense, to assist 
local authorities in mounting an 
aggressive industrial promotion 
program. 
Heading the session will be 
Robert B. Cassell, principal indus-
trial -scientist, assisted by W. 
George Dodson, senior research 
scientist, both with the Georgia 
school. 
The program, designed for com-
munity-wide participation, will de-
scribe the work which has been 
undertaken .here and point out 
some opportunities for sound, 
healthy growth. The meeting will 
be held at the Sauk County 
Courthouse at 7:$0 p.m. 
588-2508, and ask for Debbie or 
Ginger. 
Readers are sure to 'find our 
Crafts Section interesting. There'll 
be some how-to's on things you can 
enjoy making at home and there 
will be advertisements to let you 
know where supplies are available. 
THE HOME NEWS-2 
September 28, 1977 
APPENDIX IV 
Industrial deve ►opment—its impact on a community 
This Is the first in a series of 
weekly articles on aspects of 
industrial development written by 
staff members of the Economic 
Development Laboratory at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology In 
Atlanta. This results from a 
cooperative effort with the Sauk 
County Development Corp. to 
stimulate economic growth and to 
offset the effects of the deactiva-
tion of the Badger Army Ammu-
nition Plant near Baraboo. Under 
sponsorship of the Department of 
Defense's Office of Economic 
Adjustment, Georgia Tech pro-
fessionals have been working 
with local industrial development 
volunteers to Improve their in-
dustrial promotion programs, 
Is "industrial development" a 
goal to be sought? Or has 
industrial growth become out of 
style? 
Consider the person who loses 
his job because his employer 
moves his plant elsewhere and 
other employment is not avail-
able. Think about the recent 
school graduate who is forced_ to 
look outside his community or 
area for suitable job opportuni-
ties. 
For these as well as the person 
who can only find part-time or 
seasonal work, or is stuck in a 
position that is beneath his or her 
capabilities or potential earning 
power, industrial growth is a 
must. So it is also for local 
government officials who need an 
adequate tax base to provide the 
services that make a town a 
desirable place to live. 
Most communities would like to 
attract new industries; in the 
United States today, some 2,000-
2,500 communities are actively 
engaged in industrial develop- 
ment efforts. % 
WHAT IS INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT? 
Industrial development encom-
passes both the attraction of new 
enterprises and the expansion of 
those which already exist in the 
community. The public generally 
thinks of industrial development 
as meaning manufacturing, but 
the term also includes warehous- 
ing and distribution centers, 
retail and wholesale trade, office 
complexes and service establish-
ments, and mining and the 
extractive industries—all econ-
omic activity that creates jobs. 
For economic growth Is not an 
end in itself. Its fundamental 
purpose Is to raise the standard of 
living and to Increase the well-
being of the average community 
citizen. . 
COMMUNITY VIEWPOINT 
Expansion of employment op-
portunities in various segments of 
economic life is basic to any 
community's growth, to the ex-
pansion of income, and to the 
provision of funds for supporting 
public services. Every community 
seeks to attract new residents and 
existing businesses, by offering 
economic opportunities and good 
community services. For the 
young people reaching adulthood, 
jobs must be made available or 
they will move to centers where 
the jobs do exist. 
Industrial growth will encour-
age the young adults to remain, to 
sink their roots down and to 
invest both youth and energy in 
the hometown, It also fosters 
community pride which sparks 
citizens to assume greater civic 
responsibilities. By generating 
additional income in the com-
munity, it can lead to better 
housing, more diversity in com-
merce, and better living condi-
tions. 
High levels of living standards 
are essential for adequate social 
and economic development. They 
include living conditions or 
"amenities," governmental ser-
vices, health, safety, social order 
and welfare, and environmental 
health. Some of these things can 
be accomplished only by widen-
ing the tax base to generate more 
revenue for the city and the 
county. 
MULTIPLIER EFFECT 
New dollars brought into a 
community always create a bene-
fit greater than their actual 
monetary value as they are spent 
and respent for various goods and 
services. This is called the 
"multiplier effect." A new or 
expanded plant is likely to trigger 
additional growth among supply-
ing industries, as well as in-
creased demand for local busi-
ness and other services. If part of 
the goods produced or services 
rendered are purchased by per-
sons outside the community,' the 
multiplier effect is greatly en-
hanced. Some authorities suggest 
that the local effect of a new 
industrial investment is approx-
imately two times the value of the 
investment. This means that a 
new plant with a $500,000 annual 
payroll may be expected to 
trigger a total Increase In local 
incomes of Si 
The basic end of industrial 
development, then, is to improve 
the welfare of people. It accom-
plishes this goal in three ways: (1) 
by increasing the amount and 
variety of goods and services 
available to the consumer; (2) by 
enlarging his income or purchas-
ing power, and (3) by providing 
taxable resources to enable 
government to meet the ever. 
broadening demands for more 
and better public services. 
[Next: How to Go About 
Getting Industry] 
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industrial development---its impact on ,a community THE HOME NEWS-2 July 6, 1977 
This is the second In a series of 
weekly articles on aspects of 
industrial development written by 
staff members of the Economic 
Development Laboratory at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology In 
Atlanta. This results from a 
cooperative effort with the Sauk 
County Development Corp. to 
stimulate economic growth and to 
offset the effects of the deactiva-
tion of the Badger Army Ammu-
nition Plant near Baraboo. Under 
sponsorship of the Department of 
Defense's Office of Economic 
Adjustment, Georgia Tech pro-
fessionals have been working 
with local Industrial development 
volunteers to improve them in-
dustrial promotion programs. 
Most towns welcome the new 
jobs and revenue that new and 
expanded industries bring. But, 
the competition is so fierce today 
that the community which merely 
waits for the industrialist to 
discover its charms generally is 
doomed to be a wallflower. 
For success, the community 
mist have a problem of industrial 
development spearheaded by 
some organization or group of 
leaders who will be responsible 
for getting the job done. And the 
mental attitudes and the Physical 
resources of the community must 
be mobilized in support of the 
program. 
The work of attracting new 
payrolls to a community falls to its 
civic leaders through such organ-
izations as the chamber of 
commerce or the local develop-
ment corporation. The makeup of 
any industrial development or-
ganization must be representative 
of the various segments of the 
larger community. If possible, it 
should be coordinated by a 
professional industrial developer. • 
There are four important steps 
' hi the community economic de-
velopment process: fact-finding, 
anItlyiis, decision and action. 
FACT FINDING 
An inventory of the com-
munity's economic resources is 
the absolutely necessary pre-
amble to designing an effective 
community development pro-
gram. The community 'economic 
profile should contain data on 
s 	 r 1 	• 	" 
population, - labor force, natural 
resources, economic complex, 
government services, and com-
munity facilities. Without this 
specific data on the community's 
assets and liabilities, the indus-
trial development team cannot 
intelligently plan how to capital-
ize on the community's strengths 
or to overcome its weaknesses. 
Or it may mistake the true 
nature of the problem. Unem-
ployment may appear to be a 
major problem for example. In-
vestigation may reveal that jobs 
are available, but people with the 
necessary skills to fill these jobs 
are not available. Thus, this 
becomes a problem of training 
rather than the development of 
new job opportunities. 
ANALYSIS  
Facts are no good unless you 
analyze them. Armed with the 
results of the community re-
sources audit, the team can 
objectively evaluate its attrac-
tiveness to industry and deter-
mine what needs to be done to 
improve its chances for economic 
growth. Sometimes, in-depth an-
alysis may reveal problems here-
tofore unrecognized. For exam- 
ple, in trying to upgrade its 
industrial site situation, a com-
munity may discover that its 
water distribution system is inad-
equate or dependent upon a 
limited water systeir. 
PLANNING FOR ACTION 
Once the facts are in hand, and 
the alternative courses of action 
clearly outlined, the industrial 
development team must decide 
upon a plan of action. It must 
determine what sort of develop-
ment is best for the area, set 
goals and priorities—and focus its 
efforts on the "best bets" for 
attracting industry as well as the 
\ most imperative needs for correc-
tion of deficiencies. 
A community surrounded by 
extensive timber resources may 
want to slant its sales pitch 
toward woodworking industries. 
Another community may discover 
that its biggest asset is a long 
history of amicable labor-man-
agement relations. 
The team should concentrate 
on improving problem areas that 
are most easily correctable, such 
as the lack of industrial sites, 
inadequate utilities and Services, 
or low educational standards and 
lack of vocational training. Inher-
ent weaknesses, such as the lack 
of raw materials and poor geo-
graphic location, must be ac-
cepted and compensated-for in 
other ways. 
IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN 
The final task is to implement 
the action plan. Steps must be 
taken to improve the community's 
liveability and its attractiveness 
to industry, and a sales campaign 
must be launched to bring the 
community to the attention of 
prospective new industries. The 
team should not neglect the 
existing industry that already 
operates in the community—often 
local industry expansion is the 
best source for additional jobs 
and payrolls. • 
The vital ingredients in a 
successful industrial promotion 
effort are a dedicated team that 
follows the four steps—survey, 
evaluate, plan, and get out and 
work—and a community that 
offers its moral and financial 
support. The community that 
organizes for industrial devel-
opment is the one most likely to 
achieve it. 
[Next: What Industry looks for] 
Industrial development----its impact on a community THE HOME NEWS-3 July 20, 1977 
This is the third in a series of 
weekly articles on aspects of 
industrial development written by 
staff members of the Economic 
Development Laboratory at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta. This results from a 
cooperative effort with the Sauk 
County Development Corp. to 
stimulate economic growth and to 
offset the effects of the deactiva-
tion of the Badger Army Ammu-
nition Plant near Baraboo. Under 
sponsorship of the Department of 
Defense's Office of Economic 
Adjustment, Georgia Tech pro-
fessionals have been working 
with local industrial development 
volunteers to improve their In-
dustrial promotion programs. , 
When a manufacturer decides 
he would like to open a plant in 
another location, what factors are 
important in determining which 
community he will select? 
BASIC FACTORS 
The basic factors which dictate 
location decisions are markets, 
labor, raw materials and trans-
portation. The relative import-
ance of the first three factors 
varies, depending upon the or-
ientation of the industry, while 
transportation must be consid-
ered in relation to its effect on 
other factors. A mobile home 
manufacturer, for instance, would 
want to locate in the middle of his 
market area because of the 
relative difficulty and high cost of 
transporting the finished homes. 
A steel mill, on the other hand, 
needs to be near sources of iron 
ore, coal and other raw materials, 
and a food processing plant must 
be near its sources of supply 
because its raw materials are 
perishable. Other industries that 
utilize large amounts of labor in 
producing their goods or require 
specialized and highly skilled 
personnel might consider locating 
where there is an ample and 
well-trained supply of labor. 
In a recent survey made by 
McGraw-Hill of the directors/ 
managers of real estate and 
property of the 750 largest U.S. 
corporations, 68% rated im-
provement of labor cost or 
productivity as one of their prime 
objectives for planning a new 
plant location. On the market 
side, 65% cited ability to better 
serve new and/or expanding 
markets, and 60% rated closer 
proximity to customers and/or 
distributors at the top. hriProve-
ment in transportation efficiency 
or economy was named by 56%, 
and 48% said proximity to 
resources and/or major suppliers 
was a major objective. 
SECONDARY FACTORS 
Leading the list of secondary 
location factors is utilities, whose 
importance is looming ever larger 
in these days of water shortages 
and energy constraints. For some 
industries this has always been a 
primary factor; glass manufac-
turers and aluminum producers 
require large  amounts of inex-
pensive energy and some chem-
ical process industries need large 
amounts of water for processing 
and waste disposal, to name a 
few. Nowadays, few industries 
can afford to consider the cost 
and availability of electric power 
and fuels as a matter of course. 
Inadequate water and sewage 
facilities present definite indus-
trial handicaps to any community. 
Other factors to be examined 
include: local government ser-
vices, taxes, amenities (educa-
tion, recreation, housing, cultural 
activities, etc.), and plant and site 
considerations. Certainly, a new 
industrial citizen would want 
adequate fire and police protec-
tion, as well as reasonable taxes. 
Living conditions also can be 
critical. The lack of suitable 
housing, for example, will keep 
people from moving into a 
community even if good jobs are 
available. This problem can be-
come so acute as to prevent the 
location of new industrial plants 
in an otherwise suitable area. 
Obviously, the community has 
to offer the industrial prospect a 
suitable tract of land for his plant, 
and if access roads and utilities 
are already on-site, so much the 
better. Available industrial build- 
ings are another plus. Some 
communities even build "spec-
ulative" shell buildings; when a 
client is found, the building is 
finished to his specifications. A 
local building authority or busi-
ness development corporation 
that can help with plant financing 
is another drawing card. 
THE DECISION PROCESS 
Once an industrialist has nar-
rowed his choices to several 
communities that satisfy his basic 
criteria, these secondary factors 
will tip the scales in favor of a 
particular community. In the 
survey mentioned above, 81% of 
the corporation plant locators said 
that they had to choos4 between 
two or three close alternatives—
only 19% said that one site stood 
out clearly as the right one. This 
means that such Intangible fac-
tors as community appearance 
and amenities may make the 
difference between economic 
growth and stagnation for a 
community. 
[Next: The changing force of 
industrial development] 
This is the fourth in a series of 
weekly articles on aspects of 
Industrial development written by 
staff members of the Economic 
Development Laboratory at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta. This results from a 
cooperative effort with the Sauk 
County Development Corp. to 
stimulate economic growth and to 
offset the effects of the deactiva-
tion of the Badger Army Ammu-
nition Plant near Baraboo. Under 
sponsorship of the Department of 
Defense's Office of Economic 
Adjustment, Georgia Tech pro-
fee; s [muds have been working 
with local industrial development 
volunteers to improve their In-
dustrial promotion programs. 
THE CHANGING FACE OF 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
"The times they are a'chan-
ging," sings Bob Dylan, the 
troubadour of today's youth. The 
hallmark of the present day is 
rapid change. This is as true in 
industrial development as in 
other areas of life. 
Today considerable emphasis is 
being placed upon environmental 
protection, and projects are being 
scrutinized closely to assess the 
impact they may have on the 
environment. So the alert com-
munity economic development 
group also must be concerned 
about the best utilization of the 
natural environment. 
ENERGY COSTS IMPORTANT 
Energy availability and costs 
constitute another large con-
straint on industrial development 
today. We have just emerged 
from a winter where many plants 
were forced to shut down tempor-
arily for lack of fuel, and we are 
faced with another summer of 
anticipated electric power 
"brownouts." 
The rapid escalation of energy 
costs has forced many industrial 
managements to reassess plant 
physical construction and layout, 
as well as more efficient uses of 
machinery and manpower. Soar-
ing gasoline prices also will have 
an effect on transportation of 
goods and of people. This may 
tend to offset somewhat the trend 
of recent decades for industry to 
disperse to rural areas. Many 
locations will have to be re-
examined as to their remoteness 
from market and access to both 
raw material and market in cents 
per ton/mile. And there may be a 
shrinkage in the distance which 
workers will be willing or able to 
travel to their jobs. 
OTHER CONSTRAINTS 
These and other constraints 
have brought federal and state 
governments more prominently 
into the economic growth picture, 
A myriad of regulations already 
exist governing all forms of 
pollution, and the OSHA laws 
evidence governmental concern 
with the occupational health and 
safety of the nation's work force. 
The energy shortage will result in 
even more legislation. One of the 
most significant and far-reaching 
changes likely to come in the near 
future is stringent federal regula-
tion and control of land use. 
Labor supply is another area of 
rapid change. The migration to 
urban areas ' for employment 
opportunity and the increased 
productivity of farmers have put 
extreme pressure on rural-ori- 
ented communities to develop 
new jobs. Formerly, these areas 
were able to advertise cheap and 
willing, although untrained, labor 
as an industrial location lure. But 
the regional variations in labor 
are gradually being equalized, 
due to widespread unionization 
(with its standardization of pay 
and benefits), automation, in-
creased worker mobility and 
dispersion of skills. More atten-
tion is being given to worker 
training programs, "quick start" 
programs and continuing assist-
ance to industrial operations from 
vocational-technical education 
centers. 
Our employment structure has 
shifted considerably in recent 
years so that now only 30% of the 
U.S. labor force produce goods-
$% in agriculture and related 
activites and 25% in manufac-
turing and processing. Seventy 
percent of our itotal employment 
is in services—commercial, edu-
cational, medical, governmental 
and the like. The focus has 
already changed from industrial 




Finally, we have to conte 
with the effects of natiot 
economic trends. We ha 
sustained the longest and deep 
recession since the close of Wo 
War II. We have survived gall( 
ing inflation, high interest rate 
tight money, high unemployme 
and other problems that ha 
caused many businesses to " 
under" that would have made 
in more normal times. These le 
favorable national trends 
likely to continue to some este 
in the foreseeable future. 
So the industrial developme 
field is quite fluid, constant 
changing. It is confronted wi 
changing attitudes about t 
value of growth as it relates to t 
environment and our natior 
resources. It is constrained I 
increasing governmental regul 
tion. It is affected by shifts 
labor patterns and other inck 
trial location factors. And it 
heavily influenced by genet 
economic trends. All of the 
factors constitute a challenge 
the average community which 
striving to create a more pleasar 
productive and secure life for i 
citizens. 






Industrial development.--i s impact on a community 
This is the last in a series of 
"Melee on aspects of industrial 
development written by staff 
members of the Economic Devel-
opment Laboratory at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in At-
lanta. This results from a cooper-
ative effort with the Sauk County 
Development Corp. to stimulate 
economic growth and to offset the 
effects of the deactivation of the 
Badger Army Ammunition Plant 
near Baraboo. Under sponsorship 
of the Department of Defense's 
Office of Economic Adjustment, 
Georgia Tech professionals have 
been working with local industrial 
development volunteers to Im-
prove their industrial promotion 
programs. 
Most Wisconsin communities 
would like to attract new indus-
tries to their areas. They recog-
nize the inherent advantages of 
bringing into the community new 
payrolls, of increasing employ-
ment opportunities, and of adding 
new properties to the local tax  
rolls. 
The development process as-
sumes that the community is - 
putting its best foot forward and, 
in effect, is making a sales pitch 
to those concerns which are 
considered the most desirable in 
view of local resources and local 
'heeds., 
The actual tast of attracting 
new industry to the community 
remains the responsibility of local 
community leaders, sometimes 
with the assistance of profes-
sional staff. In the case of Sauk 
County, it is the Sauk County 
Development Corporation which 
bears the responsibility for this 
function along with its executive 
director, Robert C. Fleming. 
It is basic to the private 
enterprise system in- order to 
attract the investment of private 
capital thai there must be oppor-
tunities for the investor group or 
company to realize a competitive 
profit. The potentials which the 
community possesses for this sort 
of investment opportunity can 
best be described by community  
leaders. 
KEY LEADERS IN 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
We usually find key leaders in 
community economic develop-
' ment activity among those indi-
viduals identified with the econ-
omic sector. Thus the industrial 
prospect expects to encounter 
persons from the financial area, 
utilities, transportation, retail and 
manufacturing activities. Also, 
some governmental officials, both 
elective and appointive, are es-
sential for the completion of 
economic development projects. 
They know what public services 
can be expanded and those 
services they can identify which 
may require additional financial 
support before they can be 
utilized. 
Certain fundamental conditions 
characterize the composition of 
the community industrial devel-
opment contact team. A genuine 
commitment to building a better 
economic base for the community 
is one key condition. Willingness  
to sacrifice a portion of the 
individual's time in order to meet 
with industrial prospects is also 
important. Continuity of effort 
and familiarity with the subject 
areas which are considered in 
depth by the investigator are 
other significant ingredients. 
EFFECTIVE TEAMS 
HAVE ASSIGNMENTS 
The most effective teams, we 
have found, are those which 
assign specific subject areas to 
certain individuals. These team 
members become proficient in 
their assigned categories and 
because of their knowledge of 
local facts and conditions they can 
make a positive impression on 
the investigating prospect. 
Generally speaking, the more 
important subject areas include: 
industrial sites, construction, in-
dustrial project financing, man-
power, transportation, utilities, 
public services, government and 
taxation, education and training, 
and general living conditions. 
The paid executive should be 
proficient enough to collect some 
data on these subjects, but the 
presentation of the information 
should come from the leaders who 
serve on the contact team. Since it 
is very difficult to assemble five 
community leaders on any given 
day, some alternates or "back 
up" personnel should be included 
in the total community effort. 
Recently, under a project spon-
sored by the Office of Economic 
Adjustment, special training and 
expertise in handling industrial 
projects was provided to the Sauk 
County team. A consultant for a 
midwest metal working company 
was brought in for a session with 
the industrial Contact team, and 
the performance of the local 
group was observed. How that 
group perfoiined and specific 
recommendations which could 
increase the economic develop. 
ment assets of Spring Green, 
Plain, Baraboo, Sauk City, Prairie 
du Sac, and Reedsburg will be 
discussed at a community-wide 
seminar which will be held in the 
basement meeting room at the 
Sauk County Court House start-
ing at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 3. 
Industrial Development Needs'
, 
Increased Coin m 	-Support 
This is the first in a series of weekly articles on 
aspects of industrial development written by staff 
members of the Economic Development Laboratory at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. 
This results from a cooperative effort with the Sauk 
County Development Corp. to stimulate economic 
growth and to offset the effects of the deactivation of 
the Badger Army Ammunition Plant near Baraboo. 
Under sponsorship of the Department of Defense's 
Office of Economic Adjustment, Georgia Tech pro-
fessionals have been working with local industrial 
development volunteers to improve their industrial 
prornotioniprograms. 
Hopefully, the articles will increase community 
understanding of what is involved, in industrial develop-
ment, and, at the same time, increase public support of 
the local development programs. • 
Why Industrial Development? 
Is "industrial development" agoal to be sought? Or, 
has industrial growth become out of style? 
Consider the person who loses his job because his 
employer moves his plant elsewhere and other employ-
ment is not available. Think about the recent school 
graduate who is forced to look outside his community 
or area for suitable job opportunities. 
For these as well as the person who can only find 
part-time or seasonal work, or is stuck in a position that 
is beneath his or her capabilities or potential earning 
power, industrial growth is a must, so is it also for 
local government officials who need an adequate tax 
base to provide the services that make a town a desir-
able place to live. 
Most communities would like to attract new indus-
tries; in the United States today, some 2,000-2,500 
communities are actively engaged in industrial devel-
opment efforts. 
What Is,Industrial Development? 
Industrial development encompasses both the 
attraction of new enterprises and the expansion of those 
which already exist in the community. The public 
generally thinks of industrial development as meaning 
manufacturing, but the term also includes warehousing 
and distribution centers, retail and wholesale trade, 
office complexes and, service establishments, and 
mining and the extractive industries—all economic 
activity that creates jobs. 
For economic growth is not an end in itself. Its 
fundamental purpose is to raise the standard of living 
and to increase the well-being of the average _commun- • 
ity citizen. 
Community Viewpoint 
Expansion of employment opportunities in various 
segments of economic life is basic to any community': 
growth, to the expansion of income, and to the pro-
vision of funds for supporting public services. Ever) 
community seeks to attract new residents and existint 
businesses, by offering economic opportunities ant 
good community services. For the young people reach 
ing adulthood, jobs must be made available or the) 
will move to centers where the tjobs do exist. 
Industrial growth will encourage the young adults tt 
remain, to sink their roots down and to invest boa 
yolith and energy in the hometown. It also fosters 
community pride which sparks citizens to assume 
greater civic responsibilities. By generating addition& 
income in the community, it can lead to better housing. 
more diversity in commerce, and better living con-
ditions. 
High levels of living standards are essential foi 
adeqyate social and economic development. The) 
include living conditions or "amenities," governments: 
services, health, safety, social order and welfare, and 
environmental health. Some of these things can be 
accomplished only by widening the tax base to gener-
ate more revenue for the city and the county. 
Multiplier Effect 
New dollars brought into a community always create 
a benefit greater than their actual monetary value RE 
they are spent and respect for various goods -and 
services. This is called the "multiplier effect." A nev 
or expanded plant is likely to trigger additional growth 
among supplying industries, as well as increasing a 
demand for local business and other services. If part of 
the goods produced or services rendered are purchased 
by persons outside the community, the multiplier effect 
is greatly enhanCed. Some authorities suggest that the 
local effect of a new industrial investment is approxi-
mately two times the value of the investment. 'This 
means that a new plant with a $500,000 annual payroll 
may be expected to trigger a total increase in local 
incomes of $1 million. 
The basic end of induStrial development, then, is 
to improve the welfare of people. It accomplishes this 
goal in three ways: (1) by increasing the amount and 
variety of goods and services available to the consumer; 
(2) by enlarging his income or purchasing power, and 
(3) by providing taxable resources to enable govern-
ment to meet the ever-broadening demands for more 
and better public services. 
(NEXT: How to Go About Getting Industry) 
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Organization Is Key to Drawing Industry 
This is the second Is a series of weekly articles on 
aspects of industrial development written by staff 
members of the Economic Development Laboratory at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. 
This results from a cooperative effort with the Sauk 
County Development Corp. to stimulate economic 
growth and to offset the effects of the deactivation of . 
the Badger Army Ammunition Plant near Bamboo. 
Under sponsorship of the Department of Defense's 
Office of Economic Adjustment, Georgia Tech pro-
fessionals have been working with local industrial 
development volunteers to improve their industrial 
promotion programs. 
Hopefully, the articles will increase community 
understanding of what is involved in industrial develop-, 
ment, and, at the same time, increase public support of 
the local developmentprograms. 
Hqw to Organize for Industrial Development 
Most towns welcome the new jobs and revenue that' 
new and expanded industries. bring. But the competi-
tion is so fierce today that the community which merely 
waits for the industrialist to discover its charms 
generally is doomed to be a wallflower. 
For success, the community must have a program of 
industrial development spearheaded by some organi-
zation or group of leaders who will be responsible 
for getting the job done. And the mental attitudes and 
the physical resources of the community must be 
mobilized in support of the program. 
The work of attracting new payrolls to a community 
falls to its civic leaders through such organizations as 
the chamber of commerce or the local development 
corporation. The makeup of any industrial development 
organization must be representative of the various 
segments of the larger community. If possible, it 
should be coordinated by a professional industrial 
developer. 
There are four important steps in the community 
economic development process: fact-finding, analysis, 
decision and action. 
Fact Finding 
An inventory of the community's economic resources 
is the absolutely necessary preamble to designing an 
effective community development program.' The 
community economic profile should contain data on 
population, labor force, natural resources, economic 
complex, government services, and community facili-
ties. Without this specific data on the community's 
assets and liabilities, the industrial development team 
cannot intelligently plan how to capitalize on the 
community's strengths or to overcome its weaknesses. 
Or it may mistake the true nature of the problem. 
Unemployment may appear to be a major problem. for 
• example. Investigation may reveal that jobs are avail- 
Thus, thii becomes a problem of training rather, 
" than the eleveloPment of new job opportunities. 
Analysis 
Facts are no good unless you analyze them. Armed 
with the results of the community resources audit, the 
team can objectively evaluate its attractiveness to 
industry and determine what needs to be done to 
improve its chances for economic growth. Sometimes, 
in-depth analysis may reveal problems heretofore 
unrecognized. For example, in trying to upgrade its 
industrial site situation, a community may discover that 
its water distribution system is inadequate or depend-
ent upon a limited water system. 
Planning for Action 
Once the facts are in hand, and the alternative 
courses of action clearly outlined, the industrial devel-
opment team must decide upon a plan of action. It 
must determine what sort of development is best for the 
area, set goals and priorities—and focus its efforts on 
the "best bets" for attracting industry as well as the 
most imperative needs for correction of deficiencies. 
A community surrounded by extensive timber 
resources may want to slant its sales pitch toward 
woodworking industries. Another community may 
discover that its biggest asset is a long history of 
amicable labor-management relations. 
The team should concentrate on improving problem 
areas that are most easily correctable, such as the lack 
of industrial sites, inadequate utilities and services, or 
low educational standards and lack of vocational 
training. Inherent weaknesses, such as the lack of raw 
materials and poor geographic location, must be 
accepted and compensated for in other ways. 
Implementing the. Plan 
The final task isIto implement the action plan. Steps 
must be taken• to improve the community's liveability' 
and its attractiveness to industry, and a sales campaign 
must be launched to bring the community to the atten-
tion of prospective new industries. The team should not 
neglect the existing industry that already operates in 
the community—often local industry expansion is the 
best source for additional jobs and payrolls. 
The vital ingredients in a successful industrial 
promotion effort are a dedicated team that follows the 
four steps—survey, evaluate, plan, and get out and 
work —and a community that offers its moral and 
.financial support. The community that organizes for 
industrial development is the one most likely to achieve 
it. 
(Next: What Industry Looks For) 
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This is the third in a series of weekly articles on 
aspects of industrial development written by staff 
f members of the Economic Development Laboratory at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. 
This results from a cooperative effort with the Sauk 
County Development Corp.%  to stimulate economic 
growth and to offset the effects of the deactivation of 
the Badger Army Ammunition Plant .near Baraboo. 
Under spansprship of the Department of Defense's 
Office of Economic Adjustment, Georgia Tech pro-
fessionals have been working with local industrial 
development volunteers to improve their industrial 
promotion prbgrams. 
Hopefully, the articles will increase community 
understanding of what is involved in industrial develop-
ment, and, at the same time, increase public support of 
the local development programs. 
What Industry Looks For 
When a manufacturer decides he would like to open 
a plant in another location, what factors are important 
in determining which community he will select? 
Basic Factors 
The basic factors which dictate location decisions 
are markets, labor, raw materials and transportation. 
The relative important of the first three factors varies, 
depending upon the orientation of the industry, while 
transportation must be 'considered in relation to its 
effect on other factors. A mobile home manufacturer, 
for instance, would want to locate in the middle of his 
market area because of the relative difficulty and high 
cost of transporting the finished homes. 
A steel mill, on the other hand, needs to be near 
sources of iron ore, coal and other raw materials, 
and a food proceising plant must be near its sources 
of supply because its raw materials are perishable. 
Other industries that utilize large amounts of labor in 
producing their goods or require specialized and highly 
skilled personnel might consider locating where there 
is an ample and well-trained supply of labor. 
In a recent purvey made by McGraw-Hill of the 
directors/mantigers of real estate and property of the 
750 largest U.S. corporations, 68% rated improvement 
of labor cost or productivity as one of their prime 
objectives for planning a new plant location. On the 
market side, 65% cited ability to better serve new 
and/or expanding markets,' and 60% rated closer 
proximity to customers and/or distributors at the top. 
Improvement in transportation efficiency or economy 
was named by 56%, and 48% said proximity to re-
sources and/or major suppliers was a major objective. 
Secondary Factors 
Leading the list of secondary location factors is 
'utilities, whose impOrtance is looming ever larger in 
these days of water shortages and energy constraints. 
For some industries this has always been a primary 
factor; glass manufacturers and aluminum producers 
require large amounts of inexpensive energy and some 
chemical process industries need large amounts of 
water for processing and waste disposal, to name a few. 
Nowadays, few industries can afford to consider the 
cost and availability of electric power and fuels as a 
matter of course. Inadequate water and sewage 
facilities present definite industrial handicaps to any 
community. , 
Other factors to be examined include: local, govern- 
ment services, taxes, amenities (education, recreation, 
housing, cultural activities, etc.), and plant and site 
considerations. Certainly, a new industrial citizen 
would want adequate fire and police protection, as 
well as reasonable taxes. LiVing conditions also can be'  
critical. The lack of suitable housing, for example, will 
keep people from moving into a community even if good 
jobs are available. This problem can become so acute 
as to prevent the location of new industrial plants in an 
otherwise suitable area. 
Obviously, the community has to offer the industrial 
prospect a suitable tract of land for his plant, and if 
access roads and utilities are already onsite, so much 
the better. Available industrial buildings are another 
plus. Some communities even build "speculative" 
shell buildings; when a client is found, the building is 
finished to his specifications. A local building authority 
or business development corporation that can help 
with plant financing is another drawing card. 
The Decision Process 
Once an industrialist' has narrowed his choices to 
several communities that satisfy his basic criteria, 
these secondary factors, will tip the scales in favor of a 
particular community. In the survey mentioned above, 
81% of the corporation plant locators said that they had 
to choose between two or three close alternatives—only 
19 %said that one site stood out clearly as the right one. 
This means that such intangible factors as community 
appearance and amenities may make the difference 
between economic growth and stagnation for a com-
Munity. 
Next: The Changing Force of Industrial Develop-
`ment) 
Industrial Development Changes with Times '133)77 1, 
- .1 ,4 * "Phis,is , the fourth. in a series of weekly articles on 
aspects of industrial development written by staff 
members of the Economic Development Laboratory at , 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. 1 
 This results from a cooperative effort with the Sauk 
County Development Corp. to stimulate economic 
growth and to offset the effects of the deactivation of 
the Badger Army Ammunition Plant near Baraboo. 
Under sponsorship of the Department of Defense's 
Office of Economic Adjustment, Georgia Tech pro-
fessionals have been working with local industrial 
development volunteers to improve ,their industrial 
promotion programs. 
Hopefully, the articles will increase community 
understanding of what is involved in industrial develop-
ment, and, at the same time, increase public support of 
the local development programs. 
The Changing Face of Industrial Development 
"The times they are a'changing," sings Bob Dylan, 
• the troubadour of today's youth. The hallmark of the 
present day is rapid change. This is as true in industrial 
development as in other areas of life. 
Today considerable emphasis is being placed upon 
environmental protection, and projects are being 
'scrutinized closely to assess the impact they may have 
on the environment. So the alert community economic 
development group also must be concerned about the 
best utilization of the natural environment. 
Energy Costs Important 
,Energy' availability and costs constitute another 
large constraint on industrial development today. We 
have just emerged from a winter where many plants 
were forced to shut down temporarily for lack of fuel, 
and we are faced with another summer of anticipated 
e 
electric power "brovvnouts." 
The rapid escalation of energy costs has forced many 
industrial managements to reassess plant physical 
construction and layout, as well as more efficient uses 
of machinery and manpower. Soaring gasoline prices 
also will have an effect on transportation of goods and -
of people. This may tend to offset somewhat the trend 
of recent decades for industry to disperse to rural areas, 
Many locations will have to be reexamined as to their 
remoteness from market and access to both raw 
material and market in cents per ton/mile. And there 
may be a shrinkage in the distance which workers will 
be willing or able to travel to their jobs. 
Other Constraints 
These and other constraints have brought federal and 
state governments more prominently into the economic 
growth picture. A myriad of regulations already exist 
governing all forms of pollution, and the OSHA laws 
evidence governmental concern with the occupational 
health and safety of the nation's work force. The energy 
'shortage will result in even more legislation. One of the 
most significant and far-reaching changes likely to 
come in the near future is stringent federal regulation 
and control of land use. 
Labor supply is another area of rapid change. The 
migration to urban areas for employment opportunity 
and the increased productivity of farmers have put 
extreme pressure on rural-oriented communities to 
develop new jobs. Formerly, these areas were able to 
advertise cheap and willing, although untrained, labor 
as an industrial location lure. But the regional vari-
ations in labor are gradually being equalized, due to 
widespread unionization (with its standardization of , 
pay and benefits), automation, increased worker 
mobility and dispersion of skills. More attention is  
being Oen U.) worker training programs, "quick start" 
programs and continuing assistance to industrial 
operations from vocational-technical education centers. 
Our employment structure has shifted considerably 
in recent years so that now only 30% of the U.S. labor 
force produce goods-5% in agriculture and related 
activities and 25% in manufacturing and processing. , 
Seventy percent of our total employment is in services 
—commercial, educational, medical, governmental and 
the like. The focus has already changed from industrial 
development to the broader term, "economic develop- 
ment. ' 
Effects of National Trends 
Finally, we have to contend with the effects of 
national economic trends. We have sustained the 
longest and deepest recession since the close of World 
War U. We have survived galloping inflation, high 
interest rates, tight money, high unemployment and 
other problems that have caused many businesses to 
"go under" that would have made it in more normal. 
times. These less favorable national trends are likely 
to continue to some extent in the foreseeable future. 
So the industrial development field is quite fluid, _. 
constantly. changing. It is confronted with changing 
attitudes about the value of growth as it relates to the 
environment and our natural resources. It is constrain-
ed by increasing governmental regulation. It is affected 
by shifts in labor patterns and other industrial location 
factors. And it is heavily influenced by general econ- , 
 omic trend's. All of these factors constitute a challenge' 
to the average community which is striving to create a 
more pleasant, productive and secure life for its 
citizens. 
Next: The Community Organization for Economic 
Development Program in Bamboo. 
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ROBERT C. FLEMING 
Executive Secretory 
Baraboo, Wis. 
Point two relates to point one that I just 
mentioned. We had five communities that were 
asked to participate in your program. Four of 
the five did participate in the program and three 
of the five attended the program very well from 
the very start. Those communities that did 
October 12, 1977 
Mr. Robert B. Cassell 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlantic, GA 	30332 
Dear Mr. Cassell, 
At the conclusion of the last seminar that 
you conducted in Sauk County I would like to add 
some personal assessments. Those assessments 
would deal primarily with the past, the present, 
and the future of Sauk County in relation to 
economic development and the program as presented 
by you. 
Firet of all, the attitude that exists in 
Sauk County today compared to what it was a brief 
fifteen months ago when the office of Economic 
Adjustment first made a field trip to Sauk County, 
is completly turned around. Part of the attitude 
that exists now compared to 15 months ago and the 
change that has taken place, has to be attributed 
to the program that you conducted in Sauk County. 
The educational process that was put forth by you 
and was pointed out to community leaders showed 
that by having the right attitude and so called 
"taking the bull by the horns" created a new 
attitude in Sauk County. That attitude is reflectad 
in the communities that participated in your 
program. 
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participate have shown marked improvement in the 
accomplishments within their own community and 
the attitudes that exist in many of the elected 
officials in those communities. The communities 
taht contributed little to the program or did not 
attend at all are still in the same doldrums that 
they were 15 months ago. 
Based on this type of history, it is my 
opinion that your program had very much to do with 
educating the community leaders on the necessity 
of creating the right attitude within their 
communities. 
Point three that I would like to point out 
would be the idea of calling back on Sauk County 
in say nine months to a year from now. It would be 
interesting to assess a year from now the com-
pletion of an Industrial Park in Baraboo, what 
has happened in the Sauk—Prairie area, and how 
is Reedsburg doing; the communities that did 
participate in your program. It would seem that a 
return visit a year from now would give one the 
necessary data to really evaluate the program and 
give a better conclusion to the effects of the 
program. This is only a suggestion, but it may be 
something that you will want to consider with 
Eldon Erickson or toher people that have been 
associated with the sponsorship of your being in 
Sauk County. 
In conclusion, the last seminar was attended 
by 23 community leaders throughout Sauk County. 
The representation included some people from 
the Wisconsin Dells area that have never been at 
any of the other programs. The feedback that I 
am getting today, a week after your being here, 
is all positive and all good. The thirst for 
more knowledge about community development and how 
communities can help themselves is now very 
evident in Sauk County. The responsibility for 
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educating these communities and providing more 
programs to them on the community development 
concept and industrial development will be mine. 
I do assure you that in the future I will be 
conducting classes and courses in those communities 
that are willing and wanting to create change 
and build new attitudes within their communities. 
The programs that you presented were all excellent 
background and gave the basic ingredient that is 
needed for community change and development. 
My sincere thank you for a job well done. 
Sincerel 
Robert C. Fleming 
Executive Director 
RCF/y ca 
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (COEDP) 
Savanna/Carroll County, Illinois 
Background  
This program was originally conceived as a vehicle to involve local com-
munity leaders from Carroll and Jo Daviess Counties, Illinois, in an effort 
to achieve effective economic development efforts at the local level. These 
counties and their communities were the initial target locations identified 
by the Office of Economic Adjustment, Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
because of the impact of severe personnel reductions resulting from placing 
of a major defense installation on standby status. The facility involved 
is the Savanna Army Depot near Savanna which was deactivated between November 
1974 and June 1976.
1/ 
Conduct of the Economic Development Program was assigned to the Industrial 
Development Division (now the Economic Development Division) of the Engineering 
Experiment Station at the Georgia Institute of Technology. This Division was 
given the responsibility for executing four phases of the program, as described 
below. 
Program Purpose  
The main thrust of this particular program was to provide a basis for con-
certed community action directed towards achieving economic progress. It gave 
recognition to the fact that recovery from the impact of substantial employment 
decreases, and the accompanying secondary effect on local business and commerce, 
cannot be achieved automatically. What is required is that enlightened and 
1/ Status Report, Economic Adjustment Program, Carroll County-Jo Daviess 
County, Illinois, (September 1976). 
informed community leadership be assisted in undertaking measures which can 
provide positive directions for generating new employment opportunities. 
The negative psychological attitudes which a base closing can have upon 
local leadership has to be replaced with a positive outlook. Furthermore, 
in negotiating with potential investors from beyond the community, a posture 
that can influence the course of events should be adopted, rather than merely 
reacting to the situation. 
Involvement in the process of attracting new and suitable industrial faci-
lities can provide an insight into decision-making processes, as well as stimu-
lating an impartial analysis of community strengths and weaknesses. From this 
combination of changed attitudes and confidence, a program of work with speci-
fic tasks for the leadership group can be recommended for action. 
Moreover, this program can serve as a device for giving the local economic 
development team a more intensive and a broader acquaintance with the scope and 
depth of local economic data and a ready recognition of appropriate situations 
in which this information can be readily utilized. In the course of such acti-
vity, community needs for expanding and improving infrastructural support would 
also be identified. 
Specific Accomplishments  
In the time when the program involved Carroll County leadership, certain 
specific accomplishments were realized: 
1. Participation by both the private and the public sector in the various 
communities was stressed. 
2. The proper function of the professional staff, contrasted with the 
role of the volunteer elements both from business and government, 
was illustrated. 
3. Application of economic data appropriate to the local situation, either 
already developed or easily accessible, was demonstrated. 
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4. Emphasis was placed upon the necessity to mount efforts for a period 
of long duration, with a proper mixture of both patience and per-
sistence. 
5. Positive attitudes and mature judgement decisions were shown to be 
essential for attracting new investment opportunities,. 
Fundamental to this approach was the assumption that any training or teach-
ing experience with an adult group should immerse the subject members in a real 
life experience. Out of this extended exposure will come the learning experience 
which highlights the best fashion in which to conduct negotiations. Also, more 
attention to actions which are incomplete in results or areas which require 
further exploration and attention will similarly be illustrated. These results, 
hopefully, will constitute guidelines for future activity by the leadership group. 
Ultimately, this series of interactions serves to broaden the knowledge and 
experience of the local leadership group, giving it confidence and soundly de-
rived information. In the future, this group can assume the responsibility for 
expanding the economic base of the community, relying on sources outside the com-
munity to support local efforts,and thus overcome the negative effects which 
the original employment decline may have generated. 
Phases of Activity  
The program for Carroll-Joe Daviess counties was designed to consist of 
four phases, but subsequently was expanded to five. These phases constituted 
(one) the initial introduction session or orientation, (two) the stage of pros-
pect investigation, (three) the performance review and work program initia-
tion, (four) an interim review of progress achieved, and (five) a final re-
assessment along with a community-wide seminar on development techniques. 
Considerable preparatory work was required once the program commitments 
were signed by the sponsor and the contractor. Background on Carroll County, 
Savanna and other communities, was reviewed, based upon prior OEA studies. 
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Contacts were made with the Illinois state development department, initial con-
tacts were arranged in the subject communities, and background research undertaken 
for an appropriate industrial facility search project. 
Initially, and during the course of the work in the various communities, the 
constituency of the contacts teams was analyzed. An ideal situation would be to 
involve a true cross-section of the various "publics" with the top leadership 
from each group involved. Short of this ideal, however, most professional develop-
ers must work with those participants who are willing to be involved. Thus, 
part of the task is a continuous process of motivation, indoctrination, and 
training. 
Phase One: This phase was initiated in Carroll County in mid-January 1977. 
An evening session, arranged through the Carroll County Development Corpora-
tion, was held in Savanna with 12 community leaders and a representative of the 
state development commission. A list of those in attendance is included in Ap-
pendix I. 
At this session, the regional director of the Office of Economic Adjustment 
from Kansas City, Missouri (Mr. Eldon Erickson) and the Georgia Tech project 
director reviewed the background of the project, explained the processes in-
volved, described similar activities undertaken in the same manner elsewhere, 
and obtained local concurrence and general support. 
Phase Two: This phase was initiated in February and concluded in mid-March. 
Having adapted a genuine manufacturing plant location search made by a metal-
working corporation so that it would meet the general circumstances of the mid-
western situation, a consultant (Dr. Howard Roepke, location consultant and mem-
ber of the Department of Geography at the University of Illinois) was invited 
into the community. He was informed on complete details on the project and 
was also acquainted with the community information which had been accumulated 
prior to this visit. 
The case which was used was an investigation by a medium-sized metalworking 
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concern which would employ 120 workers initially and 200 workers after five 
years. This facility had some need for semi-fabricated materials, would use 
both electric power and natural gas, and the management expressed more than 
a mild concern with general community attitudes on new industry as well as the 
receptiveness of the existing industrial complex. 
In the Carroll County situation, representatives of two communities were 
involved and locations in each were inspected. 
Phase Three: This phase of activity was based upon the consultant's con-
clusions and considerable comments prepared by the Georgia Tech team which served 
as observers. A detailed report was prepared for the community group, and was 
reviewed with the participating community leaders in sessions held late in May. 
The project director from 0EA (Mr. Paul Sage) and the Georgia Tech project manager 
participated in this session. 	The report to Carroll County is incorporated 
as Appendix II. 
Included in the report is a series of recommendations for local action de-
signed to improve and to strengthen local economic development activities. In 
addition, a number of important points were stressed verbally in the session 
held with the Carroll County group. 
Phase Four: (not originally planned): As the program unfolded, it seemed 
desirable that another segment be provided for the successful conduct of the 
work. This provided the opportunity for the Georgia Tech project director late 
in September to review with the Carroll County development director the process 
of identifying obstacles to the local program, to evaluate future program needs 
and directions, and to plan for the Phase Five activity which would seek to 
generate and motivate local support for the development program. 
From this conference, certain suggestions were made verbally which were 
deemed inappropriate for written dissemination to the entire leadership con-
tingent. Certain items touched upon personalities and individuals who 
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constituted part of the "contact" team. Another significant item of discussion 
concerned the intermediate and long-term financing of the development organi-
zation's program. 
Phase Five: This aspect required a Georgia Tech team to hold a meeting in 
Carroll County and Savanna early in November. This meeting was designed to ex-
plain publicly activities which had taken place under the program, with added 
comments and suggestions, to reinforce local efforts to expand the economic base. 
This public community-wide seminar on economic development, concluded the 
program's formal activity. Invited to the sessions were the leadership which 
had participated in the previous stages as well as other involved persons who 
had previously participated. Background on the area's economic achieve-
ments, on its needs and its potentials were discussed with a specific review 
of the programmatic elements. The emphasis was upon the report's recommenda- 
tions, and some of the verbal elaboration on these. Several hand-outs excerpted 
from the reports were given to the attendees. 
In attendance at Savanna were 40 persons from 10 separate communities. 
A registration list for this session constitutes Appendix III. 
Other Program Elements  
To support certain of the activity phases detailed above, a series of ex-
planatory articles suitable for use by local press and radio were prepared. 
With special assistance from the executive of the participating development 
corporation, these articles were published in the local newspapers. Copies are 
displayed in Appendix IV. 
Throughout the program, strong efforts have been made to involve state de-
velopment agencies and other external professional agencies (such as regional 
councils, utilities, railroad, etc.) in the process, both to inform them of 
local accomplishments as well as to involve them more specifically in the local 
presentations. 
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Furthermore, continuing contact was maintained with 0EA officials both 
at the regional and Washington levels. On several of the trips to the subject 
communities in Carroll County, a representative of at least one office was 
present. In addition, interim written reports on the work in progress have 
been prepared and transmitted to the authorized project directors. 
Several project review sessions also have been held in the OEA offices in 
Washington, prior to initiation of the field work, at approximately midpoint 
in the program execution, and upon conclusion of the conduct of the last phase 
described above. These sessions have been extremely useful to the Georgia Tech 
project manager in providing a sounding board as to the program's timing, effec-
tiveness, and desirable changes or alterations. 
Accomplishments  
Without doubt, substantial improvement has taken place in the knowledge 
of local resources and the information developed on the part of the contact 
teams representing Carroll County and its communities. Further, the use of more 
sophisticated techniques has been apparent. 
An awareness of the need for local action and less dependence upon the 
initiation of activity by outside sources has been pointed out. At the same 
time, the appropriate involvement of those same forces has been stressed. But 
throughout this program emphasis has been placed upon the desirability and the 
importance of self-reliance in expanding local economic development programs. 
While the local group initially was loosely knit and somewhat suspicious 
of members who were from other communities, by the conclusion of the program, 
the group was observed to be more cohesive and better informed. Responsibili-
ties for performance of certain tasks and the management of resources data 
were clearly defined. Many members who were poorly informed, or even uninformed, 
regarding certain resources at the start, had acquired considerable information. 
It appeared that the community development group was functioning with more 
confidence and authority at the conclusion of the program and that many of the 
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techniques suggested were being applied. 
This certainly was the case of the Carroll County Development Corporation 
(Savanna) which last fall successfully concluded negotiations with a major 
chemical firm. The continued presence of a development authority able to focus 
and concentrate renewed community leader confidence and enthusiasm proved to be 
a strong factor. 
For the long range, expectations can be high, but there presently is no 
reliable method for the measurement of results. It would appear that a system 
for periodic follow-up after a lapse of about a year might be appropriate, 
as is suggested in the project summary evaluation provided by the director of 
the development organization -- reproduced in Appendix V. 
Among the specific benefits from the cooperation sought between the various 
agencies operating on different governmental levels is the closer working re-
lationship between the Carroll County team and state-level development forces. 
Establishment of better and more centrally located headquarters, one of the in-
formal recommendations, is now being undertaken. 
In the application of this program approach to other impact situations, 
it has been deemed desirable to add some substantive program modifications. 
One of these is to institute an orientation visit to the community for the 
purpose of becoming acquainted with certain of the key participants and decision-
makers (now included as part of Phase I). This visit can also incorporate a 
first-hand inspection of the community. It would then be followed by a second 
trip when a larger spectrum of participants, including the key community leaders 
as well as those on the fringes, are involved in the orientation aspects. 
Another interim contact visit has already been incorporated into the program; 
this is described above as the Phase Four activity. 
APPENDIX I 
CARROLL COUNTY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
Savanna, Illinois 
January 12, 1977 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Savanna -- A program to stimulate Carroll County's economic growth and to 
offset the effects of the personnel reduction at the Savanna Army Depot got under-
way this week under sponsorship of the Department of Defense's Office of Economic 
Adjustment (OEA). 
Meeting with directors of the Carroll County Development Corporation to ini-
tiate the program were Eldon Erickson of Kansas City, regional director of OEA, 
and Robert B. Cassell of the Economic Development Laboratory at the Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. The two discussed with community leaders 
the specialized training program which employs simulation techniques to show indus-
trial development volunteer teams how to carry out more effective industrial 
promotion efforts. 
The new Community Economic Development Program was conceived by and will be 
conducted by Georgia Tech under contract to the OEA. The OEA was established by 
the President's Economic Adjustment Committee to assist communities affected by 
military base closings in marshalling their resources to lessen the economic 
impact of these defense realignments. Savanna and Baraboo, Wisconsin, have been 
selected for initial testing of the OEA-Georgia Tech approach. 
Attending for the Carroll County Development Corporation were R. C. Bush, 
executive director; 
and 	 , Also participating was Al Fisher, from the 
industrial development division of the Illinois Department of Economic and Busi-
ness Development. 
The program will fall into four phases. The first phase is the initial orien-
tation session with the local economic development team to review its efforts, 
accomplishments and failures and to plan for participation in the training program. 
Phase two will consist of a visit by an industrial prospect. The local de-
velopment team will prepare a presentation on Carroll County's attractions and 
resources for industry and attempt to persuade the prospect to select the county 
for the proposed facility. Georgia Tech is preparing a detailed, true-to-life 
industrial project for the simulation, which also will involve other professional 
developers on the area, state and national levels. 
In the third phase, a follow-up session will bring together the Savanna team 
and the professional developers who participated in the simulation to review and 
evaluate the local team's performance. A pragmatic, down-to-earth program of 
work will be presented that will identify specific tasks at the local level which 
can increase economic activity and result in improved performance by the com-
munity team. 
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Phase four will include a seminar-workshop for both the active participants 
and other interested citizens. This meeting will be designed to increase com-
munity support of the development team's volunteer efforts, as well as to re-
inforce the program needs previously identified in the training sessions. 
"The Community Organization for Economic Development Program was created," 
project director Robert Cassell stated, "to meet the need for providing educa-
tion in the latest, most effective techniques for economic development groups 
in communities that are too small to hire professional developers and must 
depend entirely upon volunteer efforts." 
"Economic development is extremely competitive throughout the country," 
Cassell added. "It involves not only positive and informed response to indus-
trial prospect inquiries, but also preplanning and subsequent follow-through. The 
COEDP is designed to help the community to identify its specific assets and dis-
advantages, then to design specific program to correct the weaknesses and to capi-
talize upon the advantages." 
Major benefit of this program, he stated, will be the upgrading of the local 
development effort to a more sophisticated and businesslike level of expertise. 
Definite, positive results can be anticipated in the creation of new and better 
job opportunities for the population of the Savanna area, he indicated. 
Further details: 
R. B. Cassell 
Economic Development Laboratory 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, GA 30332 
Telephone: (404)894-3843 
           
           
 
County offered 
program to develop 
industrial recruiting 
A proposal designed to develop the in-
dustrial recruiting skills of Carroll County 
and to measure the effectiveness of these 
Mulls in a controlled situation was presented 
to a group of community leaders Wednesday 
night in a meeting at the Savanna City 
Council chambers. 
The program, sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Defense's Office of Economic Ad-
justment (OEA) is one -more effort in at-
tempts to stimulate Carroll County's 
economic growth and to offset the effects of 
the personnel reduction of the Savanna Army 
Depot. 
Meeting "with directors of the Carroll 
County Development Corporation, the 
Savanna Chamber of Commerce Industrial 
Committee and the Hanover Industrial 
Development Committee to initiate the 
program were Eldon Erickson of Kansas 
City, regional director of the ()EA, and 
Robert B. Cassell Of the Economic 
Development Laboratory at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Georgia. 
The two discussed with the community 
leaders the specialized training program 
which employs simulation techniques to show 
. industrial development volunteer teams how 
to carry out more effective industrial 
promotion efforts. 
The new Community Economic Develop-
ment Program was conceived by and will be 
conducted by Georgia Tech under contract to 
the OEA. The OEA was established by the 
President's Economic Adjustment Corn- , mittee to assist communities affected by 
military base closings in marshalling their 
resources to lessen the economic impact of 
these defense realignments. Savanna and 
Baraboo, 'Wisconsin, have been selected by 
the OEA for initial testing of the OEA-Georgia 
Tech approach.  
The program, as cllained to the group by 
Cassell, will fall into four phases. The first 
. phase is the initial orientation session with the 
local economic development team to review 





Robert Cassell (left), Eldon Erickson, (venter) and RA'. Bush . 
(right) present program on new industrial development project to 
Carroll County area residents. 
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to plan for participation in the training 
program, 
Phase two will consist of a visit by an in-
dustrial prospect. The local development 
team will prepare a presentation of Carroll 
County's attractions and resources for in-
dustry and attempt to persuade the prospect 
to select the county for the proposed facility. 
Georgia Tech is preparing a detailed, true-to-
life industrial project for the simulation, 
which will also involve other professional 
developers op the area, state and national 
levels. 
In the third phase, a follow-up session will 
bring together the Savanna team and the 
professional developers who participated in 
the simulation tp review and evaluate the 
local team's performance. A pragmatic, 
down-to-earth program of work will' be 
presented that will identify specific tasks at 
f" the' local level which can Increase economic -, 
activity and result in improved performance 
by the community team. 
Phase four will include a seminar-workshop 
for both the active participants and other 
interested citizens. This meeting will be 
designed to increase community support of 
the development team's volunteer efforts, as 
well as to reinforce the program needs 
, previously identified in the training sessions. 
Erickson commented just prior to the in- 
u:: troduction of Cassell, "We feel this program 
will be extremely beneficial; but it is your' 
. choice.. Our intention is to enter into ad- 
, 
	
	ditional contracts with the institute so other 
communities can benefit." 
"The Community Organization for ' 
Economic Development Program was ' 
created," project director Robert Cassell 
stated, "to meet the need for providing 
education in the latest, most effective 
techniques for economic development groups 
in communities that are too small to hire 
professional developers and must depend 
entirely upon volunteer efforts." ' 
"Economic development is extremely 
competitive throughout the country," Cassell 
added.' "It involves not only Waive and 
. .  
informed response to industrial prospect 
inquiries, but also preplanning and sub-
sequent follow-through. The COEDP is 
designed to help the community to identify Its 
specific assets and disadvantages, then to 
design specific programs to correct the 
weaknesses and to capitalize upon the ad-
vantages." 
The major benefit of this prograM, he 
stated, will be the upgrading of the local 
development effort to a more sophisticated 
and businesslike level of expertise. Definite, 
positive results can be anticipated in the 
creation of new and better job opportunities 
for the population of the Savanna and im-
pacted area, he indicated. 
According to Cassell, the "end results will 
not be immediately apparent. You must 
discover for yourself what you are doing right 
and wrong." Cassell said this was better for ' 
the community "than our coming in , and 
telling you." He went on to add that in a 
learning situation such as the program 
provides, more is learned and more is 
. ; retained by persons involved in the recruiting 
process when they actually" experience a 
situation. ' 
The major contribution of the program will 
be the analysis of how well' local persons 
perform. According to Cassell, most of the 
industries who seek to locate in an area, but 
chose not to, never tell the persons recruiting 
them the real reasons why they do not choose 
the area. In this program, local recruiters 
who are trying to induce the prospect to locate 
in Carroll County will be told in great detail 
what it is that the prospective industry sees 
objectionable in the presentation. 
Through this analysis procedure local 
persons will then be•able to prepare a better 
program to present to a "real" prospect when 
one makes an inquiry into the area. Ac-
cording to Cassell, there are several thousand 
so-called industrial development groups 
throughout the cities in the country, but there 
are perhaps only 500 who actually posess the 
expertise to be successful in the highly 
competitive industrial recruitment race. 
After an explanation of the prbgram, it was 
offered to the group present. Cassell said, 
"We assume you have a problem and that you 
want to take a positive action to overcome it." 
He pointed out that this program, which costa 
the area nothing, is designed so the area 
people can "learn from experience; take 
what you learn and develop it and apply the 
learning to the situation." 
Cassell said, "I believe every community 
has control of its own destiny," and indicated 
that this program would be one additional 
way in which this area could control its own 
destiny. 
Persons attending the meeting included: 
R.C. Bush, president of the Carroll County 
Development Corporation; Al Cordes, district 
manager of Interstate Power Co. and a 
member of the Savanna Chamber of Com-
merce's Industrial Committee; Jon Whitney, 
publisher of the Carroll Oounty Review and 
secretary of the CCDC; John LeContte, - 
representing the Savanna Chamber of 
Commerce; Lila Atherton, editor of the 
Savanna Times-Journal; Dave Wilbright, 
president of the village of Hanover; Don 
Shibly, member of the Township Board of 
Hanover; Bill Walters, member of the • 
Hanover Village Board; Mrs. Bill Walters; 
Lloyd Bruckner, Thomson farmer and CCDC 
member; Lawrence Bruckner, Dixon at-
torney and CCDC member; Al Fisher, 
representing the Illinois Department of 
Business and Economic Development; and 
Stu Richter, representing the Northwest 
Illinois Council of Public Officials. 
Those present voiced their approval of the 
proposal and agreed to proceed in 
preparations through the CCDC to implement 
the project. According to Cassell the in-
dustrial prospect would make contact in 
about two months. The area has the interim 
time to develop their presentation. According 
to Bush, preparation will begin immediately 
to marshall the forces available within' the 
impacted area to prepare for the coming 
industrial prospect and the development of 
response to future industrial inquiries. 
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Savanna Chosen For Federal Program 
Only . two midwestern communities have been selected 
for free federal pilot programs to atimulate area &onset-
ic growth and Savanna is one. 
Baraboo. Wis., was also named by the Department of 
Defense's Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA). 	 • 
Both communities have suffered heavy job losses 
: due to cutbacks at military installations 
. Formal acceptance of the four-phase program was 
given Wednesday night by the Carroll County Develop-
ment Corporation in a meeting held at Savanna city ball. 
Attended by CCDC directors and delegates of Han-
over, Savanna and Thomson President R C Bush pre-
sided. 
Last April, the OEA announced the selection of the 
CCDC to lead the area economic recovery effort due to 
Depot cutbacks and the group has since been awarded a 
$25,000 grant to provide fulltime. leadership for which 
Bush received employment approval Opt 
Speakers Included Eldon Erickson of Kansas Qty, 
regional director of OEA, and Robert B. Ca.4041 of the 
Economic Development Laboratory at the Georgia Witt-
. tote of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. 
"If you people don't do it (industrial development) 
it won't ' be done," emphasized Cassell as he estimated 
that there are less than 500 "really performing" effec-
tive Industrial development groups in the 48 contiguous 
states. "The success or failure of most such programs 
depends upon sources of leadership and the time and 
effort individuals can put . into such programs" Cassell 
continued. 
"There . is Intense competition for industrial pros-
pects ... you must have positive community support 
all the way along the line," he said.' 
'Erickson, however, had earlier complimented CCDC's 
efforts regarding area economic recovery. 
"Since my first visit here two years ago, you've 
come a long way ... it's thrilling to see this kind of pro-
gress and it shows that the community does have an 
understanding of what is needed for industrial develop-
ment," he said. • 
Particularly cited by Erickson was the location of 
MacLean-Fogg leek Nut Company, the expansion of Ea-
ton Dispenser and the Milwasilthe railroad's new . rall 
mill plant. 
Also in attendance, and supporting the pilot orb-
gram, were Al Fisher of the Industrial development di-
vision of the Illinois Department of Economic and Busi-
ness Development, and Stu Richter of the Northwest 
Council of Public Officials. 
The new Community Economic Development Program 
was conceived by and will be 'conducted by Georgia. 
Tech under contract to the OEA which will pay its bill ' 
without local assessment of either Savanna or Baraboo. 
The OEA was established by the President's Economic 
Adjustment Committee to assist communities affected 
by military base phasedowns, 'or closings, in marshalling 
their resources to lessen the economic impact of these 
defense realignments. 
The program falls into four phases. 	 ' 
FIRST - the initial orientation session with the 
local izersonne development team to review its efforts, 
accomplishments and failures and to plan for participa-
tion in the training program. This Was held WednesdaY 
night. 
SECOND ... the program consists of a visit by 
an industrial prospect The local development team will 
prepare a presentation on area attractions and resources 
for industry and attempt to persuade the prospect to 
select the area for the proposed , facility. Georgia Tech 
is preparing a detailed, true-to-life industrial project 
for the simulation which also will Arivolve other Prete** 
Ethanol developers on the area, state and national leves. 
THIRD . - - a follow-up session will bring together 
the CCDC team and the professional developers who par-
ticipate in the simulation to review and evaluate the 
local team's performance. A pragmatic, down-to-earth 
program of work will be Presented that will identify spe-
cific tasks at the local level which can increase ec000mic 
activity and result in improved performance by the caul-
munity team. 
FOURTH ... this includes a seminar-workshop for 
both active participants and other' Interested citizens. 
The meeting will be designed to increase community 
support of the development learnt volunteer efforts, as 
well as to reinforce the program reeds previously identi-
fled in the training sessions.' 
"The Community Organization for Economic Develop-
ment Program was created," project director Cassell 
stated, "to meet the need for providing education in the 
latest, most effective techniques for economic develop-
ment groups in communities that are too snail to hire 
professional developers and must depend largely upon 
volunteer efforts." 
"Economic • development ig extremely competitive 
throughout the country," Cassell added. "It involves 
not only positive and informed response to industrial 
prospect inquiries, but also preplanning and sot:cement 
follow-through. The COEDP is designed to help the com-
munity to identify its specific assets and disadvantages, 
then to design specific programs to cornet the weak-
nesses and to capitalize upon the advantages." 
Major benefit of this program, he stated, will be the 
upgrading of the local development effort to a more so-
phisticated and businesslike level of expertise. Definite, 
positive results can be anticipated in the creation of new 
and better job opportunities for the population of the 
Femme area, be indicaled. ,  
• 
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"You've come 
Long way " Erickson. 
"If you people don't do 
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ACCEPTED PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS 
Step 1. 	Develop a working organization. 
Step 2. 	Determine if your town is ready for-industry. Make a complete 
inventory including all the facts on: available labor, trans-
portation services, available plant sites and buildings, raw 
materials in quantity, availability and cost of fuels and power, 
local tax structure, housing, schools, recreational and cultural 
advantages and extent of financial assistance. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5.  
Step 6. 
Develop a community Economic Brochure. 
Get your community behind the drive for industry. 
Decide whether to provide financial assistance for industry. 
Handle your prospect's inquiry properly. This includes response 
to requests, of provision of information, recontacts and related 
matters. 
Step 7. Handle your prospect's visit properly. This includes preliminary 
information on requirements, meeting with the community team, 
conduct of the interview. In particular, be prepared to nego-
tiate with your prospect, but know how fax you can go on financ-
ing, provision of utility services, and related matters. 
  
COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO INITIAL INQUIRY 
Nature of Inquiry  
The initial letter of inquiry provided the following details: 
Metal manufacturing company -- consultant inspecting Illinois 
locations. 
Plant site of 25 to 30 acres, ready for construction, with 
adequate utilities. 
Initial employment: 120 people ( needed -- machine operators, 
welders, polishers/buffers; small number of unskilled). 
Eventual employment: 
Company interested in: 
present union situation 
community attitude 
attitude of existing industry 
rail and truck transportation 
electric power and natural gas 
COMMUNITY RESPONSE 
o 	Community contact called to report recent newspaper features were 
in mail; no specific data submitted at that time. 
o 	Asked for further clarification on: 
size of building 
market locations 
raw materials needed 
floor load factor 
possibility of noise or air pollution 
whether defense contract work was involved 
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Community Response (continued) 
o Also asked for utility data -- water, sewer, power, stated natural 
gas not available. 
o Subsequent call led to questions on total investment and further 
clarification on power requirement. 
o Did not inquire about time limitation, items of general interest 
or where meeting should take place. 
COMMUNITY HANDLING OF PROSPECT'S VISIT 
Strong Points 
Although the community leadership of Savanna and Carroll County needs 
considerable experience and practice, many positive aspects were observed: 
INTRODUCTION 
o The group made the visitors feel welcome. They appeared sincere 
and desirous of attracting more industry. 
o Stated the county's emphasis upon industrial growth. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Considerable information was made available, and interpretation 
of certain points supplied. 
LABOR 
o Seemed familiar with some sources of information. 
o When prospect challenged state availability data, experience of a 
recently located plant was cited. 
o Vocational training facilities described. 
o Mentioned that union contract -- if of interest to prospect -- was 
in material turned over. 
Community Handling of Prospectus Visit 
TRANSPORTATION 
o Did not attempt to answer questions on which had no information. 
o Correct to point out that rate information must come from the 
carriers. 
UTILITIES 
o Group member was prepared with information on electric power. 
o Also offered to prepare sample utility bill. 
o Data supplied on water treatment. 
o Offered to assist in developing waste treatment requirements. 
SITE 
o Printed information available on two prospective sites. 
o Prospect driven to industrial site and oriented with use of map. 
o Group gave cost of land. 
o Percolation tests have been made. 
PROPER QUESTIONS ASKED 
o Type of building required and company cost calculations. 
o Probable investment anticipated. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o The community attitude towards new industry appeared positive. 
o Mentioned local contractor capabilities, with one represented in 
the group. 
o Did cite, indirectly, experience of newest plant in community. 
o Fire protection service in rural areas mentioned. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points 
A considerable number of weak points appeared in the Savanna presentation: 
INTRODUCTION 
o The prospect did not know with whom he was meeting, and no informa-
tion was provided to correct this defect. 
o No opportunity was given the prospect to state his interest. 
o The initial orientation could be markedly improved with use of 
a map of Savanna, Carroll County and the region. This gives the 
prospect a better feel of the location, especially in regard to the 
highway network, physical location, major towns, etc., thus answer-
ing certain of his questions. 
o No inquiry made as to time limitations. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Maps and facts which adequately cover community information and 
industrial sites should have been made available prior to the 
visit, so the prospect could look them over. 
o Certain specific items were not documented (see below). 
LABOR 
o Labor availability data when challenged should be countered 
with offer to interview existing plant managements. 
o Convincing data that this plant could be staffed was not presented 
(local team members said "It's in the package"). 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points (continued) 
TRANSPORTATION 
o Had no information on piggyback facilities. 
o No specific data on truck lines. 
o Discussion of highways without a map is futile. 
o Did not fully cover access to commercial airports, and best service. 
UTILITIES 
o Small water line to site makes sprinkler possibility slim. 
o Failed to find out what sewage effluent might be, or reason for 
sewer make-up. 
PLANT SITE 
o Printed information, particularly map, not distkibuted ahead of 
inspection. 
o Site should be rough graded, and better approach selected. 
o No effort to suggest site solution such as MacLean-Fogg resolved. 
EXISTING INDUSTRY 
o Cited local experience, but made no offer for private personal 
interview. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points (continued) 
BUILDINGS 
o More specifics on financing and construction should have been 
volunteered. 
o Construction costs could be critical to this company, thus 
positive data is called for. 
COMMUNITY TOUR 
o Community tour was incomplete. Several important points were 
omitted or ignored. 
o The community tour could have been organized through the use of 
maps, or preferably a film slide show. 
o No tour was planned, other than to inspect plant sites and to 
MacLean-Fogg. 
o Important features, including amenities, were omitted. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o Community Economic Profile not prepared and transmitted to prospect 
before visit. 
o Better initial meeting place should be used. 
o Did not cover certain amenities: housing, churches, recreation. 
o Get more details on where various plant services can be found. 
o When other towns are cited, their location or distance should be 
given. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points (continued) 
SUMMARY 
o Did not ask about timing of company decision (this was hinted at). 
o No one asked whether any other subjects or questions had not been 
covered. 
o Did any one keep a list of unanswered questions, so that the prospect 
could be furnished answers later? 
o No one asked what, in effect, it would take to make Savanna/Carroll 
County the company's choice. 
COMMENTS FROM THE CONSULTANT 
The meeting with members of the Carroll County Development Corporation 
was most cordial, and the reported high level of community involvement and 
cooperation probably influences my recommendation. 
I recommend that at this time Savanna not be removed from our list of 
possibly feasible plant locations. This is based on a conviction that an 
adequate and desirable labor supply is available, a usable site can be found, 
and the expansion record of existing industry suggests desirable operating 
conditions. 
A. Labor  
1. Wage rate data based on (undated) survey information 
look well within our range. 
2. Existing industry operates under both union and non-union 
status. The dominant union in the area, representing em-
ployees of the largest industry, is an AFL-CIO affiliate. 
Organizing attempts by more militant unions have recently 
been unsuccessful. 
3. Labor supply figures from the ISES were presented which 
purported to show a considerable available labor force. 
These, however, are of doubtful validity. 
More promising was a report from the most recent industry 
to locate here (dated last October) showing 700 applicants 
for 35 jobs. No recent local labor survey has been con- 
ducted, but an offer was made to make one for us if desired. 
B. 	Site 
1. Two "prepared" sites were shown. Neither qualifies for 
this description at the present time. One, adjacent to 
Comments from the Consultant 
Mount Carroll, is attractive in appearance, but totally un-
suitable because of inadequate water main capacity which is 
unlikely to be remedied within our time frame for decision. 
The other, adjacent to Savanna, could be suitable and poten-
tially could be made ready in time. 
2. The Savanna site at present is brushy, packed with shallow 
pits, has utilities within reach but not yet extended to 
the property, and is presently nearly inaccessible. It could 
not presently compete with a prepared site in an equally suit-
able location. However, if other factors seem favorable 
enough, we could further explore assurances of immediate 
extension of utilities, preparation of the land, and access 
road improvement. 
The Savanna site is adjacent to, but outside, the city limits. 
It seems likely annexation would be optional. 
3. The asking price for this site, $5,000 per acre (approximately 
30 acres) might be tolerable if all promises are kept, but vig-
orous negotiation should reduce the price significantly. 
4. Industrial revenue bonds could be used to finance the site and 
building, and the local city council has had experience with 
a previous issue. 
5. A new industry has recently located in a rural area by pro-
viding their own water supply and septic field. However, no 
firm data were presented on conditions and costs for such an 
operation. 
C. 	Other Factors  
1. I was assured of the cooperation of existing industry should 
we become interested in the area. The position of the Savanna 
Comments from the Consultant 
Army Depot as a competing employer was not clarified, although 
conflicting reports are circulating on its future level of 
activity. 
2. A number of the basic community factors appear to be at least 
neutral if not favorable. 
3. The local tax rates are within tolerable limits. A city tax 
rate of approximately $1.85/$100 would have to be balanced 
against a penalty doubling of water and sewer rates. Fire 
service would be provided, but police protection is less 
certain. Assessment practices would need to be examined in 
detail. 
4. Adequate electrical service is available to the site; it is 
possible that some interruptible natural gas service may be 
available. 
5. A rail spur to the Savanna site is easily feasible, and truck 
service seems reasonably adequate. 
6. For our purposes, a location in this area would provide signi-
ficant locational advantages. 
Certain major uncertainties exist. If other excellent locations are found, 
this one might well be dropped from further consideration. Among the short-
comings in information provided were: 
1. An uncertainty about a number of facts and no apparent arrange-
ment for obtaining quick answers. 
2. An assurance of community interest, but a small, unrehearsed 
team present, most of the information coming from the paid 
director. 
3. An assurance of cooperation from existing industry, but no 
industrialist present and no appointment made to meet one or a 
-13- 
Comments from the Consultant 
liSt of those who could be contacted. 
4. The map coverage was totally inadequate. 
5. General community living conditions were not described ade-
quately to determine whether executives could be transferred 
to the area without rebellion. 
6. In the limited time available, one could not really see the 
town and no tour was offered. 
7. Major uncertainties remain as to availability and cost of gas 
supplies, truck rates and service. 
I have been promised additional information on specific points -- if forth-
coming and satisfactory, further consideration of the Savanna site may be war-
ranted. At the moment I can not rate it high on our list of possibilities. 
COMMUNITY FOLLOW-UP 
If the Carroll County Development Corporation team is genuinely interested 
in obtaining the industry which this prospect represents, then it is essential 
that the consultant making the investigation be furnished all of the informa-
tion about the community as soon as possible prior to his visit. This will 
enable him to be knowledgeable about the situation and to expedite his in-
spection. 
Then, other specific details should be compiled as developed from the 
prospect's visit and conference. That information should be furnished, ac-
companied by a letter setting forth the community's interest and an offer of 
further material and other specifics on the town. 
Do not assume that when the prospect leaves that he is satisfied, and has 
all the facts he may need. Find out if that is the case, by asking. 
As far as is known, an effort was made by the Carroll County group to 
follow-up on this project, but the information reached him after his report 
to the client was prepared. The prospect could likely assume that this delay 
reflected little interest in obtaining this plant. 
An immediate follow-up is also highly desirable, since both state and 
area development agencies deal with many communities and many prospects. They 
should be kept current on local activity, particularly in any further con-
tacts with the prospect. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION 
Savanna and Carroll County have already demonstrated that they can attract 
new industry (though this point was not as positively developed in the meeting 
with the prospect as it should have been). We are convinced that the Savanna 
contact team could improve its effectiveness by certain steps. 
For purposes of accomplishing this program, we are recommending "Short-
Range Objectives" which can be initiated and completed within a short period 
of time and which will not place an undue burden upon Carroll County Develop-
ment Corporation executive. Another set are listed as "Long-Range Objectives"; 
these will require more time to complete as well as a considerable amount of 
research and editorial work on the part of the executive. 
SHORT-RANGE OBJECTIVES  
o Select a spokesman for the group who is a businessman citizen. 
(This is no reflection on the paid professional, but he is regarded 
as just that by the inquiring prospect). 
o Develop a detailed "Game Plan" for handling industrial prospects. 
This plan will cover all items from introduction to community tour 
plan. 
o Create specific task forces on major subject areas and assign res-
ponsibility for: utilities, labor supply, transportation, sites, 
community attitude, financing, local amenities. 
o Develop standard statement and explanation on Savanna Army Depot 
current status and previous employment. 
o Generate a program for regular contacts with and calls on state de-
velopment department agents. 
o Improve upon the present "Briefing Book" for use of the entire team 
(no matter who the individuals that are involved) with numerous 
subject areas brought up-to-date. 
o Prepare adequate plant site sketches. 
-16- 
Recommendations for Future Action 
o Initiate preliminary site development: clearing, rough grading, 
and pick another approach to the site. 
LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES  
o Prepare a regional orientation map. 
o Prepare a community tour map and supplement with pictures. 
o Complete development of the 30-acre industrial site. 
o Develop alternate site locations, complete with data on tenant/ 
owner installation of utilities. 
o Expand labor supply data, supplement with information from existing 
employers. 
o Initiate a color slide presentation as a substitute, or back-up for 
the community tour. 
o Finally, start your own program of prospect solicitation. 
APPENDIX III 
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SEMINAR FORMAT 
	
I. 	INTRODUCTION (Cassell) 
A. Explanation of Seminar 
B. Slides on Illinois 
C. Our Program in Carroll County -- General Description 
D. Community Involvement (Handout) 
II. 	TOOLS FOR THE DEVELOPER (Dodson) 
A. Community Brochures 
B. Land Development 
C. Financing Programs 
D. Labor Supply Info and Training 
III. 	AIDC EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION: 
The Contact Team (Slide presentation) 
IV. 	RESUME OF OUR PROGRAM IN CARROLL COUNTY 
A. Steps in Prospect Handling (Handout) 
B. Recommendations (from report) 
V. 	QUESTIONS & ANSWERS -- COMMENTS 
VI. 	GENERAL CONCLUSION 
NEWS RELEASE 
A community economic development workshop, sponsored by the Carroll 
County Development Corporation, w ill be presented Thursday night, November 
3, in Savanna. 
The program is being prepared by development specialists from the 
Economic Development Division of the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
This group has been working with communities in Carroll County, under 
contract to the Office of Economic Adjustment, Department of Defense, 
in order to assist local authorities in mounting an aggressive industrial 
promotion program. 
Heading the session will be Robert B. Cassell, principal industrial 
scientist, assisted by W. George Dodson, senior research scientist, 
both with the Georgia engineering school. The program, designed for 
community-wide participation, will describe the work which has been 
undertaken here in Carroll County and point out some opportunities for 
sound healthy growth. The meeting will be held at the Savanna City 
Hall at 7:30. 
Additional details may be obtained from the Carroll County Develop-




ii A community economic development 
"--- workshop, sponsored by the Carroll County 
Development Corporation, will be presented 
in the Savanna City Hall Thursday night, 
'- November 3, beginning at 7:30. 
The program is being prepared by 
l'-' development specialists from the Economic 
Development Division of the Georgia In- 
i
- stitute of Technology. This group has been 
'working with communities in Carroll 
"'County, under contract to the Office of 
Economic Adjustment, Department of 
:7-Defense, in order to assist local authorities 
in mounting an aggressive industrial 
. promotion program. 
Heading the session will be Robert B. 
, Cassell, principal industrial scientist, 
;;I assisted by W. George Dodson, senior 
research scientist, both with the Georgia 
- engineering school. The program, designed 
t for community-wide participation, will 
describe the work which has been un-
- dertaken here in Carroll County and point 
',- out some opportunities for sound healthy 
;. growth. 
tr.- Additional details may be obtained from 
k.- the Carroll County Development Cor-
poration at 273-2605. 	-le 
Residents invited 
to workshop 
Opportunities for sound healthy community 
growth will be discussed Thursday night, Nov. 3, 
in Savanna when an economic development 
workshop will be held at city hall. 
Designed for community wide participation, 
the program is sponsored by the Carroll County 
Development Corporation and will begin at 7:30 
p.m. 
Heading the session will be Robert B. Cassell, 
-principal industrial scientist, assisted by 
George Dodson, senior research scientist, both 
with the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
This group has been working with com-
munities in Carroll County and Hanover in 
JoDaviess County under contract to the Office of 
Economic Adjustment, Department of Defense, 
in order to assist local authorities in mounting an 
aggressive industrial promotion program. 
"I urge residents to attend this workshop," 
said R C Bush, CCDC director. "It is a rare op-
portunity for us to learn what we can do to help 
ourselves." Additional details may be obtained 
by phoning the CCDC at 273-2605. 
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Carroll workshop slated 
Opportunities for sound healthy community 
growth will be discussed Thursday night, Nov. 3, 
in Savanna when an economic development 
workshop will be held at city hall. 
Designed for community wide participation, 
the program is sponsored by the Carroll County 
Development Corporation and will begin at 7:30 
p.m. 
Heading the session will be Robert B. Cassell, 
principal industrial scientist, assisted by W. 
George Dodson, senior research scientist, both 
with the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
• 
This group has been working with com-
munities in Carroll County and Hanover in 
JoDaviess County under contract to the Office of 
Economic Adjustment, Department of Defense, 
in order to assist local authorities in mounting an 
aggressive industrial promotion program. 
"I urge residents to attend this workshop," 
said R C Bush, CCDC director. "It is a rare op-
portunity for us to learn what we can do to help 
ourselves." Additional details may be obtained 
by phoning the CCDC at 273-2605. 
Development Worksh4 et 
November 3, in Savanna.  
The program is being prepared 
by development specialists from , 
the Economic Development Divi-
sion of the Georgia Institute of 
A community economic 
development workshop, spon-
sored by the Carroll County 
Development Corporation, will 
be presented Thursday night, 
• 
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Technology. This, group has been 
working -with communities in 
Carroll County, under contract to 
the Office of Economic Adjust-
ment, Department of Defense, in 
order to assist local authorities in 
mounting an aggressive in-
dustrial promotion program. 
Heading the session will be 
Robert B. Cassell, principal in-
dustrial scientist, assisted by W. 
George Dodson, senior research 
scientist, both with the Georgia 
engineering school. The pro-
gram, designed for community-
wide participation, will describe 
the work which has been under-
taken here in Carroll County and 
point out some opportunities for 
sound healthy growth. The 
meeting will be held at the 
Savanna City Hall at 7:30 p.m. 
Additional details may be ob-
tained from the Carroll County 
Development Corporation, at 273-
2605. 
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CCD Cworkshop attracts capacity crowd 
Savanna City Hall had a full 
house ThiX.irsny night when the 
Carroll County Development 
Corporation hosted an economic 
development workshop. 
Representatives attended from 
every Carroll County community 
as well as from Hanover in 
JoDaviess County.. 
Heading the session was 
Robert B. Cassell, principal in-
dustrial scientist. He was 
assisted by W. George Dodson, 
senior research scientist. Both 
are with the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. 
Cassell told gie group that, ac-
cording to figures rete33ed by the 
United States Chamber of Com-
merce, 100 new factory workers 
in a community means: 
-an increase of 3411 more per-
sons; 
-100 more households; 
-91 more school children; 
4710,000 more personal income 
a year; 
-3229,000 more in hank 
deposits; 
-97 more passenger cars; 
45 more workers employed in 
other jobs, 
-turd 	Mf1. 1  	retell 
establishments; and 
-331,000 more retail sales per 
year. 
Another workshop participant 
was Al Fisher of the Illhiois 
Bureau of Economic Develop-
ment who has been active in 
locating new industry in Carroll 
County. 
--- 
ROBERT B. CASSELL, principal inchugrial scientist, Georgia In-
stitute of Technology, left, headed the economic development 
workshop held at the Savanna city hall Thursday night. Hosted by 
the Carroll County Development Corporation, others participating 
included W. George Dodson, senior research scientist, Georgia In-
stitute of Technology, right, and R. C. Bush, director of the CCDC, 
center. 
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Cooperatnon ney to attract moustry 
By JIM MILLER 
Telegraph Herald Staff Writer 
Industrial development in northwest Illinois can be 
accomplished best through cooperative efforts of the 
Carroll County Development Corporation at Savanna, 
Ill., and the Dubuque Area Industrial Development 
Commission (DAIDC), a leading economist said this 
morning. 
Dr. Robert Cassell, who was retained last year by the 
Department of Defense to help Carroll County attract 
industry to offset employment reductions at the 
Savanna Army Depot, spoke in Dubuque this morning 
prier to an afternoon meeting with community leaders 
in Savanna. 
Cassell said an area-wide response to the challenge of 
attracting new industry "can mean more jobs to benefit 
not only Carroll' County in northwest Illinois, but the 
Dubuque area as well." 
Cassell, an economist with the Georgia Institute of 
-Technology at Atlanta, was invited to a small breakfast 
gathering at the Julien Motor Inn with members of the 
DAIDC and the Dubuque Area Chamber of Commerce  
to discuss approches to drawing industry. 
The invitation was extended by Bob Dorothy, 
executive director of the DAIDC, who is a personal 
friend of Cassell. 
Cassell was hired by the Defense Department's 
Economic Adjustment Committee last year as a 
followup to the Army's announcement in November, 
1974, that it would reduce civilian and military 
employment at the Savanna Army Depot from about 
1.000 at that time to about 413 employes currently. The 
depot is Carroll County's largest, single employer. 
Cassell said his approach to attracting new industry in 
Carroll County currently amounts to a training program 
with members of the Carroll County Development 
Commission. 
Commission members are asked during the training 
program to respond to a potential. yet fictious, industrial. 
prospect, and explain to the prospect what the county 
has to offer in the way of industrial sites, skilled labor, 
tax incentives and other aspects that would entice the 
prospect to locate an industry in the county, Cassell said. 
A follow-up meeting with members of the Carroll 
County group is planned for October, he said. 
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Why we need industrial developrnent 
"Why Industrial Development?" 
Editor's Note: This is the first in a 
series of articles on aspects of industrial 
development written by staff members of 
the Economic Development Laboratory 
at the Georgia Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta, Georgia. This results from a 
cooperative effort with the Carroll 
County Development Corporation to 
stimulate economic growth and to offset 
the effects of the personnel reduction at 
the Savanna Army Depot. Under spon-
sorship of the Department of Defense's 
Office of Economic Adjustment. Georgia 
Tech professionals have been working 
with local industrial development 
volunteers to improve their industrial 
promotion programs. The articles are 
designed to increase community un-
derstanding of what is involved in in-
dustrial development, and at the same 
time, increase public support for the 
local development programs.) 
Why Industrial Development? 
Is "industrial development" a goal to 
be sought? Or, has industrial growth 
become out of style? 
Consider the person who loses his job 
because his employer moves his plant 
elsewhere and other employment is not 
available. Think about the recent school 
graduate who is forced to look outside his 
community or area for suitable job op-
portunities. 
For these as well as the person who can 
only find part-time or seasonal work, or 
is stuck in a position that is beneath his or 
her capabilities or potential earning 
power, industrial growth is a must: So it 
is also for local government officials who 
need an adequate tax base to provide the 
services that make a town a desirable 
place to live. 
Most communities would like to attract 
new industries; in the United States 
today, some 2,000-2,500 communities are 
actively engaged ill industrial 
development efforts. 
What Is Industrial Development? 
Industrial development encompasses 
both the attraction of new enterprises 
and the expansion of those which already 
exist in the community. The public 
generally thinks of industrial develop-
ment as meaning manufacturing, but the 
term also includes warehousing and 
distribution centers, retail and wholesale 
trade, office complexes and service 
establishments, and mining and the 
extractive industries — all economic 
activity that creates jobs. 
For economic growth is not an end in 
itself. Its fundamental purpose is to raise 
the standard of living and to increase the 
well-being of the average community 
citizen. 
Community Viewpoint 
Expansion of employment op-
portunities in various segments of 
economic life is basic -to any com-
munity's growth, to the expansion of 
income, and to the provision of funds for 
supporting public services. Every 
community seeks to attract new 
residents and existing businesses, by 
offering economic opportunities and good 
community services. For the young 
people reaching adulthood, jobs must be 
made available or they will move to 
centers where the jobs do exist. 
Industrial growth will encourage the 
young adults to remain, to sink their 
roots down and to invest both youth and 
energy in the hometown. It also fosters 
community pride which sparks citizens 
to assume greater civic responsibilities. 
By generating additional income in the 
community, it can lead to better housing, 
more diversity in commerce, and better 
living conditions. 
High levels of living standards are 
essential for adequate social and 
economic development. They include 
living conditions or "amenities," 
governmental services, health, safety, 
social order and welfare, and en-
vironmental health. Some of these things 
can be accomplished only. by widening 
the tax base to generate more revenue - 
for the city and the county. 
Multiplier Effect 
New dollars brought into a community 
always create a benefit greater than 
their actual monetary value as they are 
spent and respent for various goods and 
services. This is called the "multiplier 
effect." A new or expanded plant is 
likely to trigger additional growth among 
supplying industries ;  well as in- 
creased a demand for. local business and 
other services. If part of the goods 
produced or services rendered are 
purchased by persons outside the 
community, the multiplier effect is 
greatly enhanced. Some authorities 
suggest that the local effect of a new 
industrial investment is approximately 
two times the value of the investment. 
This means that a new plant with a 
$500,000 annual payroll may be expected 
to trigger a total increase in local in-
comes of $1 million. 
The basic end of industrial develop-
ment, then, is to improve the welfare of 
people. It accomplishes this goal in three 
ways: (1) by increasing the amount and 
variety of goods and services available to 
the consumer; (2) by enlarging his in-
come or purchasing power, and (3) by 
providing taxable resources to enable 
government to meet the ever-broadening 
demands for more and better public , 
 services. 
(NEXT: How to Go About Getting 
Industry) 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second 
in a series of articles on aspects of 
industrial development written by stall 
members of the Economic Develop-
ment Laboratory at the Georgia In-
stitute of Technology in Atlanta, 
Georgia. This results from a 
cooperative effort with the Carroll 
County Development Corporation to 
stimulate economic growth and to 
offset the effects of the personnel 
reduction at the Savanna Army Depot. 
Under sponsorship of the Department 
of Defense's Office of Economic Ad-
justment, Georgia Tech professionals 
have been working with local industrial 
development volunteers to improve 
their industrial promotion programs. 
HOW TO ORGANIZE FOR 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
Most towns welcome the new jobs and 
revenue that new and expanded in-
dustries bring. But the competition is so 
fierce today that the community which 
merely waits for the industrialist to 
discover its charms generally is 
doomed to be a wallflower. 
For success, the community must 
have a program of industrial 
development spearheaded by some 
organization or group of leaders who 
will be responsible for getting the job 
done. And the mental attitudes and the 
physical resources of the community 
must be mobilized in support of the 
Program- 
The work of attracting new payrolls 
to a community falls to its civic leaders 
through such organizations as the 
chamber of commerce or the local 
development corporation. The makeup 
of any industrial development 
organization must be representative of 
the various segments of the larger 
community. If possible, it should be 
coordinated by a professional industrial 
developer. — 
There are four important steps in the 
community economic development 
process: fact-finding, analysis, 
decision and action. 
FACT FINDING 
An inventory of the community's 
economic resources is the absolutely 
necessary preamble to designing an 
effective community development 
program. The community economic 
profile should contain data on 
population, labor force, natural 
resources, economic complex, 
government services, and community 
facilities. Without this specific data on 
the community's assets and liabilities, 
the industrial development team 
cannot intelligently .plan how to 
capitalize on the community's 
strengths or to overcome its 
weaknesses. 
Or it may mistake the true nature of 
the problem. Unemployment may 
appear to be a major problem for 
example. Investigation may reveal that 
jobs are available, but people with the 
necessary skills to fill these jobs are not 
available. Thus, this becomes a 
problem of training rather than the 
development of new job opportunities. 
ANALYSIS 
Facts are no good unless you analyze 
them. Armed with the results of the 
community resources audit, the team 
can objectively evaluate its at-
tractiveness to industry and determine 
what needs to be done to improve its 
chances for economic growth. 
Sometimes, in-depth analysis may 
reveal problems heretofore 
unrecognized. For example, in trying to 
upgrade its industrial site situation, a 
community may discover that its water 
distribution system is inadequate or 
dependent upon a limited water 
system. 
PLANNING FOR ACTION 
Oncethe facts are in hand, and the 
alternative courses of action clearly 
outlined, the industrial development 
team must decide upon a plan of action. 
It must determine what sort of 
development is best for the area, set 
goals and priorities—and focus its 
efforts on the "best bets" for attracting 
industry as well as the most imperative 
needs for correction of deficiencies. 
A community surrounded by ex-
tensive timber resources may want to 
slant its sales pitch toward wood- 
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Organize for Industrial Development 
working • industries. Another com-
munity may discover that its biggest 
asset is a long history of amicable 
labor-management relations. 
The team should concentrate on 
improving problem areas that are most 
easily correctable, such as the lack of 
industrial sites, inadequate utilities and 
services, or low educational standards 
and lack of vocational training. 
Inherent weaknesses, such as the lack 
of raw materials and poor geographic 
location, must be accepted and com-
pensated for in other ways. 
IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN 
The final task is to implement the 
action plan. Steps must be taken to 
improve the community's liveability 
and its attractiveness to industry, and a 
sales campaign must be launched to 
bring the community to the attention of 
prospective new industries. The team 
should not neglect the existing ex-
pansion is the best source for additional 
jobs and payrolls. 
The vital ingredients in a successful 
industrial promotion effort are a 
dedicated team that follows the four 
steps—survey, evaluate, plan and get 
out and work—and a community that 
offers its moral and financial support. 
The community that organizes for 
industrial development is the one most 
likely to achieve it. 
(Next: What Industry Looks For) 
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Why we need Industrial development 
Editor's note; This is the third in a series 
of articles on aspects of industrial 
development written by staff members of 
the Economic Development Laboratory at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta, Ga. This results from a cooperative 
effort with the Carroll County Development 
Corp. to stimulate economic growth and to 
offset the effects of the personnel reduction 
at the Savanna Army Depot. Under spon-
sorship of the Department of Defense's 
Office of Economic Adjustment, Georgia 
Tech professionals have been working with 
local industrial development volunteers to 
improve their industrial promotion 
programs. 
WHAT INDUSTRY LOOKS FOR 
When a manufacturer decides he would 
like to open a plant in another location, what 
factors are important in determining which 
community he will select? 
BASIC FACTORS 
The basic factors which dictate location 
decisions are markets, labor, raw materials 
and transportation. The relative important 
of the first three factors varies, depending 
upon the orientation of the industry, while 
transportation must be considered in 
relation to its effect on other factors. A 
mobile home manufacturer, for instance, 
would want to locate in the middle of his 
market area because of the relative dif-
ficulty and high cost of transporting the 
finished homes. 
A steel mill, on the other hand, needs to be 
near sources of iron ore, coal and other raw 
materials, and a food processing plant must  
be near its sources of supply because its raw 
materials are perishable. Other industries 
that utilize large amounts of labor in 
producing their goods or require specialized 
and highly skilled personnelmight consider 
locating where there is an ample and well-
trained supply of labor. 
In a recent survey made by McGraw-Hill 
of the directors-managers of real estate and 
property of the 750 -largest U.S. cor-
porations, 68 percent rated improvement of 
labor cost or productivity as one of their 
prime objectives for planning a new plant 
location. On the market side, 65 percent 
cited ability to better serve new and or 
expanding markets, and 60 percent rated 
closer proximity to customers -and or 
distributors at the top. Improvement in 
transportation efficiency or economy was 
named by 56 percent, and 48 percent said 
proximity to resources and or major sup-
pliers was a major objective. 
SECONDARY FACTORS 
Leading the list of secondary location 
factors is utilities, whose importance is 
looming ever larger in these days of water 
shortages and energy constraints. For some 
industries this has always been a primary 
factor; glass manufacturers and aluminum 
producers require large amounts of inex-
pensive energy and some chemical process 
industries need large amounts of water for 
processing and waste disposal, to name a 
few. Nowadays, few industries can afford to 
consider the cost and availability of electric 
power and fuels as a- matter of course. 
Inadequate water and sewage facilities 
present definite industrial handicaps W any  
community. 
Other factors to be examined include; 
local government services, taxes, amenities 
(education, recreation, housing, cultural 
activities, etc.), and plant and site con-
siderations. Certainly, a new industrial 
citizen would want adequate fire and police 
protection, as well as reasonable taxes. 
Living conditions also can be critical. The 
liick of suitable housing, for example, will 
keep people from moving into a community 
even if good jobs are available. This 
problem can become so acute as to prevent 
the location of new industrial plants in an 
otherwise suitable area. 
Obviously, the community has to offer the 
industrial prospect a suitable tract of land 
for his plant, and if access roads and utilities 
are already onsite, so much the better. 
Available industrial buildings are another 
plus. Some communities even build iveculative shell buildings ; when a client  
specifications. A local 	authority or 
is found, the buil • 	is finished to his 
business development corporation that can 
help with plant financing is another drawing 
card. 
THE DECISION PROCESS 
Once an industrialist has narrowed his 
choices to several communities that satisfy .! 
his basic criteria, these secondary factors 
will tip the scales in favor of a particular 
community. In the survey mentioned above, 
81 percent of the corporation plant locators 
said this they had to choose.between two or 
three close alternatives—only 19 percent 
said that one site stood out clearly as the 
right one. This means that such intangible 
factors as community appearance and 
amenities may make the difference between 
economic growth and stagnation for a 
community. 
(NEXT: Tice Changing Force of Industrial 
Development) 
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The changing face of industrial cielipiomen 
Editor's Note: This Is the fourth in a series concerned about the best utilization of the safety of the nation's work force. The energy already changed from industrial devele 
of articles on aspects of industrial natural environment 	 shortage will result in even more legislation. - ment to the broader term, "octane= 
velopment written by staff members of 	ENERGT COSTS IMPORTANT 	One of the most significant and far-reaching development:" 
the Economic Development Laboratory at Energy availability and costs constitute changes likely to come in the near future is 	 1 EFFECTS OF 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in. another large constraint on industrial stringent federal regulation and control of NATIONAL TRENDS 
Athuata, Cot. This results from a cooperative development today. We have just emerged land use. 	 Finally, we have to contend with the t 
effort with the Carroll County Development from a winter where many plants were 	Labor supply is another area of rapid fects of national economic trends. We hal 
Corp. to stimulate economic growth and to forced to shut down temporarily for lack of change. The migration to urban areas for sustained the longest and deepest recessh 
offset the effects of the personnel reduction fuel, and we are faced with another summer - employment opportunity and the increased since the close of World War II. We hal 
at the Savanna Army Depot. Under spon- of anticipated electric power "brownouts." productivity of farmers have put extreme survived galloping inflation, high intere 
shrship of the Department of Defense's The rapid escalation of energy costs has pressure on rural-oriented communities to rates, tight money, high unemployment ar 
Office of Economic Adjustment, Georgia ' forced many industrial managements to develop new jobs. Formerly, these areas other problems/ that have caused mar 
Tech professionals have been working with reassess plant physical construction and were able to advertise cheap and willing, businesses to "go under" that would hal 
local industrial development volunteers to layout, as well as more efficient uses of  although untrained, labor as an industrial made it in more normal times. These lei 
Improve their Industrial promotion machinery and manpower. Soaring gasoline location lure. But the regional variations in favorable national trends are likely I 
programs. prices also will have an effect on tran- labor are gradually being equalized, due to continue to some extent in the foreseeah 
_ Hopefully, the articles will increase spoliation of goods and of people. This may widespread unionization (with its stan- future. 
community understanding of what is in- tend to offset somewhat the trend of recent dardization of pay and benefits), 	So the industrial development field 
volved in industrial development, and at the decades for industry to disperse to rural automation, increased worker mobility and quite fluid, , constantly changing. It is col 
same time, increase public support of the areas. Many locations will have to be dispersion of skills. More attention is being fronted with changin* attitudes about th 
local development programs. 	 reexamined as to their remoteness from given to worker training programs "quick value of growth as it relates to the ei 
	
THE 'CHANGING FACE OF 	, market and access to both raw material and start" programs and continuing assistance vironment and our natural resources. It 1 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT market in cents per ton-mile. And there may to industrial operations from vocational- constrained by increasing govenimenta 
"The times they are a'changing," sings be a shrinkage in the distance which technical education centers. 	 regulation., It is affected by shifts in lab( 
The hallmark of the present day is rapid their jobs. 
b Dylan, the troubadour of today's youth. workers will be willing or able to travel to 	 patterns and other industrial locatio 
 Our employment structure has shifted factors. And it is heavily influenced h 
change. This is as true in industrial 	OTHER CONSTRAINTS 	considerably in recent years so that now general economic trends. All of these tat 
tievelopment as in other areas of life. 	These and other constraints have brought only 30 percent of the U. S. labor force tors constitute a challenge to the averag 
I Today considerable emphasis is being federal and state governments more Produce goods— 5 percent in agriculture community which is striving to create 
placed upon environmental protection, and prominently into the economic growth and related activities and 25 percent in more pleasant, productive and secure lif 
projects are being scrutinized closely to picture. A myriad of regulations already manufacturing and processing. Seventy for its citizens. 
assess the impact they may have on the exist governing all forms of pollution, and percent of our total employment is in ser- 	Next: 
economic development group also must be concern with the occupational h ealth and governmental and the like. The focus has Savanna. 
vices—commercial, educational, medical, Economi Development Program r 
Community Organization fo 
environment. So the alert community the OSHA laws evidence governmental 
; 
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Need key local leaders to attract industry 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the last in a 
series of articles on aspects of industrial 
develop:wad written by staff members of 
the Technology and Development 
Labor:diary at the Georgia Institute of 
Technakgy in Atlanta, Georgia. The series 
grew M of a cooperative effort conducted 
with the Carroll County Development Corp. 
to stimulate economic growth and to offset 
the effects of the placing of the Savanna 
Army Depot on standby basis. Under 
spemsonkip of the Department of Defense's 
'Office of Ecanandc Adjustment, Georgia 
Tech prolesais' nals have been working with 
local indinstrial development volunteers to 
improve their industrial promotion 
programs. 
Hopefully, these articles have enlarged 
commnaity understanding of what is in-
volved in ininkial development, and, at 
the sane time, increased public support of 
the local develspineat program. 
Most Illinois communities would like to 
attract new industries to their areas. They 
recognize the inherent advantages of 
bringing into the community new payrolls, 
of increasing employment opportunities, 
and of adding new properties to the local tax 
The development process assumes that 
•  
the community is putting its best foot for-
ward, and, in effect, is making a sales pitch 
to those concqrns which are considered the 
most desirable in view of local resources 
and local needs. 
The actual task of attracting new industry 
to the community remains the responsibility 
of local community leaders, sometimes with 
the assistance of professional staff. 
In the case of Carroll County, it is the 
Carroll County Development Corporation 
which bears the responsibility for this 
function along with its executive director 
R.C. Bush. 
It is basic to the private enterprise system 
in order to attract the investment of private 
capital that there must be opportunities for 
the investor group or company to realize a 
competitive profit. The potentials which the 
community possesses for this sort of in-
vestment opportunity can best be described 
by community leaders. 
We usually find key leaders in community 
economic development activity among 
those individuals identified with the 
economic sector. Thus the industrial 
prospect expects to encounter persons from 
the financial area, utilities, transportation, 
retail and manufacturing activities. 
Also, some governmental officials, both 
elective and appointive, are essential for the  
completion of economic development 
projects. 
They know what public services can be 
expanded and those services they can 
identify which may require additional 
financial support before they can be utilized. 
Certain fundamental conditions 
characterize the composition of the com-
munity industrial development contact 
team. A genuine commitment to building a 
better economic base for the community is 
one key condition. 
Willingness to sacrifice a portion of the 
individual's time in order to meet with in-
dustrial prospects is also important. Con-
tinuity of effort and familiarity with the 
subject areas which are considered in depth 
by the investigator are other significant 
ingredients. 
The most effective teams we have found, 
are those which assign specific subject 
areas to certain individuals. These team 
members become proficient in their 
assigned categories and because of their 
knowledge of local facts and conditions they 
can make a positive impression on the in-
vestigating prospect. 
Generally speaking, the more important 
subject areas include: industrial sites, 
construction, industrial -project financing, 
manpower, transportation, utilities, public  
services, government and taxa 
education and training, and general 1 
conditions. 
The paid executive should be profi 
enough to collect some data on these 
jects, but the ,presentation of the 
formation should come from the lei 
who serve on the contact team. 
Since it is very difficult to assemble 
community leaders on any given day, 
alternates or "back up" personnel shod 
included in the total community effort 
Recently, under a project sponsored 
the Office of Economic Adjustment, spin 
training and expertise in handling indus 
projects was provided to the Carroll Col 
team. 
A consultant for a midwest metal won 
company was brought in for a session 1 
the industrial contact team, and the 
formance of the local group was °teen 
How that group performed and spec 
recommendations which could increase 
economic development assets of Sayan 
Mt. Carroll and Hanover will be discusser 
the community-wide seminar which will 
presented next month at 7:30 p.m., Th 
sday, Nov. 3 at Savanna City Hall, um 
sponsorship, of the Carroll Cow 
Development Corporation. 
Pogo 4. vonon Tunas-Journoi Thursday, August 23, 1977 ■ 
Industrial Development... 
A Changing Face 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article on industrial develop-
ment is written by staff members of- the Economic De- 
velopment Laboratory at the Georgia Institute of Technolo-
gy in Atlanta, Georgia. This results from a cooperative 
effort with the Carron Cos nty Development Corporation to 
stimulate economic growth and to offset the effects of the 
personnel reduction at the Savanna Army Depot. Under 
sponsorship of the Department of Defense's Office of 
Economic Adjustment, Georgia Tech professionals have 
been working with local industrial development volunteers 
to improve their Industrial promotion programs. 
'"I'he 'times they are a'changing,• sings Bob Dylan, 
the troubadour of today's youth. The hallmark of the pre-
sent day is rapid change. This is as true in industrial de-
velopment as in other areas of life. 
Today considerable emphasis is being placed upon 
environmental protection, and projects are being scrutiniz• 
ed closely to assess the impact • they may have on the en-
vironment. So the alert community economic development 
group also must be concerned about . the  best utilization 
of the natural environment 
ENERGY COSTS IMPORTANT. 
Energy availability and costs consitute another large 
constraint on industrial development today. , We 'have just 
emerged from a winter where many plants' were forced to 
shut down temporarily for lack of fuel, and we are faced 
with another summer of anticipated electric power "brown- 
%IOC 
The rapid escalation of energy costs has forced • many 
industrial managements to' reassess - plant physical con-
struction and layout, as well as more efficient uses of 
machinery and manpower. Soaring gasoline prices also 
will have an effect on transportation of goods and of peo-
ple. This may tend to offset somewhat the trend of recent 
decades for industry to disperse to rural areas. Many lo-
cations will have to be reexamined as to their remoteness 
for market and access to both raw material and market in 
cents per ton-mile. And there may be a shrinkage in the 
distance which workers will be willing or able to travel to their jobs 
O'rlilER CONSTRAINTS . 
These and other constraints have brought federal and 
state governments more prominently into the economic 
growth picture. A myriad of, regulations already exist 
governing all forms of pollution, and the OSHA laws ev-
idence governmental concern with the occupational heatlh 
and safety of the nation's work force. The energy shortage 
will result in even more legislation. One of the most signi-
ficant and far-reaching changes likely to come in the near  
new jobs. Formerly, these areas were able to advertise 
cheap and willing, although untrained, labor as an industrial 
location lure. But the regional variations in labor are grad-
'talky being equalized, due to widespread unionization (with 
its standardization of pay and benefits), automation, in-
creased worker mobilty and dispersion of skills. More at-
tention is being given to worker training programs, "quick 
start" programs and continuing assistance to industrial 
operations from vocational-technical education centers. 
Our employment structure • has shifted considerably in 
recent years so that now only 30 per tern of the ITS—labor 
force produce goods — 5 per cent, in agriculture and related 
activities and 25 per cent in manufacturing and processing. 
Seventy per cent of our total employment is in services 
— commercial, educational, medical, governmental and 
the like. The focus has already changed from Industrial 
development t to the broader term, "economic deveUp- 
EFECTS OF NATIONAL TRENDS 
Finally, we have- to contend with the effects of na- 
thing economic trends. We have sustained the longest and 
deepest recession since, the close of World War IL We have 
survived galloping inflation, high interest rates, tight 
money, high unemployment and other problems that have 
caused many businesses to "go under" that would have 
made it , in more normal times. These less favorable na-
tional trends are likely to continue to some extent in the 
fpreseeable future. 
So the industrial development field is quite fluid, cow 
stantly changing. It Is confronted with changing attitudes 
about the value of growth as it relates to the environment - 
and -our natural resources. It is constrained by increasing - 
governmental regulation. It is affected by shifts in labor 
patterns and other industrial location facts. And it is heav- 
ily influenced by general economic trends. All of these 
' factors constitute a challenge to the average community 
which is striving to create a more pleasant, productive and 
secure life for its citizens. 	. 
Next: The Community Organization -for Economic De-
velopment Program in Savanna. 
• 
Why -Industrial Development 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article on industrial develdp-
ment is Written by staff members of the Economic De-
velopment Laboratory at the Georgia Institute of Technolo-
y in Atlanta, Georgia. This results from a cooperative 
effort with the Carroll County Development Corporation to 
stimulate economic growth and to offset the effects of the 
personnel reduction at the Savanna Army -Depot. Under 
sponsorship of the Department of Defense's Office of 
Economic Adjustment, Georgia Tech professionals have 
been working with local industrial development volunteers , 
to improve their industrial promotion programs. 
Is "industrial development" a goal to be sought? Or, 
-has industrial growth become out of style? 
Consider the person who loses his job because his em-
ployer moves his plant elsgvhere and other employment 
is not available. Think ab.it the recent school graduate who 
- is' forced to look outside his community or area for suit- 
_ able job opportunities. 
For these as well as the person _who can only find 
part-time or seasonal work; or is stuck ih a position that 
-is beneath his or her capabilities or potential earning power, 
industrial growth is a must. So it is also for local govern-
ment officials who need an adequate tax -base to provide 
the services that make a town a desirable place to live. 
Most communities would like to attract new industries; 
in the United . States today, some 2,000-2,500 communities, 
are actively engaged in industrial development efforts. - 
WHAT IS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT? 
Industrial development encompasses both the attrac-
tion of new enterprises and the expansion of those which 
already exist in the community. The -public generally 
thinks of industrial development as meaning manufactur-
ing, but the term also includes' warehousing and distribu-
tion centers, retail and wholesale trade, office complexes 
and service establishments, and mining and the extractive 
industries — all economic activity that creates jobs. 
- For economic growth is not an end in itself. Its funda-
mental _purpose is to raise the standard of living and to 
increase the well-being of the average community citizen. 
COMMUNITY VIEWPOINT 
Expansion of employment opportunities in various 
segments of economic life is basic to any community's 
- .growth, to the expansion of income, and to the provision of 
funds for supporting public services. Every community 
seeks to attract new residents and existing businesses, by 
offering economic opportunities and good community ser-
vices. For the young people reaching adulthood, jobs must 
be made available or they will move to centers where 
the jobs do exist. 
Industrial growth will encourage the young adults 
to remain, to sink their roots down and to invest both youth 
and energy in the hometown. It also fosters community 
pride which sparks citizens to assume greater civic respon-
sibilities. By generating additional income in the commun-
ity, it can lead to better housing, more diversity in com-
merce, and better living conditions. 
High levels of living Standards are essential for ade-
quate social and economic development. They include liv-
ing conditions or "amenities," governmental services. 
-health, safety, social order and welfare, and environment-
al health. Some of these things can be accomplished only 
by widening the tax base to . generate more revenue for 
the city and the county. 
MULTIPLIER EFFECT 
New dollars brought into a community always create 
a benefit greater than their actual monetary value as 
they are spent and respent for various goods and services. 
This is called the "multiplier effect." A new or expanded 
plant is likely to trigger additional growth among supply-
ing industries, as well as increased a demand for local busi-
ness and other services. If part of the goods produced or 
services rendered are purchased by persons outside the 
community, the multiplier effect is greatly enhanced. 
Some authorities suggest that the local efect of a -new 
industrial investment is approximately two times the value 
of the investment. This means that a new plant with a 
$500,000 annual payroll may be expected to trigger a total 
increase in local incomes of $1 million. 
' The basic end of industrial development, then, is to 
improve the welfare of people. It accomplishes this goal 
in three ways: (1) by increasing the amount and variety 
of goods and services available to the consumer; (2) by 
enlarging his income or purchasing power, and (3) by 
providing taxable resources to enable government to meyt 
the -ever-broadening demands for more and better public 
services. 
'(NEXT: How to Go About Getting Industry) 
1 
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How To Organize For 
Industrial Development 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article on industrial developmait is writ- __ 
ten by staff members of the Economic Development Laboratory at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. This results from 
a cooperative effort with the Carroll County Development Corpora.. 
tier to stimulate economic growth and to offset the effects of the per-
sonnel reduction at the Savanna Army Depot. Under sponsorship of 
the Department of Defense's Office of Economic Adjustment, 
Georgia Tech professionals have been working with local industrial 
- 'development volunteers to improve their industrial promotion 
programs. 
Most towns welcoMe the new jobs and revenue that new and ex-
panded industries bring. 'But the competition is so fierce today that 
the community which merely -waits for the industrialist to discover 
its charms generally is doomed to be a wallflower. 
For success, the community must have a program of industrial 
development spearheaded by some organization or group of leaders ' 
who will be responsible for getting the job done. And the mental at-
titudes and the physical resources of the community must be 
mobilized-in support of the program. _ 
The work of attracting new payrolls to a community falls to its 
civic leaders through such organizations as the chamber _of corn-
merce or the local development corporation. The makeup of any ,in-
dustrial development organization must be representative of the 
various segments of the larger community. If possible, it should be 
coordinated by a professional industrial developer. _- 
There are four important steps in the community economic 
development process: fact-finding, analysis, decision and action.- 
- FACT FINDING — 
An inventory of the community's economic resources is the ab-
solutely necessary preamble to designing an effective community 
development program. The community economic profile should con: 
twin data on population, labor force, natural resources, economic 
complex, government services, and community facilities. Without 
this specific data on the community's assets and liabilities, the in-
dustrial development team cannot intelligently plan how to 
. - capitalize on the community's strengths". or to overcpme its 
weaknesses. • 
-Or it may mistake the true nature of the problem. Unemployment 
may appear to be a major problem for example. Investigation may 
reveal that jobs are available, but people with the necessary skills to 
fill these jobs are not available. Thus, this becomes a problem of  
training rather than the development of new job opportunities, 
ANALYSIS 
--Facts are no good unless you analyze them. Armed with the 
results of the community resources  audit, the team can objectively 
evaluate its attractiveness to industry and determine what needs to 
be done to improve its chances for economic growth. Sometimes, in-
depth analysis may reveal problems heretofore unrecognized. For 
-example, in trying to-upgrade its industrial site situation, a com-
munity may discover that its water distribution system is Made-
-quote or dependent upon a limited water system. 
PLANNING FOR ACTION 
Once the facts are in hand, and the alternative courses of action 
clearly outlined, the industrial development team must decide upon 
a plan of action. It must determine what sort of development is best 
for the area, set goals and priorities—and focus its efforts on the 
"best bets" for attracting industry as well as the most imperative 
needs for correction of deficiencies. 
A community surrounded by extensive timber resources may 
want to slant its sales pitch toward woodworking industries. Another 
community may discover that its biggest asset is a long -history of 
amicable labor-management relations. 
The team should concentrate on improving problem areas that are 
most easily correctable, such as the lack of industrial•sites, inade-
quate utilities and services, or low-educational standards and lack of 
vocational training. Inherent weaknesses, such as the lack of raw 
materials and poor geographic location, must be accepted and com-
pensated for in other ways. 
IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN 
The final task is to implement the action plan. Steps must be taken 
to improve the community's liveability and its attractiveness to in-
dustry, and a sales campaign must be launched to bring the com-
munity to the attention of prospective new industries. The team 
should not neglect the existing industry that already operates-in the 
community—often local industry expansion is the best source for ad-
ditional jobs and payrolls. — 
The vital ingredients in a successful industrial promotion effort 
are a dedicated team that follows the four steps—survey, evaluate, 
plan, and get out and work—and a community that offers its moral 
and financial support. The community that organizes for industrial 
development is the one most likely to achieve it. 
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What Industry Looks For Your 
NOTE: This is another in a series of articles on aspects of in-
dustrial development written by staff members of the Economic 
Development Laboratory at the Georgia Institute of Technology In 
Atlanta, Ga. This results from a cooperative effort with the Carroll 
County Development Corporation to stimulate economic growth and 
to offset the effects of the personnel reduction at the Savanna Army 
Depot. Under sponsorship of the Department of Defense's Office of 
Economic Adjustment, Georgia Tech professionals have been work-
ing with local industrial development volunteers to Improve their in-
dustrial promotion programs. 
Hopefully, the articles will increase community understanding of 
what is involved in industrial development, and at the same time, in-
crease public support of the local development programs. 
When a manufacturer decides he would like to open a plant in 
another location, what factors 'lire , important in determining which 
community he will select? 
BASIC FACTORS 
The basib factors which dictate location decisions are markets, 
labor, raw materials and transportation. The relative important of 
the first three factors varies, depending upon the orientatiorkof the 
industry, while transportation must be considered in relation to its 
effect on other factors. A mobile home manufacturer, for instance, 
would want to locate in the middle of hiimarket area because of the 
relative difficulty and high cost of transporting the finished homes. 
A steel mill, on the other hand,needs to be near sources of iron ore, 
coal and other raw materials, and a food processing plant must be 
near its sources of supply because its raw materials are perishable. 
Other industries that utilize large amounts of labor.in producing 
their goods or require specialized and highly skilled personnel might 
consider locating where there is an 'Ample and well-trained supply of 
labor. 
In a recent survey made l)y McGraw-Hill of the directors/ 
managers of real estate and property of the 750 largest U.S. cor-
porations, 68% rated improvement of labor cost or productivity as 
one of their prime objectives for planning a new plant location. On 
the market side, 65% cited ability to betterserve new and/or expan-
ding markets, and 60% rated closer proximity to customers and/or 
distributors at the top. Improvement in transportation efficiency or 
- economy was named by 56%, and 48% said proximity to resources 
and/or major suppliers was a major objective. 
SECONDARY FACTORS 
Leading the list of secondary location factors is utilities, whose im-
portance is looming ever larger in these days of water shortages and 
energy constraints. For some industries this has always beep a_ 
primary factor; glass manufacturers and aluminum producers re-
quire large amounts of inexpensive energy and some chemical pro-
cess industries need large amounts of water for processing and 
waste disposal, to name a few. Nowadays, few industries can afford -
to consider the cost and availability of electric power and fuels as a 
matter of course. Inadequate water and sewage facilities present 
definite industrial handicaps to any community. 
Other factors to be examined include: local government services, 
taxes, amenities (education, recreation, housing, cultural activities, 
etc.), and plant and site considerations. Certainly, a new industrial 
citizen would want adequate fire and police protection, as well as 
reasonable taxes. Living conditions also can be critical. The lack of 
suitable housing, for example, will keep people from moving into a 
community even if good jobs are available. This problem can 
become so acute as to prevent the logOon of new industrial plants In 
an otherwise suitable area. 
Obviously, the community has to offer the industrial prospect a 
suitable tract of land for his plant, and if access roads and utilities 
are already onsite, so much the better, Available industrial 
buildings are another plus. Some communities even build 
—"speculative" shell buildings; when a client is found, the building is 
finished to his specifications. A local building authority or business 
development corporation that can help with plant financing is 
another drawing card. 
THE DECISION PROCESS 
Once an industrialist has narrowed his choices to several corn-
munities that satisfy his basic criteria, these secondary factors will 
tip the scales in favor of a particular community. In the survey men-
tioned above, 81% of the corporation plant locators said that they 
had to choose between two or three close alternatives—only 19% said 
that one site stood out clearly as the right one. This means that such ' 
intangible factors as community appearance and amenities may 
make the difference between economic growth and stagnation for a 
community. 
editorial 
-16/, g /Pi • 
Economic Development... 
A Do It Yourself Job 
Note to the Editor: This is the last In a series of articles on aspects 
of Industrial development written by staff members of the 
Technology and Development Laboratory at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology in Atlanta, Ga. The series grew out of a cooperative ef-
fort conducted with the Carroll County Development Corp. to 
stimulate economic growth and to offset the effects of staff reduction 
at the Savanna Army Depot. Under sponsorship of the Department 
of Defense's Office of Economic Adjustment, Georgia Tech profes-
sionals have been working with local industrial development 
volunteers to improve their industrial promotion programs. 
Hopefully, these articles have enlarged community understanding 
of what is involved in induStrial development, and, at the same time, 
increased public support of the local development programs. 
Most Illinois communities would like to attract new industries to 
their areas. They recognize the inherent advantages of bringing into 
the community new payrolls, Of increasing employment op-
. portunities, and of adding new properties to the local tax rolls. 
The development process assumes that the community is putting 
its best foot forward and, in effect, is making a sales pitch to those 
concerns which -are considered the most desirable in view of local 
resources and local needs. 
The actual task of attracting nest industry to the community re-
mains the responsibility of local community leaders, sometimes 
with the assistance of professional staff. In the case of Carroll Coun-
ty, it is the Carroll County Development Corporation which bears the 
responsibility for this function along with its executive director R C 
Bush. 
It is basic to the private enterprise system in order to attract the 
investment of private capital that there must be opportunities for 
the investor group or company to realize a competitive profit. The 
. • potentials which the community possesses for this sort of investment 
opportunity can best be descrihed by community leaders. 
KEY LEADERS IN 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
We usually find key leaders in community economic development 
- activity among those Individuals identified with the economic sec-
tor. Thus the industrial prospect expects to encounter persons from 
the financial area, utilities, transportation, retail and manufactur-
ing activitieS. Also, some governmental officials, both elective and 
appointive, are essential for the completion of economic develop- 
ment projects. They know what public services can be expanded and 
those services they can identify which may require additional finan-
cial support before they can be utilized. 
Certain fundamental conditions characterize the composition of 
the community industrial development contact team. A genuine 
commitment to building a better economic base for the community 
is one key condition. Willingness to sacrifice a portion of the in-
, dividual's time in order to meet with industrial prospects is also Im-
portant.-Continuity of effOrt and familiarity with the subject areas 
which are considered in depth by the investigator are other signifi-
cant ingredients. 
On Thursday evening, Nov. 3, i community-wide seminar will 
reveal specific recommendations which could increase the 
economic development assets of Savanna, Mt. Carroll and Hanover. 
Sponsored by the Carroll County Development Corporation, addl. • 
Hone' details will be released later. 
knowledge of local facts and conditions they can make a positive line 
pression on the investigating prospect. 
• Generally speaking, the more important subject areas include: in-
/- &stria' sites, construction, industrial project financing, manpower, 
transportation, utilities, public services, government and taxation, 
education and training, and general living conditions. 
The paid executive should be proficient enough to collect some 
data on these subjects, but the presentation of the information 
should come from the leaders who serve on the contact team. Since 
it is very difficult to assemble five community leaders on any given 
day, some alternates or "back up" personnel should be included in 
the total community effort 
Recently, under a project sponsored by the Office of Economic Ad-
justment, special training and expertise in handling industrial pro .-  
leeks was provided to the Carroll County team. A consultant for a 
midwest metal working company was brought in for a session with 
the industrial contact team, and the performance of the local group 
was observed. How that group performed and specific recommenda-
tions which could increase the economic development assets of 
Savanna, Mt. Carroll and Hanover will be discussed at the 
community-wide seminar which will be presented next month on 
Thursday, Nov. 3 under sponsorship of the Carroll County Develop-
ment Corporation. 
- - 
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CARROLL COUNTY ILLINOIS 
P. 0. Box 283 
SAVANNA, ILLINOIS 61074 
December 1, 1977 
Mr. Robert B. Cassell 
Principal Research Scientist 
Economic Development Division 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Dear Mr. Cassell: 
I would like to express our appreciation for the splen-
did program carried out in Savanna this year. 
In working through the Simulation Project our contact 
team gained great insight into development techniques needed 
to handle an industrial prospect. Not only were the skills of 
our team greatly increased, but it served to unite the various 
communities in our common goal of broadening the economic base 
of Carroll County. 
Greater public support of our efforts has been realized 
through the informative Workshop Session recently completed. 
Our capability to expand our local development plans has been 
greatly enhanced due to focus of attention to the Simulation 
Project and the information that was made available to them. 
It is my sincere hope that you will follow-up this pro-
gram by re-visiting our community to audit our progress and 
accomplishments and to further consul our contact team in 
areas that present further potential for developmental activ-
ities. 
Sincerely, 
R C Bush, President 
Carroll County 
Development Corp. 
DEC  5 1977 
HERALD 
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Hard work pays eN 
The announcement this week of 
plans to build an $80 million in-
dustry " which - eventually will 
employ 175 persons is welcome 
economic news. 
And the thought this could be the 
beginning of an industrial complex 
on the once marginally productive 
sand prairies of Carroll County in 
the Savanna-Thomson area holds 
an exciting promise. 
The new plant-a joint venture of 
F. Hoffmann-LaRoche and Co. of 
Switzerland and the Finnish Sugar 
Co. of Finland to produce xylitol, a 
low calorie natural sweetener-is 
expected to be completed within 
two years. 
Much credit for landing the new 
industry must go to the Carroll 
County Development Corporation 
and the Industrial Committee of 
the Savanna Chamber of Com-
merce and other individuals and 
groups in the area. 
While the most immediate im-
pact of construction and operation 
Of the new plant will be felt in 
Savanna and Thomson, a wide 
area of eastern Iowa and western 
Illinois will benefit as payrolls 
turn over in retail stores and ser-
vices. 
IL also will provide a ready 
market for what has been a large-
ly waste product of corn 
production-corn cobs. This will be 
a new source of income for 
farmers in a large area of the Up-
per Mississippi Valley. 
It was an especially sweet (no 
pun necessarily intended) an-
nouncement for an area which was 
described by the federal govern-
ment a few years ago as 
"economically depressed." This 
designation came with the Pen-
tagon's major cutback in produc-
tion at the Savanna Army Depot in 
1974. 
It is evident that while the area 
may have suffered a blow ) to its 
economy, it wasn't a knockout 
punch to the determination of the 
people. 
We are sure it took a lot of plann-
ing and long hours of hard com-
munity effort with no rewards in 
sight. But it appears to be paying 
off, not only for Carroll County but 
for the entire area. 
We applaud their determination 
and their success. 
-iviummiiiion dollar factory 
to be built in Carroll Count 
By JOHN SANDOR 
SAVANNA — They're humming a 
• happy, familiar phrase in Carroll Coun-
ty nowadays. 
• Roughly, the line goes, "How sweet it 
is, how sweet it is." 
It's a joyous accolade to an announce- 
' ment last week that the county has been 
chosen for construction of a $70 to $80 
• - million industrial plant which will em-
ploy about 175 people. 
Expectations are the plant will be in 
,:.operation in the spring of 1980. 
The hummed phrase? It's a spin-off 
• from the product the plant will produce-
' -xylitol-a natural sweetener made from 
corn cobs. 
The products best known user is the 
Wrigley Co., makers of chewing gum. 
Actually, the refinery will be the first 
of its kind in the country, 
The construction site will be a 150-
acre tractthree miles north of Thomson 
'We would like to provide 
future jobs and better jobs 
for those who have chosen 
to stay in the county . . . ' 
R.C. Bush 
and about six miles south of Savanna. 
The main plant will front on Three 
Mile Road immediately west of 
recently-improved Illinois 84 and near a 
Milwaukee Road rail line. 
The plant will be built by Xyrofin 
Ltd., described as an undertaking by F. 
Hoffmann LaRoche & Co. Ltd., Basle, 
Switzerland, and Finnish Sugar Co., 
Helsinki, Finland. 
The natural sweetner now is produced 
in a Kotka, Finland, plant that utilizes 
birch bark rather than corn cobs to 
obtain xylose sugar. 
Plans for the plant were made public 
by the Carroll County Development 
Corp. (CCDC) and Savanna Chamber of 
Commerce industrial committee which 
were instrumental in helping att--- , 
ind ... y.. 
For Carroll County, which for years 
has struggled with problems of un-
employment and underemployment, 
the new industry will be a well economic 
boost. 
Only last year, the county faced the 
prospect of losing its major employer, 
the Savanna ,Army Depot. 
A concerted campaign spearheaded 
by the Savanna Chamber of Commerce, 
city officials, CCDC and private citizens 
•dissuaded the Army from closing the 
facility. 
However, as Savanna Mayor Donald 
Nehrkorn pointed out, only 400 civilian 
jobs remain at the depot, about half the 
number before personnel cutbacks were 
instituted, and an Army company of 
about 200 men were transferred. 
"We lost those buying dollars, and 
that hurt our economy badly," 
Nehrkorn said 
The depot's shaky status, said R.C. 
Bush, CCDC president, was the spring. 
board for an "accelerated program of 
industrial development" for the county 
which began in the spring of 1976. 
The Xyrofin Ltd. plant is a welcome 
reward of those efforts 
"I'm just overly optimistic as far as 
the economic benefits for this entire 
area are concerned because of the in-
crease in jobs and the increase in the 
tax base for the political subdivision io 
which it (the plant) will be located," 
Bush said. 
He estimated the plant, to he situtated 
in York Township, will add $20 to $25 
million in assessed valuation. 
Payroll at the plant, he estimated, 
will be in excess of $2 million per year. 
Bush said about 75 per cent. of the 
plant's employes will be classed, as 
chemical operators, "which is con-
sidered a skilled level and pays a re-
spectable wage . " 
The plant is expected to produce 10 
tons of xylitol per year. 
Three states in the Midwest were 
initially considered for the new plant. 
In Northern Illinois, the choice was 
cut to 40 locations. 
Bush said Xyrofin Ltd. considered 
natural resources, potential work force 
and transportation in narrowing its 
number of possible sites. A good, natu-
ral water supply was a vital point. 
Beyond that, Bush said other factors 
came into play. 
"I think they (Xyrofin officials) were 
■ n)pr ,z.ssed with the community's at- 
•• .1!;d that of the chamber in-
dustrial committee," he said. 
He said the community spirit ex-
hibited in a "Speak for Savanna" cam-
paign conducted by the Savanna Min-
isterial Association and a dotors' com-
mittee seeking to improve medical set'• 
vices here were influential favorable 
factors. 
The CCDC's philosphy is that a given 
community's gain can be ci benefit to 
the entire county. 
"We try to assist and coordinate the 
efforts of all communities," Bush said. 
"We work with the industrial commit-
tees in tall) communities . 
"Our philosphy has 	s been that 
if we could locate industrie:- in tine area, 
all the communities can benefit." 
He added, "We have h..d some suc-
cesses in past years, but nane as spe,- 
tacular as this (the Xyrotin plant)." 
Perhaps most significant, the new 
industry hopefully will stein a disquiet 
Mg trend for Carroll County 
For some 10 to IS years, by 
Nelirkorn's calculation, the county has 
been losing scores of its young people 
who must relocate to find employment 
after high school graduation 
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Background  
This program was designed as a procedure for involving local community 
leaders from Clark and Floyd counties, Indiana, in a system for achieving ef-
fective economic development efforts at the local level. These counties and 
their incorporated communities were the target locations selected by the 
Office of Economic Adjustment, Office of the Secretary of Defense, because 
of the severe impact of personnel reductions resulting from placing of a 
major defense installation on standby status. The facility involved is the 
Indiana Army Ammunition Plant at Charlestown which had substantial employment 
reduction
-1/ 
 between 1974 and 1976. 
Conduct of the Economic Development. Program was assigned to the Industrial 
Development Division (now the Economic Development Division) of the Engineer-
ing Experiment Station at the Georgia Institute of Technology. This Division 
was given the responsibility for executing five phases of the program, which 
are described below. The program of work was based upon past success demons-
trated by similar efforts in Illinois and Wisconsin to involve the local com-
munity leadership. 
Program Purpose  
The main thrust of this particular program was to provide a basis for 
concerted community action directed towards achieving economic progress. It 
gave recognition to the fact that recovery from the impact of substantial 
employment decreases, and the accompanying secondary effect on local business 
and commerce, cannot be achieved automatically. What is required is that 
1/ Economic Adjustment Program (Reconnaisance Report) for Clark and 
Floyd counties, Indiana (October 1976). 
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enlightened and informed community leadership be assisted in undertaking a 
number of measures which can provide positive directions for generating new 
employment opportunities. 
The negative psychological attitudes which a base closing can have upon 
local leadership must be replaced with a positive outlook. Furthermore, in 
negotiating with potential investors who operate outside of the designated 
communities, a posture that can influence the course of events should be 
adopted, rather than merely reacting to the inquiries which will be made re-
garding local resources. 
Since contemporary economic development is a very competitive process, the 
major successful results will be accomplished by those groups which can work 
together and which proceed in a businesslike fashion. It was the project 
intent to enable the contact group to become more effective so that it could 
speak for the entire community and work effectively to generate new employment 
opportunities. 
Involvement in the process of attracting new and suitable industrial faci-
lities can provide an insight into the decision-making processes, as well as 
stimulate the conduct of an impartial analysis of community strengths and 
weaknesses. From this combination of changed attitudes and confidence, a pro-
gram of work with specific tasks for the leadership group can be recommended 
for action. 
Moreover, this program can serve as a device for giving the local economic 
development team a more intensive and a broader acquaintance with the scope and 
the depth of local economic data and a ready recognition of appropriate situa-
tions where this information can be readily utilized. In the course of such 
activity, community needs for expanding and improving infrastructural support 
would also be identified. 
Reasons for the Approach  
There is sound rationale for the approach of treating each county group 
as an entity. Although a Bi-county Economic Development Council was recommended 
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in the reconnaisance economic adjustment program report, this proved to be a 
rather unwieldy situation. Actually, the citizens of Clark County are not con-
versant with circumstances in Floyd County, and vice versa. Therefore, neither 
is well acquainted with details pertinent to the other's situation, nor inclined 
to make commitments in behalf of the other. 
There are numerous opportunities for mutual cooperation and joint effort, such 
as the airport, levee protection, and the like; in terms of identification of suit-
able land areas for future industrial growth and strengthening the utility ser-
vices for such developments, however, these are subject areas better handled by 
those most closely identified with the need. 
Also, the Bi-county Council does not have a full-time economic development 
professional with direct responsibility to manage the organization's affairs, 
so the group has taken on the aura of just another meeting body. The technical 
assistance which had been envisioned originally as being furnished from the two 
metropolitan area planning organizations has failed to materialize. Both KIPDA 
and River Hills commissions are more concerned with the preservation of tradi-
tional relationships. 
Specific Accomplishments  
Over the period when the program served the leadership in Clark and Floyd 
counties, some specific accomplishments were realized: 
1. Participation by both the private and the public sector was 
stressed in both locations. 
2. The proper function of the professional staff, in contrast with 
the role of the volunteer elements both from business and govern-
ment, was examined and placed in proper focus. 
3. The application of economic data appropriate to the local situa-
tion, either already developed or easily accessible, was demonstrated. 
4. Emphasis was placed upon the necessity to mount efforts over a 
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long duration period, requiring the proper mixture of both patience 
and persistence. 
5. Positive attitudes and mature judgmental decisions were shown to be 
essential for attracting new investment opportunities. 
Many so-called contact teams (such as industrial commissions or chamber 
of commerce committees), without specific training, simply do not have the 
expertise to handle projects which can eventuate as new investment opportuni- 
ties for the area. In many small towns where the professional talents are not 
available, these communities must rely upon volunteer participation. The 
better trained the volunteers, the greater will be the opportunity for 
positive and productive results. 
Fundamental to this approach was the assumption that any training or 
teaching experience with an adult group should immerse the subject members in 
a real-life experience. Out of this extended exposure can come the learning 
experience which highlights the best techniques to be used to carry out 
negotiations with investors. Also, more attention to actions which are 
incomplete in results or areas which require further exploration and attention 
will similarly be illustrated. These results, hopefully, will constitute 
guidelines for solid future activity by the leadership groups. 
Ultimately, this series of interactions serves to broaden the knowledge 
and experience of the local leadership group, giving it confidence and soundly 
derived information. In the future, these groups can assume the responsibility 
for expanding the economic base of the community, relying on sources outside 
the community to support local efforts, and thus overcome the negative effects 
which the original employment decline may have generated. 
Phases of Activity  
The program for Clark and Floyd counties, originally conceived to be 
carried out in four phases, was expanded to five on the basis of experience 
drawn from the Illinois and Wisconsin programs. These phases constituted: 
(one) the initial introduction session or orientation; (two) the staging of the 
prospect investigation; (three) the performance review and work program initia-
tion; (four) an interim review of progress achieved; and (five) a final re-
assessment together with a community-wide seminar on development techniques. 
Considerable preparatory work was required once the program elements were 
agreed upon. Background on both Clark and Floyd counties was reviewed, in the 
main drawn from prior OEA studies. Contacts were made with the Indiana state 
development department, initial contacts were arranged in the subject com-
munities, and background research undertaken to construct an appropriate indus-
trial facility search project. 
During the course of the work in the two counties, the constituency of 
the contact teams was analyzed. The ideal situation is to involve a true cross-
section of the various "publics" with the top leadership from each group in-
volved. Short of this ideal, however, most professional developers must work 
with those volunteer participants who demonstrate a willingness to be involved. 
Thus, one segment of the task is a continuous procedure of motivation, indoc-
trination, and training. The iterative process, in this fashion, reinforces 
the principles identified early in the program initiation. 
Orientation Visit: In the execution of this program, it was deemed ad-
visable to make some modifications, based upon previous experience. One of these 
was to precede Phase One with an orientation visit to each community in order for 
the Georgia Tech project director to become acquainted with certain key parti-
cipants and decision-makers. This visit also served to provide a first-hand in-
spection of each community. 
Thus, initial contacts were made with important community leaders in 
a mid-August visit, arranged by the Midwestern regional director (Mr. Eldon 
Erickson) of the Office of Economic Adjustment. These sessions served to 
"break the ice" with local contacts, to identify those individuals who were to 
serve as focal points on the local scene, and to informally acquaint these 
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representatives with the nature of the program and its probable duration. Fur-
ther, a review of the accomplishments achieved locally, as well as the general 
feeling about obstacles to development formed part of the orientation. A state-
ment prepared for these discussions is reproduced in Appendix I, along with a sug-
gested press release. 
Separate meetings were held with the mayor of Charlestown who also served 
as co-chairman of the Bi-county Economic Development Commission, with the mayor 
of Jeffersonville, and the executive vice president of the Clark County Chamber 
of Commerce who was designated as the local contact. On the following day, 
a similar session was held with four New Albany-Floyd County key participants, 
including the mayor, the chairman of the Bi-county Commission, and the execu-
tive director of the New Albany Economic Development Commission who was desig-
nated as the local contact in this instance. These sessions served to facili-
tate the conduct of Phase One in a more effective fashion. 
Phase One: This phase was initiated in October, when a joint evening 
session, arranged through the KIPDA regional planning commission, was held at 
Indiana University Southeast in New Albany, with 26 leaders in attendance. A 
list of those is included in Appendix II. 
Regrettably, although repreated efforts were made to persuade the direc-
tor of the state development to participate, or at least to be represented, 
that cooperation did not result. Requests were made by Mr. Erickson, as well 
as the local participants in Jeffersonville and New Albany, following up on 
the Georgia Tech project director's contact and explanation of the program, 
but all of these were to no avail. More successful response was obtained in 
a similar approach to the Louisville (Ky.) Chamber of Commerce. 
At this. October session, Mr. Erickson and the Georgia Tech project 
director reviewed the background of the project, explained the processes 
involved, described similar activities undertaken elsewhere, and obtained 
local concurrence and general support. 
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The joint session with delegations from both Clark and Floyd Counties was 
considered most desirable in order that bi-county cooperation be obtained, parti-
cularly in view of the fact that Phase Two and subsequent events would have to 
be conducted separately in each county. However, at the conclusion of the pro-
gram, once again the positive factors of cooperation and mutual support were 
stressed. 
Phase Two: This phase was initiated in November and concluded early in 
December. Having adapted a genuine manufacturing plant location search made by 
a metalworking corporation in order that it would meet the general circum-
stances of a midwestern situation, a consultant (Dr. Howard Roepke, location 
consultant and member of the Department of Geography at the University of Illi-
nois) was invited into each community. He was apprised with complete details 
on the project and was given all community information which had been accumu-
lated prior to this visit. 
The case which was used constituted an investigation by a medium-sized 
metalworking concern which would employ 100 to 120 workers initially and 200 
workers after five years. This facility had some need for semi-fabricated 
materials, would use both electric power and natural gas. The company manage-
ment had expresed more than a mild concern with general community attitudes 
on new industry as well as the receptiveness of the existing industrial complex. 
Complete community inspections were conducted in Jeffersonville, Charles-
town, Clarksville, and in New Albany. 
Phase Three: This phase of activity was based upon the consultant's con-
clusions and accompanying remarks and comments prepared by a team from Georgia 
Tech's Economic Development Division who served as impartial observers. A 
detailed report was prepared for each community group, and was reviewed with 
the participating community leaders in sessions held early in April. The re-
ports to the Clark and Floyd county development teams are incorporated in 
Appendix III. 
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Included in each report is a series of recommendations for local action, 
designed to improve and to strengthen economic development activities. A number 
of questions were raised and comments made about the consultant's visit and 
observations of local circumstances. In addition, a number of important points 
were stressed verbally in each session with local representatives. 
Phase Four: Based upon previous experience, another segment was included 
for the successful conduct of the work. This phase provided the opportunity for 
the Georgia Tech project director late in June to review with each development 
director the reaction to the identification of obstacles to the local program, 
to evaluate progress in future program priorities and determination of pro- 
gram direction, and to plan for the Phase Five activity which would generate 
and motivate local support for the development effort. 
From these conferences, certain suggestions were made verbally which were 
deemed inappropriate for written dissemination to the entire leadership con-
tingent. Items touched upon included a discussion of how to replace certain 
individuals and methods of recruiting persons who would be more active on the 
development team. Another item of discussion concerned the intermediate and 
long-term financing of each development organization program. 
Phase Five: This segment required that a Georgia Tech team hold public 
meetings in Clark and Floyd counties in late September. These meetings were 
designed to explain publicly those activities which had taken place under the 
program, and through such explanations, comments, and suggestions to reinforce 
local efforts to expand the economic base, which was identified as the major 
thrust. 
The public community-wide seminars on economic development concluded the 
program's formal activity. Invited to the sessions were the leadership which 
had participated in the previous stages of program activity, as well as other 
involved persons. Background on each county's economic achievements, on the 
area needs and potentials were discussed, along with a specific review of 
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the programmatic elements. The emphasis was upon the report's recomnendations; 
some of these were elaborated upon. Also, an audio-video program prepared by 
the AIDC Educational Foundation was screened. 
Attending at New Albany were 14 persons. The Jeffersonville session was 
attended by 12 persons. Registration lists are reproduced in Appendix IV, along 
with the seminar format. 
Other Program Elements  
In support of certain of the activity phases detailed above, a series of 
explanatory articles suitable for use by the local press and radio were prepared. 
With assistance from the Clark County Chamber of Commerce executive, these 
articles were published in the local newspapers. Copies are displayed in 
Appendix V. 
Throughout the program, strong efforts have been made to involve state 
development agencies and other external professional agencies (such as regional 
councils, utilities, railroad, etc.) in the process, both to inform them of 
local accomplishments as well as to involve them more specifically in the local 
presentations. As indicated above, these efforts were less successful than 
in other locations. 
Furthermore, continuing contact was maintained with OEA officials both 
at the regional and Washington levels. On the initial trip to the subject 
counties, the regional representative was present. In addition, interim 
written reports on the work in progress have been prepared and transmitted 
to the authorized OEA project directors. 
Several project review sessions have been held in the OEA offices in 
Washington, prior to the initiation of the field work, and upon conclusion of the 
conduct of the last phase described above. These sessions have been useful to 
the Georgia Tech project manager in providing a sounding board as to the pro-
gram's timing and effectiveness. 
Accomplishments  
Without doubt, substantial improvement has taken place in the knowledge of 
local resources and the information developed on the part of the respective con-
tact teams representing Clark and Floyd counties. The use of more sophisticated 
techniques in dealing with potential investors has been apparent. 
An awareness of the need for local action and less dependence upon the 
initiation of activity by outside sources has been stressed. At the same 
time, the appropriate involvement of those same forces has been underscored. 
But throughout this program emphasis has been placed upon the desirability and 
the importance of self-reliance in expanding local economic development programs. 
While in one case the local group initially was loosely knit by the con-
clusion of the program, it was observed to be more cohesive and better informed. 
Responsibilities for performance of certain tasks and the management of resources 
data were more clearly defined in both instances. Many members who were poorly 
informed, or even uninformed, regarding certain resources at the start, had 
acquired considerable information, or in a couple of instances dropped out. 
It appeared that each community development group was functioning with 
more confidence and authority at the conclusion of the program and that many 
of the techniques suggested were being applied. 
For the long range, expectations can be high, but there presently is no 
reliable method for the measurement of results. A system for periodic follow-
up after a lapse of about a year might be appropriate; this has been suggested 
in other cases. Self-evaluation summaries by the local professional developers 
are reproduced in Appendix V. 
Finally, it appears that maximum results from local efforts will be forth-
coming when stronger and more intense support is obtained at the local level, 
as well as from the major metropolitan development thrust in the area, even 
though it be in an adjacent state. The Louisville_ area does indeed have a 
definite stake in the healthy growth of the southern Indiana region. This is 
the one aspect where more time and technical attention should have been applied. 
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APPENDIX I 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM FOR OFFICE OF ECONOMIC ADJUSTMENT 
Background  
As a result of the closing of the Indiana Army Ammunition plant near 
Charlestown, communities in Clark and Floyd counties have been selected by 
the Office of Economic Adjustment for assistance in programs to expand em-
ployment. This project is based upon work performed for similar communities 
in Illinois and Wisconsin as a vehicle to involve the local community leaders 
in an effective development effort. 
Since contemporary economic development is a very competitive process, 
the major successful results are accomplished by those groups which can work 
together and which proceed in a businesslike fashion. It was hoped we could 
make the contact group more effective so that it could speak for the entire 
community and work effectively to generate new employment opportunities. 
Many so-called contact teams, such as industrial commissions or chamber 
of commerce committees, simply do not have, without specific training, the 
expertise to handle projects which can eventuate as new investment opportuni-
ties for the area. In many small towns where the professional talents are not 
available, these communities must rely upon volunteer participation. The 
better trained the volunteers, the greater will be the opportunity for posi-
tive and productive results. This applies as well to situations where a pro-
fessional developer guides the local program. 
Procedures  
The training program is designed to enable the local community develop-
ment team to examine the scope and depth of local economic information, to 
learn how this information should be applied, and to review the entire spec-
trum of local infrastructure. Since Clark and Floyd counties are confronted 
with potential growth and development, the area presents positive qualities 
for undertaking this training program. 
The program falls into four phases. The first phase is the initial orien- 
tation session with the local economic development teams to review their efforts, 
accomplishments and failures and to plan for participation in the training 
program. 
Phase two will consist of a visit by an industrial prospect. The local de-
velopmentteamwill prepare a presentation on the county's attractions and re-
sources for industry and attempt to persuade the prospect to select the county 
for the proposed facility. A detailed, true-to-life industrial project will 
be used for the simulation, and other professional developers on the area, 
state and national levels will be involved. 
In the third phase, a follow-up session will bring together the local 
team and the professional developers who participated in the simulation to 
review and evaluate the local team's performance. A pragmatic, down-to-earth 
program of work will be presented. It will identify specific tasks at the 
local level which can increase economic activity and result in improved per-
formance by the community team. 
Phase four will include a seminar/workshop for both the active partici-
pants and other interested citizens. This meeting will be designed to in-
crease community support of the development's team's volunteer efforts, as 
well as to reinforce the program needs previously identified in the training 
sessions. 
Improvement in Community Techniques  
Substantial improvement in resource knowledge and employment of more sophis-
ticated techniques by the local development team usually results over the period 
during which this training program is implemented. 
Appropriate news releases and related media informational releases will 
be prepared as the program unfolds. 
By conclusion of the program, the group should be much closer, more co-
hesive and certainly better informed. Responsibility for designated areas of 
resource information and for performance of certain tasks is more precise. 
We usually find that the group is functioning in a vastly improved and effec-
tive manner. 
These are most of the immediate, short-range objectives to be accomplished. 
Certain other areas will require additional attention and improvement as part 
of the long-range program. They will be identified to the local team, for 
continued review and scrutiny. Examples might be the identification of suit-
able alternative industrial sites and the provision of adequate utilities to 
those locations; a firmer posture with respect to financing and projects; a 
refinement of work force and available labor information; the development of 
in-house capabilities to prepare a comprehensive slide presentation; or a 
continuing system of public information and programs to maintain widespread 
community support. 
APPENDIX II 
CLARK-FLOYD COUNTY ATTENDEES 
Meeting at Indiana University Southeast 
New Albany, Indiana 
October 12, 1977 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
New Albany -- A program to stimulate Floyd County's economic growth and 
to offset the effects of the deactivation of the Indiana Army Ammunition 
Plant at Charlestown got underway this week under sponsorship of the Depart-
ment of Defense's Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA). 
Meeting with the directors of the New Albany Economic Development Can-
mission and the New Albany Industrial Foundation, as well as city and Floyd 
County officials, to initiate the program were Eldon Erickson of Kansas City, 
regional director for OEA, and Robert B. Cassell of the Technology and De-
velopment Laboratory at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. 
Erickson and Cassell discussed with community leaders the specialized train-
ing program which employs simulation techniques to show industrial development 
volunteer teams how to carry out more effective industrial promotion efforts. 
The new Community Economic Development Program was conceived by and will 
be conducted by Georgia Tech under contract to the OEA. The OEA was estab-
lished by the President's Economic Adjustment Committee to assist communi-
ties affected by military base closings in marshalling their resources to 
lessen the economic impact of these defense realignments. Floyd and Clark 
counties have been selected for initial testing of the OEA-Georgia Tech 
approach. 
Attending for New Albany groups were 	 Execu- 
tive Director; 
and  	 [Also participating was 
of the Indiana Department of Commerce] 
The program will fall into four phases. The first phase is the initial 
orientation session with the local economic development team to review its 
efforts, accomplishments and failures and to plan for participation in the 
training program. 
Phase two will consist of a visit by an industrial prospect. The local 
development team will prepare a presentation on Floyd County's attractions 
and resources for industry and attempt to persuade the prospect to select 
the county for the proposed facility. Georgia Tech is preparing a detailed, 
true-to-life industrial project for the simulation, which also will involve 
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other professional developers on the area, state and national levels. 
In the third phase, a follow-up session will bring together the New 
Albany-Floyd team and the professional developers who participated in the 
simulation to review and evaluate the local team's performance. A prag-
matic, down-to-earth program of work will be presented that will identify 
specific tasks at the local level which can increase economic activity and 
result in improved performance by the community team. 
Phase four will include a seminar/workshop for both the active partici-
pants and other interested citizens. This meeting will be designed to in-
crease community support of the development team's volunteer efforts, as well 
as to reinforce the program needs previously identified in the training sessions. 
"The Community Organization for Economic Development Program was created," 
project director Robert Cassell stated, "to meet the need for providing edu-
cation in the latest, most effective techniques for economic development 
groups in communities that may have a professional developer, but must depend 
largely upon volunteer efforts." 
"Economic development is extremely competitive throughout the country," 
Cassell added. "It involves not only positive and informed response to in-
dustrial prospect inquiries, but also preplanning and subsequent follow-
through. The COEDP is designed to help the community to identify its specific 
assets and disadvantages, then to design specific programs to correct the 
weaknesses and to capitalize upon the advantages." 
Major benefit of this program, he stated, will be the upgrading of the 
local development effort to a more sophisticated and businesslike level of 
expertise. Definite and positive results should be anticipated in the crea-
tion of new and better job opportunities for the population of the New 
Albany-Floyd area, he indicated. 
Further details: 
R. B. Cassell 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332. 	Telephone: (404)894-3843 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Jeffersonville -- A program to stimulate Clark County's economic growth 
and to offset the effects of the deactivation of the Indiana Army Ammunition 
Plant at Charlestown got underway this week under sponsorship of the Depart-
ment of Defense's Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA). 
Meeting with the directors of the Clark County Chamber of Commerce, 
as well as officials of Jeffersonville, Charlestown and Clarksville, to ini-
tiate the program were Eldon Erickson of Kansas City, regional director of 
OEA, and Robert B. Cassell of the Technology and Development Laboratory at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. Erickson and Cassell 
discussed with community leaders the specialized training program which em-
ploys simulation techniques to show industrial development volunteer teams 
how to carry out more effective industrial promotion efforts. 
The new Community Economic Development Program was conceived by and will 
be conducted by Georgia Tech under contract to the OEA. The OEA was estab-
lished by the President's Economic Adjustment Committee to assist communi-
ties affected by military base closings in marshalling their resources to 
lessen the economic impact of these defense realignments. Clark and Floyd 
counties have been selected for initial testing of the OEA-Georgia Tech 
approach. 
Attendance for the Clark County groups were 	  
Executive Vice President; 
and 	  Also participating was 
of the Indiana Department of Commerce] 
The program will fall into four phases. The first phase is the initial 
orientation session with the local economic development team to review its 
efforts, accomplishments and failures and to plan for participation in the 
training program. 
Phase two will consist of a visit by an industrial prospect. The local 
development team will prepare a presentation on Clark County's attractions 
and resources for industry and attempt to persuade the prospect to select 
the county for the proposed facility. Georgia Tech is preparing a detailed, 
true-to-life industrial project for the simulation, which also will involve 
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other professional developers on the area, state and national levels. 
In the third phase, a follow-up session will bring together the Clark 
County team and the professional developers who participated in the simula-
tion to review and evaluate the local team's performance. A pragmatic, down-
to-earth program of work will be presented that will identify specific tasks 
at the local level which can increase economic activity and result in im-
proved performance by the community team. 
Phase four will include a seminar/Workshop for both the active partici-
pants and other interested citizens. This meeting will be designed to in-
crease community support of the development team's volunteer efforts, as well 
as to reinforce the program needs previously identified in the training sessions. 
"The Community Organization for Economic Development Program was created," 
project director Robert Cassell stated, "to meet the need for providing edu-
cation in the latest, most effective techniques for economic development 
groups in communities that may have a professional developer, but must depend 
largely upon volunteer efforts." 
"Economic development is extremely competitive throughout the country," 
Cassell added. "It involves not only positive and informed response to in-
dustrial prospect inquiries, but also preplanning and subsequent follow-
through. The COEDP is designed to help the community to identify its specific 
assets and disadvantages, then to design specific programs to correct the 
weaknesses and to capitalize upon the advantages." 
Major benefit of this program, he stated, will be the upgrading of the 
local development effort to a more sophisticated and businesslike level of 
expertise. Definite and positive results should be anticipated in the crea-
tion of new and better job opportunities for the population of the Jefferson-
ville-Charlestown-Clarksville area, he indicated. 
Further details: 
R. B. Cassell 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Telephone: (404) 894-3843 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
Report on 
Activity of 
Floyd County Development Team 
(Program under sponsorship of the Office of Economic Adjustment, 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Department of Defense, Washington, D.C.) 
by 
Economic Development Division 
Technology and Development Laboratory 
Engineering Experiment Station 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
Atlanta, Georgia 
March 1978 
ACCEPTED PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS 
Step 1. 	Develop a working organization. 
Step 2. 	Determine if your town is ready for industry. Make a complete 
inventory including all the facts on: available labor, trans-
portation services, available plant sites and buildings, raw 
materials in quantity, availability and cost of fuels and power, 
local tax structure, housing, schools, recreational and cultural 
advantages and extent of financial assistance. 
Step 3. 	Develop a community Economic Brochure. 
Step 4. 	Get your community behind the drive for industry. 
Step 5. 	Decide whether to provide financial assistance for industry. 
Step 6. 	Handle your prospect's inquiry properly. This includes response 
to requests, of provision of information, recontacts and related 
matters. 
Step 7. 	Handle your prospect's visit properly. This includes preliminary 
information on requirements, meeting with the community team, 
conduct of the interview. In particular, be prepared to nego-
tiate with your.prospect, but know how far you can go on financ-
ing, provision of utility services, and related matters. 
COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO INITIAL INQUIRY 
Nature of Inquiry  
The initial letter of inquiry provided the following details: 
Metal manufacturing company -- consultant inspecting Indiana 
locations. 
Plant site of 25 to 30 acres, ready for construction, with 
adequate utilities. 
Initial employment: 150 people (needed -- machine operators, 
welders, polishers/buffers; small number of unskilled.) 
Eventual employment: -- 
Company interested in: 
present union situation 
community attitude 
attitude of existing industry 
rail and truck transportation 
electric power and natural gas 
COMMUNITY RESPONSE 
o Community contact responded to each point, enclosing general in-
formation on New Albany and Floyd County. 
o Stated 32 acres available with utilities in the New Albany-
Floyd County Industrial Park. 
o Gave existing industrial employment and union situation. 
o Cited present good relationship between city government, 
local industry and community citizens. 
o Mentioned rail and truck transportation. 
o Stated utility lines are available in the industrial park; however, 
no natural gas connections are being made -- suggested alternate fuel. 
o Also mentioned ability to finance through industrial revenue bond issue. 
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COMMUNITY HANDLING OF PROSPECT'S VISIT 
Strong Points  
The community leadership of New Albany and Floyd County demonstrated 
considerable skill in handling this project, and many positive aspects were 
observed: 
INTRODUCTION 
o The group made the visitors feel welcome. They appeared sin-
cere and interested in the possibility of locating a new 
industry. 
o Did have some specific task assignments. 
o An agenda, list of attendees and identification of materials 
were furnished. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Considerable data was furnished, but not all were referenced or 
interpreted. 
o Slide show was an excellent introduction. 
LABOR 
o Adequate information supplied on existing employment. 
o Some wage rate data supplied (off the cuff). 
o Sufficient information furnished on training facilities and union 
situation. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Strong Points (continued) 
TRANSPORTATION 
o Covered both rail and truck service. 
UTILITIES 
o Described present utility situation. 
o Restated lack of natural gas. 
SITE 
o Map used to orient prospect with site location. 
o Prospect was driven to industrial park and shown the physical 
characteristics as well as rail and road access. 
o Touched upon construction costs and ability to finance. 
COMMUNITY ASSETS 
o Educational facilities were stressed as demonstration of local 
interest and effort. 
o Community slides covered aspects of housing, churches, recreation, 
and health facilities. 
FIRE PROTECTION 
o Community's insurance rating was given. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o Mayor's comments were appropriate to set the tone of the investigation. 
o The community attitude towards attraction of new industry appeared 
positive and alert. 
o Stressed locational advantages and avoided trap of "negative" marketing. 
o Use of economic details on New Albany in certain aspects was proper. 
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Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Strong Points (continued) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o 	Meeting place was good choice. 
o 	Prompt follow-up on unanswered questions was excellent. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points 
Several weak points surfaced in the Floyd County presentation: 
INTRODUCTION 
o The introduction of the community team could have been strengthened 
with identification of individuals as to area of expertise. 
o No inquiry was made as to time limitations (until "tour time"). 
o No opportunity for prospect to identify or refine his requirements. 
o Specifics in slide show need to be updated. 
o Regional map probably should be revised. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Fact sheets should have been employed in the same fashion as the 
maps, so the prospect could familiarize himself with them. 
LABOR 
o Labor availability data ought to be supplemented with most recent 
experience of new plants (or substantial expansions). 
TRANSPORTATION 
o Did not come forward immediately with the fact that New Albany is 
in Louisville commercial zone. 
o Develop information on truck terminals and piggyback facilities 
for future use. 
UTILITIES 
o Failed to find out what sewage effluent might be, or reason for 
sewer make-up. 
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Community Handling of Prospect's Visit 
Weak Points (continued) 
CONSTRUCTION 
o Discussion of Industrial Bond Financing interjected too early 
before prospect's needs or receptiveness identified. 
o Need to strengthen information on construction resources in the 
area. 
COMMUNITY TOUR 
o Tour could have been supplemented by use of maps and specific 
reference to slide show presentation. 
o Could have used tour as means for interviewing local industry. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o When other towns are cited, their location or distance should be 
given. 
o Attitude of existing industry was finessed by citing companies, 
instead of arranging for interview. 
SUMMARY 
o Did not ask about timing of company decision. 
o Failed to determine whether any subjects or questions were not 
covered. 
o No one asked what, in effect, it would take to make New Albany/ 
Floyd County the company's choice. 
COMMENTS FROM THE CONSULTANT 
The presentation by members of the New Albany Economic Development Com-
mission was well organized and reflected a high degree of both preparation 
and community involvement. 
I recommend that New Albany be retained on our final list of feasible 
locations. There are a few remaining uncertainties, but specific data pre-
sented indicate the likelihood we could operate profitably here. In addi- 
tion, it is quite clear that the community attitude, which concerns you greatly, 
would be extremely favorable to our location here. 
A. 	Site  
1. Unfortunately, only one satisfactory site for our plant appears 
to be available, but that one is very well suited to our re-
quirements. 
2. The site is in the New Albany Industrial Park. It comprises 
some 20 acres and the asking price is $13,500/acre. No aerial 
photo or detailed plot was provided. 
3. The site is fully served by a 10" water line (60 lbs. pressure) 
and sewage lines of adequate capacity. I was unable to get any 
details on the problem of our acid discharge, but pre-treatment 
would probably be necessary. In touring the industrial park 
I noted the presence of at least one metal plating firm and 
another metal processing operation, so apparently the problem 
would not be serious. 
4. A government grant has been obtained which is being used to 
put in a rail spur directly to the site proposed for our plant. 
Reciprocal switching arrangements are in effect between the 
L&N, which serves the site and the other railroads in the area. 
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Comments from the Consultant (continued) 
5. Approximate construction costs for Armco-type buildings in 
the area were provided. Although the data were a year old 
and costs would be significantly higher at this time, costs 
seem reasonable in comparison with other locations. 
6. The other site shown was better described as a disaster area. 
B. Community Factors  
1. Based both on personal observation and an orientation using 
slides, New Albany offers a pleasant environment for our 
management personnel. (There was little curiosity displayed 
concerning the number of people we would be moving in). 
However, some technical experts we needed to talk with 
(especially fuel and power) were not present. 
2. The Development Commission in New Albany is a part of city 
government, and the mayor's statements and general attitude 
made it clear that full cooperation from the city will be 
forthcoming. 
3. The largest firm in the area is the Pillsbury Co. with some 
600 employees. Most of the other industries, however, are 
approximately the size of our operation. 
4. No appointments had been made to interview managers of exist-
ing industry, but the invitation to do so was offered re-
peatedly. You might want to contact the firm which had 
recently moved from Detroit for a particularly relevant 
experience, if you decide to investigate New Albany further. 
C. 	Labor 
1. Data were less detailed than would have been desirable, 
but more than at many places. 
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Comments from the Consultant (continued) 
C. 	Labor (continued) 
2. From the October, 1977 data on wage rates, the general level 
seems competitive with other areas. Listing by type of in-
dustry, rather than by occupation, makes any precise calcula-
tion difficult. 
3. November, 1977 labor force data indicate the availability of 
an adequate supply. Skill levels available are harder to 
determine, but classroom training programs in specific skills 
are available at modest cost. The availability of OJT pro-
grams was not clear. 
4. It would probably be possible, at least initially, to operate 
a non-union shop. About two-thirds of the firms, employing 
about one-fourth of the workers, operate at present without a 
union. 
5. Both workmen's compensation and unemployment compensation 
programs are based on experience factors; an example of cal-
culations for the workmen's compensation is included in the 
attached materials. No comparisons with states other than 
Kentucky were provided. 
D. 	Utilities and Services 
1. The area is served by Indiana Gas Co. No gas is presently 
available for new hook-ups, although they are extending 
mains to areas like the industrial park in the hope that avail-
ability will improve in the future. 
2. We would probably be forced to use propane for process and 
fuel oil for heating. Fuel oil is available at reasonable 
rates (#2 at 39.1 gal. delivered), but the price I was 
quoted for propane (43.9e,/gal.) is out of line. It is 1Wgal. 
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Comments from the Consultant (continued) 
D. 	Utilities and Services (continued) 
more than the quotation only 10 miles away. This would need 
further investigation. Attached is information on electric 
space heating costs (prohibitive). 
3. Adequate electric service is available with sufficient reserve 
capacity and more under construction. I am attaching the rate 
schedules. Although the Development Commission did not call it 
to my attention, Public Service of Indiana has applied for a 
20% rate increase and has not yet allocated that increase to 
the various classes of users. I believe we should anticipate 
a substantial rate increase. 
4. At least three steel warehouses are available which stock the 
materials we would need for emergency supply should our own 
shipments be interrupted. 
E. 	Financial 
1. Real estate tax rates are high, but two factors seem to 
mitigate this somewhat. While rates are stated to be based 
on one-third of true market value, I am assured that the 
valuation on industrial property more nearly approximates 
20%. Also, 20% of the real estate taxes on industry are 
returned from a set-aside of part of the sales tax -- how 
this might affect us is unclear and needs to be verified. 
2. It is not clear whether the sales tax is applied to indus-
trial machinery or not. The only stated exemption is food. 
3. Revenue bond financing is available both for 100% of land 
and building costs and for pollution control equipment. Both 
the city council (which must approve an issue by resolution) 
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Comments from the Consultant (continued) 
E. Financial (continued) 
and local financial institutions are experienced in issuing 
these bonds. They generally attract an interest rate about 
2% below the level of taxable bonds; a recent issue relevant 
to our needs went at 7-1/2%. 
F. Transportation  
1. This would seem to be one of the principal advantages of the 
area. Major N-S and E-W interstate highways intersect here; 
there are circumferential routes around Louisville, access to 
the Louisville airport is easy and quick (20 min.), and both 
the B&O and L&N serve the area. 
Some uncertainties remain which would need to be cleared up in the final 
consideration of this location: 
1. Amount and structure of electric rate increase. 
2. Freight rates to principal markets. 
3. The price of propane. 
4. Specific wage rates and skills available. 
5. A single site available is not a desirable situation. 
COMMUNITY FOLLOW - UP 
If New Albany and Floyd County are genuinely interested in obtaining 
the industry which this prospect represents, it is essential that the con-
sultant making the investigation be furnished all of the information which 
he requested as soon as possible prior to his visit. By this means, some of 
his questions will have been answered. 
Then, other specific details should be compiled, as developed from the 
prospect's visit and conference. That information should be sent along, ac-
companied by a letter setting forth the community's interest and an offer 
of further material and other specifics on the town. 
Do not assume that when the prospect leaves that he is satisfied, and 
has all the facts he may need. Find out if that is the case, by asking. 
A follow-up letter with supplementary information was prepared immediately 
following the prospect's visit,. In addition to furnishing specific data, 
it indicated community interest in the project and the desire to continue the 
contact. 
An immediate follow-up is also highly desirable for another reason, 
since both state and area development agencies deal with many communities 
and many prospects. They should be kept current on local progress, particularly 
in any further contacts with the prospect. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION 
New Albany and Floyd County have already demonstrated that they can 
attract new industry. We do feel that the New Albany contact team could 
improve its effectiveness in certain areas by undertaking certain measures 
described below. 
For the purpose of accomplishing this program, we are recommending 
"Short-Range Objectives" which can be initiated and completed within a short 
period of time and which will not place an undue burden upon the New Albany 
Economic Development Commission executive. Another set are listed as "Long- 
Range Objectives", but these will require more time to complete as well as 
a considerable amount of research and editorial work on the part of the de-
velopment executive or dedicated volunteers. 
SHORT-RANGE OBJECTIVES 
o Select a spokesman for the group who is a businessman citizen. 
(This is no reflection on the paid professional, but he is 
regarded as just that by the inquiring prospect). 
o Refine the present "Game Plan" for handling industrial prospects. 
This would incorporate details on the introduction, community 
tour plan, industrial executive interview, etc. 
o Create specific task forces knowledgeable in major subject areas 
and assign definite responsibility for: utilities, labor supply, 
transportation, sites, community attitude, financing, local 
amenities. 
o Develop a standard statement and explanation on the Indiana Army 
Ammunition Plant (Charlestown) current status and previous employ-
ment. 
o Expand the program for regular contacts with and calls on state 
development department agents. 
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Recommendations for Future Action (continued) 
SHORT-RANGE OBJECTIVES (continued) 
o Organize the current data for a "Briefing Book" to be used by the 
contact team (no matter who the individuals that are involved), 
containing most of the subject data already available. 
o Prepare a reasonable and accurate statement on the influence of 
the Louisville metropolitan area. 
LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES 
o Revise the regional orientation map. 
o Begin the search for new industrial area, probably minimum of 100 
acres. 
o Prepare a community tour map, and supplement with pictures. 
o Expand the labor supply data, supplement with information from 
existing employers. 
o Update and rework the color slide presentation. 
o Start your own program of prospect solicitation. 
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ACCEPTED PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS 
Step 1. 	Develop a working organization. 
Step 2. 	Determine if your town is ready for industry. Make a complete 
inventory including all the facts on: available labor, trans-
portation services, available plant sites and buildings, raw 
materials in quantity, availability and cost of fuels and power, 
local tax structure, housing, schools, recreational and cultural 
advantages and extent of financial assistance. 
Step 3. 	Develop a community Economic Brochure. 
Step 4. 	Get your community behind the drive for industry. 
Step 5. 	Decide whether to provide financial assistance for industry. 
Step 6. 	Handle your prospect's inquiry properly. This includes response 
to requests, of provision of information, recontacts and related 
matters. 
Step 7. Handle your prospect's visit properly. This includes preliminary 
information on requirements, meeting with the community team, 
conduct of the interview. In particular, be prepared to nego-
tiate with your.prospect, but know how far you can go on financ-
ing, provision of utility services, and related matters. 
COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO INITIAL INQUIRY 
Nature of Inquiry  
The initial letter of inquiry provided the following details: 
Metal manufacturing company --- consultant inspecting Indiana 
locations. 
Plant site of 25 to 30 acres, ready for construction, with 
adequate utilities. 
Initial employment: 150 people (needed -- machine operators, 
welders, polishers/buffers; small number of unskilled). 
Eventual employment: -- 
Company interested in: 
present union situation 
community attitude 
attitude of existing industry 
rail and truck transportation 
electric power and natural gas 
COMMUNITY RESPONSE 
o Community contact responded within ten days, enclosing profile 
information on Jeffersonville, Clarksville, Sellersburg and 
Charlestown. 
o Two sites were mentioned, but no data submitted. 
o Copy of Industrial Directory :Listing unions was also submitted. 
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COMMUNITY HANDLING OF PROSPECT'S VISIT 
Strong Points  
Although the community leadership of Jeffersonville and Clark County 
needs considerable experience and practice, certain positive aspects were 
observed: 
INTRODUCTION 
o Expression of interest in new industry was made. 
o Stated local government had commitment to industrial growth. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Some information, such as the Community Profile, was sent ahead of 
the interview meeting. Some maps were also on display. 
LABOR 
o Gave estimate of existing employment, including that in the indus-
trial sector. 
o Good, but general, presentation on vocational training facilities. 
TRANSPORTATION 
o Made important point that this area was in the commercial zone of 
Louisville. 
o Let the transportation man answer questions in this segment. 
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Community Handling of Prospect's Visit (continued) 
UTILITIES 
o Specific answers furnished on electric power and natural gas 
aspects, including some cost figures. 
o Stated pre-treatment of waste would be required. 
SITE 
o Referred to map for location. 
o Some printed information available. 
o Price of land in one location was cited. 
PROPER QUESTIONS ASKED 
o Probable plant employment, but had to be nudged on this. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o The diversity of interests representing the community was impressive. 
o Did cite, indirectly, the experience of a recent new plant in 
community. 
o Did stress accessibility to Louisville, but ability to maintain 
own identity. 
o Good meeting place, with complete privacy, was selected. 
o Kept attitude about competitive locations on a positive note, and 
did not engage in "negative" selling. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit (continued) 
Weak Points 
A considerable number of weak points appeared in the Clark County presen-
tat ion: 
INTRODUCTION 
o The prospect did not know with whom he was meeting, and except 
for informal verbal identification, nothing was done to remedy 
this situation. 
o Little opportunity was given the prospect to state his interest. 
o The initial orientation could be markedly improved with use of 
a map of Jeffersonville, Clark County and the region. This gives 
the prospect a better feel of the location, especially in regard 
to the highway network, physical location, major towns, etc., 
thus answering certain of his questions. 
o No inquiry made as to prospect's time limitations -- no agenda or 
proposed order of business was furnished. 
INFORMATION FURNISHED 
o Community Profile had been mailed; one was not available at the 
meeting. 
o Maps and other facts which covered certain community information 
and industrial sites should have been made available. 
o A number of specific items were not documented. 
LABOR 
o Labor availability data was not current, nor detailed. 
o Convincing data that this plant could be staffed was not presented. 
o Considerable disagreement was voiced on wage rates. 
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Community Handling of Prospect's Visit (continued) 
Weak Points (continued) 
LABOR (continued) 
o No information on fringe benefits was available, except from 
one company's experience. 
o Confusion as to the union situation was evidenced -- initial state-
ment had to be corrected. 
o No one suggested contact with or interview with existing industry. 
TRANSPORTATION 
o Discussion of highway network without a map is frustrating. 
UTILITIES 
o Did not explore company's water needs. 
o Failed to find out what sewage effluent might be, or the reason 
for sewer make-up. 
PLANT SITE 
o Printed information, particularly a map, not available for the 
prospect's continued use. 
o No mention of costs of rail extension or of physical characteris-
tics of the properties. 
o Sizes of water and sewer lines were omitted. 
EXISTING INDUSTRY 
o Cited recent plant addition, but made no offer for private personal 
interview at any existing industry. 
o Never responded to prospect's inquiry as to attitude of other 
industry toward additional firms. 
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COMMUNITY HANDLING OF PROSPECT'S VISIT (continued) 
Weak Points (continued) 
BUILDINGS 
o While it was indicated revenue bond financing could be handled, 
local group failed to make this a positive selling factor. 
o Construction costs could be critical to this company, thus 
specific data is called for. 
COMMUNITY TOUR 
o No tour was really offered other than to inspect plant sites in 
Jeffersonville. 
o The community tour in Jeffersonville was abbreviated, and many 
important living advantages were omitted. By contrast, that 
for Charlestown was thorough. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
o Did not describe in any detail certain amenities: housing, 
churches, recreation; access to Louisville cultural features. 
o Obtain more details on where various plant services can be 
found. 
o Did not determine probable water/air pollution and what company 
would be prepared to do. 
Community Handling of Prospect's Visit (continued) 
Weak Points (continued) 
SUMMARY 
o Did not respond to prospect as if group was aware of the firm's 
specified needs. Impression was that these were ignored by 
community representatives. 
o Did not ask about timing of company decision. 
o No one asked whether any other subjects or questions had not been 
covered. 
o Did any one keep a list of unanswered questions, so that the 
prospect could be furnished required answers later? 
o No one asked what, in effect, it would take to make Jeffersonville- 
Charlestown-Clarksville or Clark County the company's choice. 
COMMENTS FROM THE CONSULTANT 
The meeting with members of the Economic Development Committee of the 
Clark County Chamber of Commerce was most cordial, and community involve-
ment was reflected in the attendance of a large and varied group of local 
representatives. 
However, I recommend that Clark County not be included on our final list 
of desirable branch plant locations. This is based on three principal con-
siderations: (1) a number of our requirements can be met at acceptable cost 
levels, but no data were provided to document outstanding advantages in any; 
(2) no usable labor data were provided; and (3) most importantly, I did not 
get the sense of deep community interest in our project which I know you rate 
so highly. 
A. Community Factors  
1. Members of the too-large group present spoke generally of 
the advantages of the area. It was obvious that they either 
had not been briefed on our requirements or had not focused 
their presentations in the light of them. 
2. The area has been dominated by the Indiana Army Ammunition 
Plant, which even on an essentially standby basis employs 
950 people, and there are at least six other operations 
which employ more than 250 each. It was not clear that an 
operation of our initial size had yet attracted the Com-
mittee's best efforts. 
3. I repeatedly expressed our concern about the attitudes of 
the larger employers toward additional industry and our 
curiosity about the experiences of recent arrivals. Yet 
no interviews had been arranged and no effort was made to 
fit into the schedule. 
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Comments from the Consultant (continued) 
A. Community Factors (continued) 
4. No clear distinction was made between the experience of plants 
which already had local connections and moved in from else-
where in the Louisville area and those new to the whole region 
as we would be. 
B. Labor 
1. Data were almost totally lacking. The nearest approach was 
a 1975 wage survey! 
2. In our initial contact letter we specified a need for welders, 
and I was assured that they would be available -- at from $6.00 
to $8.50 per hour! 
3. Fringe benefits are reported to average 35% of payroll -- a 
tolerable level. 
4. The most impressive part of the labor picture was the avail-
ability of training programs, both OJT and classroom, for 
specific skills at modest cost. 
5. Both workmen's compensation and unemployment compensation pro-
grams are based on experience factors, and they were fre-
quently cited as being much lower than in Kentucky. The rates 
seem attractive, but since we were not looking seriously at 
Kentucky locations a comparison with Illinois, Ohio, or Michi-
gan would have been more revealing. 
6. Although at least 21 unions are represented in the county, it 
would probably be possible to operate a non-union shop as a 
number of companies are doing. 
7. I am assured that the UMW referred to on the attached informa-
tion sheet is not the United Mine Workers. 
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Comments from the Consultant (continued) 
C. 	Utilities and Services  
1. The area is served by Indiana Gas Co. No gas is available 
for heating, but up to 420,000 BTU/hr. are available for 
commercial use. It was not made clear whether industrial 
process use qualified. 
2. We would probably be forced to use propane for process 
and fuel oil for general heating. I was provided pre-
cise and up-to-date figures on the cost of these fuels. 
Propane is presently available at 33.9/gal. ($4.92 per 
million BTU) and #2 fuel oil at 39.7/gal. ($4.06 per 
million BTU). Both are readily available in adequate 
supply, and these costs -- though high -- are not out of 
line with other areas we have examined. 
3. Adequate electric service is available with sufficient 
reserve capacity and more under construction. I am 
attaching the rate schedules, and the Power Consultant 
from Public Service of Indiana will calculate a typical 
electric bill for us. (I would already have had this 
if our engineers had not made a mistake in listing our 
requirements.) A major uncertainty concerning costs 
results from the fact that Public Service of Indiana 
has applied for a 20% rate increase and has not yet 
spceified how that would be apportioned between the 
various types of users if it were granted. 
4. Water and sewage capacity are adequate with sufficient 
reserve capacity. Our acid-bearing sewage would require 
pre-treatment, but a local engineer offered the opinion 
that this would be relatively inexpensive. 
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Comments from the Consultant (continued) 
D. 	Financial 
1. Real estate tax rates are high, but two factors seem to miti-
gate this somewhat. While rates are stated to be based on 
one-third of true market value, I was assured that the valua-
tion on industrial property more nearly approximates 20%. 
Also, 20% of the real estate taxes on industry are returned 
from a set-aside of part of the sales tax -- how this might 
affect us is unclear and needs to be verified. 
2. It is not clear whether the sales tax is applied to industrial 
machinery or not. The only stated exemption is food. 
3. Revenue bond financing is available both for 100% of land and 
building costs and for pollution control equipment. Both the 
city council (which must approve an issue by resolution) and 
local financial institutions are experienced in issuing these 
bonds. They generally attract an interest rate about 2% be-
low the level of taxable bonds; a recent issue relevant to 
our needs went at 7%. 
E. Transportation  
1. This would seem to be one of the principal advantages of the 
area. Major N-S and E-W interstate highways intersect here; 
there are circumferential routes around Louisville, access to 
the Louisville airport is easy and quick (20 min.) and both 
B&O and Conrail serve the area. 
2. With recent extensions, •this area is within the Commercial 
Trucking Zone, and service from some 80 truck lines is available. 
One-line haul is available to principal market cities. 
3. No transportation rate information was offered. 
-12.- 
Comments fron the Consultant (continued) 
F. 	Sites  
1. One excellent site was shown at Charlestown, but it has the 
drawback of being 10 miles further from Louisville than the 
Jeffersonville area. The Charlestown site suggested is 20 
acres, but additional land is available. The asking price is 
$10,000 per acre fully developed with water, sewers and 
streets. Installation of these services has already started 
and should be easily completed by spring of 1978 as scheduled. 
The site is served by the B&0, and a team siding will be in-
stalled. Extension of a spur to the proposed site would be 
easy. I am attaching a plot of the industrial park. No 
aerial photo was offered. The site and its advantages were 
well presented; I think our plant could operate here if the 
area were chosen. 
2. A second site was shown in the Jeffersonville Research and 
Industrial Park. Only three small parcels of 10, 6, and 4 
acres are available, asking price $17,500/acre. No rail service 
to the sites is available, although there is a spur into one 
edge of the park which might extend on a shared basis. This 
seems to be a well-developed park, but the available land 
does not meet our needs. Plot attached -- land availability 
shown is not up-to-date. 
3. The third site which was waved at in passing is laughingly 
called the Clarksville Industrial Park. It is described as 
being served by Conrail, although the line is on the opposite 
side of Interstate 65. Utilities are "in the area," and no 
concrete development plans were suggested. Totally unsuited 
to our needs. 
-13- 
COMMUNITY FOLLOW-UP 
If the Clark County Development Corporation team is genuinely interested 
in obtaining the industry which this prospect represents, then it is essential 
that the consultant who is making the investigation be furnished all of the 
information about the community as soon as possible prior to his visit. This 
will enable him to be knowledgeable about the situation and to expedite his 
inspection. 
Then, other specific details should be compiled as developed from the 
prospect's visit and conference. That information should be furnished, ac-
companied by a letter setting forth the community's interest and an offer of 
further material and other specifics on the town. 
Do not assume that when the prospect leaves that he is satisfied, and has 
all the facts he may need. Find out if that is the case, by asking. 
As far as is known, little effort was made by the Clark County group to 
follow-up on this project. Some data was refined on the power situation, but 
the information reached him after his report to the client was prepared. The 
prospect could likely assume that this delay reflected little interest in 
obtaining this plant. 
An immediate follow-up is also highly desirable for another reason, since 
both state and area development agencies deal with many communities and with 
many prospects. They should be kept current on local activity, particularly 
in any further contacts with the prospect. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION 
Jeffersonville and Clark County have already demonstrated that they can 
attract new industry (however, this point was not as positively developed in 
the session with the prospect as it should have been). The Clark County 
contact team could improve its effectiveness by undertaking certain measures 
described below. 
For the purpose of accomplishing these recommendations, we have sorted 
them into "Short-Range Objectives" which can be initiated and completed within 
a short period of time and which will not place an undue burden upon the Clark 
County Chamber of Commerce executive. Another set of "Long-Range Objectives" 
are listed, but these will require more time to undertake as well as a sub-
stantial amount of research and editorial work on the part of the chamber 
executive or dedicated volunteers. 
SHORT-RANGE OBJECTIVES 
o Maintain as a spokesman for the group one of the businessmen citi-
zens, so that the executive is able to collect the data and de-
velop the required documentation. 
o Develop a detailed "Game Plan" for handling industrial inquiries. 
This plan will cover all items from introduction, and presenta-
tion of information, through the community tour plan. 
o Create specific task forces which will be knowledgeable on labor 
supply, utilities, transportation, sites, community attitude, 
financing, local amenities. Give each definite responsibilities. 
o Start immediate preparation of a "Briefing Book" which would con-
tain the latest and most current documentation. 
o Develop a standard statement and explanation on the Indiana Army 
Ammunition Plant, its current status and previous employment. 
-15- 
Recommendations for Future Action (continued) 
o Prepare a reasonable and accurate statement on the influence of 
the Louisville metropolitan area. 
o Develop adequate plant site sketches on each available site. 
LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVES 
o Begin now site identification search with the intent to develop at 
least 100 acres. 
o Prepare a regional orientation map. 
o Prepare a community tour map, and supplement it with pictures. 
o Initiate production of a color slide presentation as a substitute 
or back-up for the community tour. 
o Collect and refine current labor supply data, and supplement these 
with information from existing employers. 
o Finally, once these other steps are completed or well advanced, start 
a program which can generate your own prospect inquiries. 
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NEWS RELEASE 
A community economic development workshop, sponsored by the New Albany 
Economic Development Commission, will be presented Wednesday night, September 
20. 
The program has been prepared by development specialists from the Eco-
nomic Development Division of the Georgia Institute of Technology. This group 
has been working with communities in Floyd County, under contract to the 
Office of Economic Adjustment, Department of Defense, in order to assist local 
authorities in mounting an aggressive industrial promotion program. 
Moderating this session will be Robert B. Cassell, principal industrial 
scientist, assisted by W. George Dodson, senior research scientist, both with 
the Georgia engineering school. The program, designed for community-wide 
participation, will describe the work which has been undertaken here in Floyd 
County and point out some opportunities for sound healthy growth. The meet-
ing will be held at the Floyd County-New Albany Building at 7:30. 
Additional details may be obtained from the New Albany Economic Com-
mission at 944-0578. 
NEWS RELEASE 
A community economic development workshop, sponsored by the Clark County 
Chamber of Commerce, will be presented Thursday night, September 21 in Jef-
fersonville. 
The program is being prepared by development specialists from the Eco-
nomic Development Division of the Georgia Institute of Technology. This group 
has been working with communities in Clark County, under contract to the Of-
fice of Economic Adjustment, Department of Defense, in order to assist local 
authorities in mounting an aggressive industrial promotion program. 
Moderating the session will be Robert B. Cassell, principal industrial 
scientist, assisted by W. George Dodson, senior research scientist, both with 
the Georgia engineering school. The program, designed for community-wide 
participation, will describe the work which has been undertaken here in Clark 
County and point out some opportunities for sound healthy growth. The meet-
ing will be held at the Jeffersonville City Hall at 7:30. 
Additional details may be obtained from the Clark County Chamber of 
Commerce at 282-1319. 
SEMINAR FORMAT 
	
I. 	INTRODUCTION (Cassell) 
A. Explanation of Seminar 
B. Slides on Indiana 
C. Our Program in Floyd County -- General Description 
D. Community Involvement (Handout) 
II. 	TOOLS FOR THE DEVELOPER (Dodson) 
A. Community Brochures 
B. Land Development 
C. Financing Programs 
D. Labor Supply Info and Training 
AIDC EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION PRESENTATION 
The Community Contact Team 
IV. 	RESUME OF OUR PROGRAM IN FLOYD COUNTY 
A. Steps in Prospect Handling (Handout) 
B. Recommendations (from report) 
V. 	QUESTIONS & ANSWERS -- COMMENTS 
VI. 	GENERAL CONCLUSION 
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B. Slides on Indiana 
C. Our Program in Clark County -- General Description 
D. Community Involvement (Handout) 
II. 	TOOLS FOR THE DEVELOPER (Dodson) 
A. Community Brochures 
B. Land Development 
C. Financing Programs 
D. Labor Supply Info and Training 
III. 	AIDC EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION PRESENTATION 
The Community Contact Team 
IV. 	RESUME OF OUR PROGRAM IN CLARK COUNTY 
A. Steps in Prospect Handling (Handout) 
B. Recommendations (from report) 
V. 	QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS -- COMMENTS 
VI. 	GENERAL CONCLUSION 
DETAILS TO BE OBTAINED ON PROSPECT REQUIREMENTS 
1. Nature of business 
=2. 	General location desired: size of city, inside or out of city limits 
3. Plant will be: branch, main, assembly, distribution, etc. 
4. Employment requirements: total, number male, skills 
5. Space requirements: construction, special installations 
6. Preferance for: lease, build, buy existing building 
7. Site: acreage, special requirements 
8. Transportation facilities: rail, motor, air, water 
9. Utilities: power, fuel, gas, water, sewer 
10. Major raw materials 
11. Markets: local, regional, specialized 
12. Principal factors in making location decision 
13. Who should be contacted with additional information 
14. Other: financial responsibility; other contacts made 
15. If possible, get firm's name, or relationship with other companies, 
such as subsidiary, joint venture, etc. 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 	Robert B. Cassell, GIT, Atlanta, Georgia 
FROM: 	Kenneth W. Brewer, Director, New Albany E.D.C. 
SUBJECT: Economic Development Training Program 
Today's 7:30 p.m. meeting is weak in attendance from both 
Floyd County GIT Training Group and the public. I regret this; however 
some had made previous commitments. All were properly and timely noti-
fied by memorandum and/or the news media. 
It appears that local business people of the training group 
prefers to attend daytime meetings away from their business, rather 
than attend evening meetings away from their personal and home activities. 
I furnished our three local newspaper reporters with your news 
release. They were the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times of Louis-
ville and the New Albany Tribune. Only the New Albany Tribune responded 
by publishing a small item in their paper as shown below. The Louisville 
Newspapers did not publish anything about our meeting. 
I want to add, however, that our attendance problem today does 
not adversely detract from the New Albany GIT Training Group's interest 
and future performance. We here in New Albany will use your economic 
development teaching techniques to enhance the future good economy of 
our fine community. We appreciate you and your associates efforts in 
'assisting us in accomplishing our economic development goals. 
Us 	, bylaw Mel., Seel. 11, 1911  
Leaclepg 
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:A group" 'Of Floyd C.Ounty a. program contracted by the 
F. traders will sponsor. a cotn- Office of Economic Adjustment,  
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(Editor's Note: This is the 
first in a series of articles on 
aspects of industrial develop-
ment written by staff members 
of the Economic Development 
Division at the Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology in Atlanta. 
This article results from 
cooperative efforts with the 
Clark County Chamber of Com-
merce to stimulate economic 
growth and to offset the effects 
of layoffs at the Indiana Army 
Ammunition Plant at Charles-
town). 
Is "industrial development" 
still a goal to be sought? Or, 
has industrial growth become 
out of style? 
Consider the person who los-
es his job because his employer 
moves his plant elsewhere and 
other employment is not avail-
able. Think about the recent 
school graduate who is forced 
to look outside his community 
or his area for suitable job op-
portunities. 
For these as well as the per-
son who can only find part-time 
or seasonal work, or is stuck in 
a position that is beneath his 
or her capabilities or potential 
earning power, industrial 
growth is a must. So it is also 
for local government officials 
who now more than ever need 
an adequate tax base to pro-
vide the services that make a 
town a desirable place to live. 
Most communities would like 
to attract new industries; in 
the United States today, some 
2,000-2,500 cormeitmities are ac-
tively etutacted in industrial de- 
Economic growth is not an 
end in itself. Its fundamental 
purpose is to raise the standard 
of living and to increase the 
well-being of the average com-
munity citizen. 
Expansion of employment 
opportunities in various seg-
ments of economic life is basic 
to any community's growth, to 
the expansion of income, and to 
the provision of funds for sup-
porting public services. Every 
community seeks to attract 
new residents and existing 
businesses, by offering eco-
nomic opportunities and good 
community services. For the 
young people reaching adult-
hood, jobs must be made avail-
able or they will move to cen-
ters where the jobs do exist_ 
The basic end of industrial 
development, then, is to im-
prove the welfare of people. It 
accomplishes this goal in three 
ways: ID by increasing the 
amount and variety of goods 
and services available to the 
consumer; (2) by enlarging his 
income or purchasing power, 
and (3) by providing taxable 
resources to enable govern-
ment to meet the ever-broad-
ening demands for more and 
better public services. 
( Next: How to Go About Get-
ting Industry). 
RSONVILLE, INDIANA 
CLARK COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
WARDER PARK - P. O. BOX 684 
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(Editor's Note: This is the 
cond in a series of articles on 
.pects of industrial develop-
ent and results from coop-
ative efforts with the Clark 
minty Chamber of Com-
.ercei . 
Most towns welcome the new 
bs and revenue that new and 
cpancled industries bring. But 
to competition is so fierce to-
ly that the community which 
ierely waits for the industri-
list to discover its charms 
enerally is doomed to • be a 
allflower. 
For success, the community 
lust have a program of indus-
ial  spearheaded 
y some organization or group 
f leaders who will be respons-
)1e for getting the job done. 
,nd the mental attitudes and 
ne physical resources of the 
ommunity must be mobilized 
a support of the program. 
The task of attracting new 
ayrolls to a community is as-
igned usually to its civic lead-
rs through such organizations 
s the chamber of commerce 
tr the local development cot'- 
toration. The makeup of any 
ndividual development orga-
nization must be representa-
ive of the various segments of 
he larger community. If possi-
ile, it should be coordinated by 
professional industrial devel-
)per. 
There are four important 
steps in the communitA eco-
nomic development process: 
fact-finding, analysis, decision 
and action. 
An inventory of the commu-
nity's economic resources is 
the absolutely necessary pre-
amble to designing an effective 
community development pro-
gram. The community eco-
nomic profile should contain 
data on population, labor force, 
natural resources, economic 
complex, government serv- 
ices, and community facilities. 
Lacking this specific data on 
the community's assets and 
liabilities, the industrial de-
velopment team cannot intelli-
gently plan how to capitalize on 
the community's strer.gt.hs- or 
to overcome its weaknesses. 
Or it may mistake the true 
nature of the problem. Unem-
ployment may appear to be a 
major problem for example. 
Investigation may reveal that 
jobs are available, but people 
with the necessary skills to fill 
these jobs are not available. 
Thus, this becomes a problem 
of training rather than the de-
velopment of new job oppor-
tunities. 
Facts are useless unless you 
analyze them. Armed with the 
results of the community re-
sources audit, the development 
team can objectively evaluate 
its attractiveness to industry 
and determine what needs to 
be done to improve its chances 
for economic growth. Some-
times, in-depth analysis may 
reveal problems heretofore un-
recognized. 
Once the facts are in-hand, 
and the alternative courses of 
action clearly outlined, the in-
dustrial development team 
must decide upon a plan of ac-
tion. It must determine what 
sort of development is best for 
the area, set goals and priori-
ties — and focus its efforts on 
the "best bets" for attracting 
industry as well as the most 
imperative needs for correc-
tion of deficiencies. 
A community surrounded by 
extensive timber resources 
may want to slant its sales 
pitch toward woodworking in-
dustries. Another community 
may discover that its biggest 
asset is a long history of amica-
ble labor-management rela-
tions. 
The final task is to imple-
ment the action plan. Steps 
must be taken to improve the 
community's livability and its 
attractiveness to industry, and 
a sales campaign must be 
launched to bring the commu-
nity to the attention of prospec-
tive new industries. The team 
should not neglect the existing 
industry that already operates 
in the community — often local 
industry expansion is the best 
source for additional jobs and 
payrolls. 
(Next: What Industry Looks 
for) 
CLARK COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
WARDER PARK - P. O. BOX 684 
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Key Factors in 	
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Locating Plants JEFFERSONVILLE, INDIANA 47130 
(Editor's Note: This is the 
third in a series of articles on 
industrial development made 
available through the coopera-
tion of the Clark County Cham-
ber of Commerce). 
When a manufacturer de-
cides his company needs to 
open a plant in another loca-
tion, what f acors are important 
in determining which commu-
nity will be selected? 
The basic factors which con-
trol location decisions are mar-- 
kets, labor, raw materials and 
transportation_ The relative 
importance of the first three 
factors will vary, depending 
upon the orientation of the in-
dustry, while transportation 
must be considered in relation 
to its effect on the other three. 
A mobile home manufacturer, 
for instance, would want to lo-
cate in the middle of his mar-
ket area because of relative 
difficulty and high cost of 
transporting the finished 
homes to the ultimate pur-
chaser. 
A steel mill, on the other 
hand, needs to be near major 
sources of iron ore, coal and 
other raw materials, and a 
food processing plant must be 
near its sources of supply be- 
cause its raw materials are 
perishable. 
Leading the list of secondary 
location factors is utilities, 
whose importance is looming 
ever larger in these days of 
energy constraints and water 
shortages. For some industries 
availability of utilities has al-
ways been a primary factor; 
glass manufacturers and 
aiuminiun producers require 
large amounts of energy, and 
some chemical process indus-
tries need large amounts of wa-
ter for processing and waste 
disposal. Nowadays, few indus-
tries can afford to ex ,Nnd with-
out considering both the cost 
and availability of electric 
power and fuels. Inadequate 
water and sewage facilities 
present definite industrial han-
dicaps to any community. 
Other factors which ought to 
be examined include: local 
government services, taxes, 
amenities (education, recrea-
tion, housing, cultural activi-
ties, etc.), and plant and site 
considerations. Certainly, a 
new industrial citizen would 
want adequate fire and police 
protection, as well as reason-
able taxes. Living conditions 
also can be critical. 
Once an industrialist has 
narrowed his choices to those 
few communitives that satisfy 
his basic criteria, these sec-
ondary factors will tip the 
scales in favor of a particular 
community. 





(Editor's Note: This is an-
other in a series of articles on 
aspects of industrial develop-
meat provided through the co-
oration of the Clark County 
Chamber of Commerce). 
"The times they are a 
'changing," sings Bob Dylan, 
the troubadour of today's 
youth. The hallmark of the 
present day is rapid change. 
And this is certainly as true in 
industrial development as in 
other areas of life. 
Today, considerable empha-
sis is being placed upon envi-
ronmental protection, and 
projects are being scrutinized 
closely to assess the impact 
they may have on the environ-
ment. So the alert community 
economic development groups 
also must be concerned about 
the best utilization of the natu-
ral environment. 
Energy availability and 
costs constitute another large 
constraint on industrial devel-
opment today. We have emerg-
ed from a winter where in 
some sections plants were forc-
ed to shut down temporarily 
for lack of fuel. 
CLARK COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
WARDER PARK - P. 0. BOX 684 
jEFFERSONVILLE. INDIANA 47130 
Finally, we have to contend 
with the effects of national ea• 
nomic trends. We have only re-
cently emerged from the long-
est and deepest recession since 
the close of World War U. We 
have survived galloping infla-
tion, high interest rates, tight 
money, high unemployment 
and other problems that have 
caused many businesses to "go 
under" that would have made 
it in more normal times. These 
less favorable national trends 
are likely to continue to some 
extent in the forseeable future. 
(Next: The Community Or-
ganization for Economic De-
velopment Program in Clark 
County). 
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The rapid escalation oiener-
o- costs has forced many in-
dustrial managements to reas-
sess plant physical construc-
tion and layout, as well as to 
seek more efficient uses of ma-
chinery and manpower: Rising 
gasoline prices also will have 
an effect on transportation of 
goods and of people. This may 
tend to offset somewhat the 
trend of recent decades for in-
dustry to disperse to rural 
areas. 
These and other constraints 
have brought federal and state 
governments more prominent-
ly into the economic growth 
picture. A myriad of regula-
tions already exist governing 
all forms of pollution, and the 
OSHA laws evidence govern-
mental concern with the occu-
pational health and safety of 
the nation's work force. The 
energy shortage will result in 
even more legislation. 
Labor supply illustrates an-
other area of rapid change. 
The migration to urban areas 
for employment opportunities 
and the increased productivity 
of farmers have put extreme 
pressure on rural-oriented 
communities to develop new 
jobs. Formerly, these areas 
were able to advertise cheap 
and willing (although untrain-
ed) labor as an Industrial loca-
tion lure. But the regional vari-
ations in labor are gradually 
being equalized, due to wide-
spread unionization (with its 
standardization of pay and 
benefits), automation, increas-
ed worker mobility and disper-
sion of skills. More attention is 
being given to worker training 
programs, "quick start" pro-
grams, and continuing assist-
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(Editor's Note: This is the 
last in a series of articles on as-
pects of industrial develop-
ment written by staff members 
of the Technology and Develop-
ment Laboratory at the Geor-
gia Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta, Ga. The series grew 
out of a cooperative effort con-
ducted with the Clark County 
Chamber of Commerce to 
stimulate economic growth 
and to offset the effectS of de-
activation of the Indiana Army 
Ammunition Plant at Charles-
town). 
Most Indiana communities 
would like to attract new indus-
tries to their areas. They 
recognize the inherent advan-
tages of bringing into the com-
munity new payrolls, of in-
creasing employment oppor-
tunities, and of adding new 
properties to the local tax rolls. 
The economic development 
process assumes that the corn-
munity is putting its best foot 
forward and, in effect, making 
a sales pitch to those concerns 
which are considered the most 
desirable in view of local re-
sources and local needs_ 
The actual task of attracting 
new industry to the community 
remains the responsibility of 
local community leaders, fre-
quently with the assistance of 
professional staff. In the case 
of Clark County, it is the Clark 
County Chamber of Commerce 
which bears the responsibility 
for this function, along with its 
executive vice-president Gary 
F. Tyler. 
We usually find key leaders 
in community economic de-
velopment activity among 
those individuals identified 
with the economic sector. Thus 
the industrial prospect expects 
to encounter persons from the 
financial arena, utilities, trans-
portation, retail and manufac-
turing, activities. Also, some ' 
governmental officials, both 
elective and appointive, are es-
sential for the completion of 
economic development proj-
ects. They know what public 
services can be expanded and 
those services they can iden-
tify which may require addi-
tional financial support before 
they can be utilized. 
Certain fundamental condi-
tions characterize the composi-
tion of the community indus-
trial development contact 
team. A genuine commitment 
to building a better economic 
base for the community is one 
key conditiom Willingness to 
sacrifice a portion of the indi- 
vidual's time in order to meet 
with industrial prospects is. 
also important. Continuity of 
effort and familiarity with the 
subject areas which are con-
sidered in depth by the facility 
investigator are other signifi-
cant ingredients. 
The most effective teams are  
those which assign specific 
subject areas to certain inch-
viduals. These team members 
become proficient in their as-
signed categories and because 
of their knowledge of local 
facts and conditions they can 
make a positive impression on , 
the investigating prospect. 
Generally speaking, the 
more important subject areas 
include: industrial sites, con-
struction, industrial project fi-
nancing, manpower, transpor-
tation, utilities, public serv-
ices, government and taxation, 
education and training, and 
general living conditions. 
• 
The paid executive should 
proficient enough. to collect 
pertinent' data on these - sub-
jects, but the presentation of 
the information should come 
from the leaders who serve on 
the contact team. Since it is 
very difficult to assemble five 
community leaders on any giv-
en day, some alternatives or 
"back-up" personnel should be 
included in the total commu-
nity effort. 
Rec 	under a project 
sponsored by the Office of Eco- 
nomic Adjustment, special< 
training and expertise in hand-
ling industrial projects were 
provided to the Clark County 
team. A consultant for a Mid-
west metal working company 
was brought in for a session 
with the industrial contact 
team and the performance of 
the local group was observed. 
flow that group performed 
and specific recommendations 
which could increase the eco-
nomic development assets of 
Jeffersonville, Charlestown, 
Clarksville, and Sellersburg 
will be discussed at the com-
munity-wide seminar which 
will be presented on Thursday, 
Sept. 21, under sponsorship of 
the Clark County Chamber of 
Commerce . 
Attracting Industry Is 
C. Of C. Responsibility 
CLARK COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
WARDER PARK - P. 0. BOX 684 
JEFFERSONVILLE, INDIANA 47130 
CLARK COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
WARDER PARK -P. O. BOX 684 




A community economic 
workshop, sponsored by the 
Clark Cquaty Chamber al 
Commerce, will be presented 
Thursday, evening at the City- 
County N11401 10"401.44111„911- 
session is slated for 7:30 
p.m. on the fourth floor o/ the 
governmental center. 
Theprogram is being pre- 
mired by developasent specie-
Nits from the Itc00011114 De' 
velopmeet Division o/ the 
Georgia Institute al Techno-
logy, according to chamber ad, 
commerce ezeontive vice-
Jtrosident Gary TyMr. 
Alite group has 	 work a 
with communities in ct  
County, under contract la the 




mint, in order to assist 
outhorities in mounting an as- . 
 gressive 'Industrial promotion 
pr ram, Tyler said, 
oderatiiie the session will 
be obert B. Cassell, principal 
indust
mikkor releerch scientist t  
rial scientist, assisted 
George Dedeon, both with 
Georgia engineering school. 
"The program, designed for 
goommnity-wide participation, 
will outline the work whkh has 
been undertaken in Clark 
County and point out some ap- 
t,' portuni ties for sound health 
itrindkv TYlarlintad. 
APPENDIX VI 
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New Albany Economic Development Commission 
315 CITY COUNTY BUILDING 	• 	NEW ALBANY, INDIANA 47150 
TELEPHONE (812) 944 0578 
September 28, 1978 
Mr. Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Dear Bob: 
On behalf of the Floyd County Development Team and the 
New Albany-Floyd County Community, I want to thank you and your 
associates for your efforts in our local program of Community 
Organization For Economic Development. 
We feel your leadership in conducting our four phase 
training program was excellent and will greatly enhance this 
community's economic goals. We will follow your recommendations 
for future action toward both long range and short range objectives. 
Your comments about our team efforts being well organized 
and reflecting a high degree of preparation and community involve- 
ment are appreciated. I believe I can speak for the entire 
development team in saying that your training program is most 
worthwhile. We would recommend it for other communities who may 
feel they have the need for a good economic development program. 
Sincerel 
Kennett 	ffrewerc bireCt6i 
New Albany Economic Development 
Commission 
cc: Mayor Robert L. Real 
Floyd County Development Team Members 
ICWB:d1 
OC T 	J91 
Fl 	Y 
WARDER PARK - P.O. BOX 684 - JEFFERSONVILLE. INDIANA 47130 - PHONE 812/282-1319 
September 25, 1978 
Mr. Robert B. Cassell 
Economic Development Division 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
Dear Bob: 
On behalf of our chamber's economic development committee, the 
board of directors and officers, I want to thank you and your colleagues 
for giving assistance by sharing with us information to improve our over-
all performance in attracting industry for Clark County. It has been a 
pleasure working with you this past year and I hope we may continue our 
communication at least. 
As was reported by Pat Hoehn, our economic development chairman, 
we are implementing several of the proposals recommended in your report 
to further improve our promotional efforts, especially in the community 
tour program and industrial land expansion. The addition of the part-
time assistant furnished through River Hills and Clark County Regional 
Planning Commission will help us in developing more detailed information 
for potential prospects as recommended by you. 
In reference to the workshop, conducted by George Dodson and yourself 
on September 21, 1978, I believe the program reinforced our chamber's 
efforts in advising expansion of industrial sites for the Jeffersonville 
area particularly. I know Mayor Vissing took stock in your observations 
concerning this subject. 
My only regret is that more of the community leadership was not on 
hand for the workshop. I believe a breakfast or luncheon meeting would 






- Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT) - Training Group for 
Floyd County and Development Teams  
- Procedures for Economic Development Financing 
- Community Sewage Rates 
- Property Tax Assessment - New Albany and Floyd County 
- Workmen's Compensation Rate Comparison 
- Labor Market Information - Current area employment statistics 
and wage comparison 
- Construction Costs 
- Per Capita Personal Income 
- Indiana Cities Water Corporation - Schedule of Rates and Charges 
- Public Service Company - Industrial Rate Schedule 
- Listing of Industrial Firms 
- Industrial & Commercial Tour Map 
- Status of Army Ammunitions Plant 
- Impact of Louisville on New Albany - Floyd County Area 
- New Albany Map 
- Locate Your Business in New Albany, Indiana 
- Financing for New and Expanding BUsiness and Industry 
- Indiana - Basic Facts 
- New Albany and Floyd County Brochure 
- New Albany - A Community Resume 
- New Albany Wastewater Treatment Plant 
- Indiana - The Center of Things (Community Advertisement) 
Distributed separately: 
New Albany Community Profile (yellow book) 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (GIT) TRAINING GROUP FOR FLOYD COUNTY, INDIANA  
Mayer Robert L. Real 
Vincent Freiberger 
Robert Holmes 
Kenneth W. Brewer 
Delores Little 
Edward B. Martin 
Patrick Houghlin 
Robert L. Applegate 




B. J. Adkins 
William Kaiser 
Robert J. Nicholson 
Edward Stevens 
City of New Albany 
Floyd County Commissioner 
Superintendent, N.A.-F.C. School Corporation 
Director, Economic Development Commission 
Asst. Director-Secretary, Economic Development Comm. 
Exec. Vice Pres., N.A. Chamber of Commerce 
Exec. Director, Floyd County Planning Commission 
President, New Albany Economic Development Comm. 
Exec. Vice Pres., Union Bank & Trust of New Albany 
Vice Chairman, Union Bank & Trust of New Albany 
President, New Albany Industrial Foundation, Inc. 
Head Cashier, Floyd County Bank 
President, Union Federal Savings & Loan Association 
President, First Federal Savings & Loan Association 
President, N.A. Area Chamber of Commerce 
Director, New Albany Plan Commission 
INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY TEAMS  
Listed below are specific team assignments for various catagories and those 
who will be knowledgeable and available for contact and orientation to any pros-
pective clients who are interested in locating their business in New Albany and 
Floyd County, Indiana. The name assignments have been selected frdm the attached 
Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT) Training Group for Floyd County. Each 
member of the training group has been issued an Economic Development Information 
Packet and in addition to be being well oriented for his specific assignment 
should also be generally informed in respect to the entire community. 
- Community Spokesmen  
Robert Nicholson 
Robert L. Real 
Robert Applegate 
Vincent Freiberger 






Tourism/Convention Bureau  
Robert Nicholson 









Edward Martin  
Community Attitude. 




Financing Business  
Robert Brown 
James Croft 













Robert L. Real 
Kenneth Brewer 
Patrick Houghlin 
Note: The Community Development Teams can obtain information recorded in the 
New Albany Economic Development Commission, City Plan Commission, Area 
Chamber of Commerce and the Floyd County Plan Commission. 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROMOTION AND ADVERTISING  
The New Albany Economic Development Commission is constantly making 
every possible effort to locate new business in New Albany and Floyd 
County as well as encouraging existing business expansion within the 
community. 
One of the most successful methods of enhancing the local economy 
has been through the issue of industrial revenue bonds by the City to 
qualified companies to provide funds for construction or purchase of 
property, plant buildings and equipment. Bonds also can be issued for 
existing business expansion as long as the project enhances the local 
economy by increasing employment and the local tax base, etc. 
During the past two years the New Albany Economic Development Com-
mission has rented a display booth and information at the annual two day 
Industrial Show in Louisville's Kentucky Exposition Center. Each year a 
new business has been added to New Albany's Industrial Park as a result 
of this effort. The two businesses added are Murphy Manufacturing Company 
and Sleep Products, Incorporated. 
Also during the past two years the Commission has advertised in four 
(4) national industrial magazines. They are: the Area Development Sites 
and Facility Planning; Plants, Sites and Parks; The American Industrial 
Properties Report and The Kentucky Business Ledger. A typical ad for 
New Albany is shown on page M of the enclosed Indiana Supplement from the 
ATPR Magazine: 
Many direct letters promoting New Albany's advantages as a business 
location are mailed to prospects throughout each year. The New Albany 
Economic Development Commission also keeps close liaison with the Indiana 
Department of Commerce in efforts to obtain new business prospects. 
PROCEDURES FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FINANCING 
'by the 
New Albany Economic Development Commission 
315 City-County Building 
New Albany, Indiana 47150 
A. When New Albany is being considered as a possible location by a business 
desiring to expand, relocate and/or establish a new business, the first 
step is to contact the Director of.the Economic Development•Commission. 
One of the first questions asked by a potential client is what typos of 
financing are available. In addition to conventional bank loans, there 
are several methods of federal or state financing which are as follows: 
	
1. 	Federal  
The Indiana Department of Commerce either has information available 
or can direct a prospect to a number of federal agencies having a 
variety of financial programs which may be tailored to meet the needs 
of a business or industry. Most notably, these agencies include the 
following: 
a. Small Business Administration 
b. Farmers Home Administration 
c. Economic Development Administration 
d. Office of Minority Business Enterprise 
2. 	State 
a. Industrial Development Fund (Direct Loans to Municipalities) 
b. Indiana Economic Development (Mortgage, Equipment and Small 
Business Loan Guaranties) 
c. Industrial Revenue Bond (IRB) 
An IRB is a combination of both corporate bonds and munici-
pal revenue bonds which avails the company to the advantages 
of both. The IRB gives the company the advantage of long-
term financing (up to 30 years) with corporate bonds and 
their wide acceptability, while providing the lower cost 
tax-free interest rate enjoyed by local units of government. 
The interest rates generally have been from one and one-half 
to three per cent lower than conventional financing rates. 
The bonds provide the required funds to be applied towards 
the construction and/or purchase of property, plant and 
equipment, including coati incidental to the bond issue 
itself. Either a lease with option or a direct purchase can 
be arranged. All leases are on a net-net basis which means 
the burden of property taxes, insurance, maintenance, repairs 
and all other costs are the responsibility of the company. 
This also may mean the company can take any investment tax 
credit available. 
The use of industrial revenue bonds has been highly success-
ful in the expansion of established industry in various 
locations in the city and particularly in the development 
of New Albany's Industrial Park. The advantages of an IRB are: 
a. 100% Financing Available 
b. Lower Interest Costa 
c. Company Control of Design and Construction 
d. Tax Free Interest (to bond holders) 
e. Flexible Repayment Schedule 
f. Flexible Lease and Purchase Agreement 
The disadvantages are: 
a. Bond issues under $250,000 may not be economically feasible 
because of added bond counsel and underwriter costs. 
(Interested parties are then advised to contact a local 
bank which works closely with the Small Business Administration.) 
b. Bond issues in excess of $1,000,000 are governed by the 
$5,000,000 limitation which includes capital expenditures 
three years prior to the issue, plus the amount of the bond 
issue, plus capital expenditures three years after the bond 
issue. 
c. Bond issues are repaid by the company with no financial obli-
gation to the municipality, and therefore the marketability of 
the bonds is determined by the financial strength of the 
company. 
B. After determining that a prospective business or industry is interested in an 
IRB and wants to work with the Economic Development Commission office, the 
Director asks that they submit a Letter of Intent which outlines the pros-
pect's requirements and enclose their financial statement which is used con-
fidentially in the process of screening a company by the five-member Economic 
Development Commission. 
C. A special meeting.is called by the Director which is for the purpose of the 
Commission members' evaluation of the company's ability to establish a new 
business or expand on the basis of their financial statement and past or 
future performance ability. When a prospect is interested in an IRB, he 
may already have a buyer for the bonds, but if not, the Commission will 
assist in locating such. The buyer of the bonds can be any individuals or 
organization having faith in the success of the business. The bonds are 
issued in the name of the city; however, in the event of a default the 
responsibility is with those who purchased the bonds. 
P. 	:0 the Commission agrees that this would be a worthwhile project, an 
Inducement Resolution is presented and voted upon. When the Inducement 
Resolution is passed, it is presented to the Common Council of the City of 
New Albany which, in turn, passes a resolution accepting the project as a 
worthwhile one for ihe city. (When the EDC Inducement Resolution is pre-
sented to the Common Council, each member of the council is also given a 
copy of the applicant's Letter of Intent which gives them the basic infor- 
mation 
 
about the company in order for an analysis and decision to be made.) 
■4 	11/44+40 iF i fit$10 	110 I mohOh so Ili mososh and a halt, the bond counsel works 
with the EDC in the preparation of an EDC report which includes: 
A description of the proposed pro Net covering the name, location, size and use to be made of facilities. 
-2- 
2. Total projects including a breakdown to indicate land costs, construc-
tion costs, fixtures, equipment and other costs. 
3. Number of new jobs to be created by the' project. 
4. Total annual payroll created by the project. 
5. A statement on public service (schools, police, fire, sanitary and 
trash, water, streets and roads) required by the project and how 
these additional services will be paid for. 
The report should be submitted to the city plan commission and to the superin-
tendent of the school corporation if the estimated new jobs exceed 100. These 
two agencies are to give their written comments and the Commission will follow 
up on obtaining these. After the report is completed, a meeting is called for 
the EDC and the report is approved through the passing of a resolution approv-
ing such. 
F. During the period of time that the report is being prepared and approved, the 
bond counsel is working on the financing and the form of the lease or finan-
cing agreement and trust indenture. When these are finalized, notice must 
then be given of a hearing by the Commission on the proposed financing of the 
facilities. The notice must'be published in at least one newspaper and posted 
in - three local public places at least five days before the hearing. 
G. The public hearing must then be held. After the hearing and if the Commission 
decides to proceed, it should adopt a resolution finding that the financing 
complies with the purposes and provisions of Indiana law. 
H. The resolution should then be transmitted by the Secretary of the Commission 
to the Common Council. 
I. The Common Council must then adopt,a written ordinance approving that the 
financing will be of benefit to the health and welfare of the city, and 
authorizing the proposed project, financing and bond issue. 
J. After this approval, the financing can be closed at a time suitable to all 
parties involved at the selected trustee bank. 
K. Bond Counsel and Fees 
1. Bond counsel and underwriter costs are the responsibility of the appli-
cant for the preparation of a bond issue. Experience has been that the 
attorney firm selected by the applicant may charge approximately one to 
two per cent of the total amount of the IRB issue and/or with a $3,000 
Probable minimum fee. 
2. Any attorney fees for the bond issue required by the city attorney are 
paid by the City from the EDC fee as outlined in the applicant's Letter 
of Intent. New Albany pays its city attorney 25% of the EDC fee for his 
work in preparation of each city IRB issue. Therefore, the city requires 
only one fee of an IRB applicant, and that is the EDC fee. The fee is 
set as .001% or $500.00, whichever is greater, of the total amount of 
thp IRB. This fee is paid by the applicant to the New Albany EDC on the 
closing date of the IRB issue. 
3. When the EDC fee is paid, the check is turned over to the city controller 
for bank deposit. This money isnbudgeted annually for the EDC to use, 
as required, for specific and/or special promotional activities which 
will assist in bringing about better economy for the city of New Albany. 
-3- 
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1. Start - City-County Building 
2. Holiday Inn & Area Chamber of 
Commerce 
3. Wastewater Treatment Plant 
4. Galliear Electric Plant . 
5. Heavy industry tract, 600 
acres, Ohio Rr. frontage 
6. Sherman Minton Bridge 
7. Downtown shopping area 
8. Mansion Row 
9. Fines Shirt Factory 
10. K & I Railroad Bridge 
11. Small light industrial dist. 
12. N. A. Senior High School 
13. N. A. Junior High School 
14. Hart Manufacturing Company 
15. Shopping Center 
16. Typical sub-division 
17. N.A.-F.C. Industrial Park 
(123 acres) 
18. Expansion area for Ind-
ustrial Park (70 acres) 
19. Indiana University Southeast 
20. 1-265 connects 1-64 and 1-65 
(7 miles) 
21. Pillsbury Company 
22. Community Park 
23. Grace Chemical Company 
24. National Guard Armory 
25. Tommy Lancaster's Restaurant 
26. New Albany Plaza Shopping Ctr. 
27. Floyd County Memorial Hospital 
28. Riverview Towers 
29. Downtown Shopping Area, 
Federal Bldg, return to 
City-County Building 
Status of Indiana Army Ammunitions Plant 
The Indiana Army Ammunitions Plant, located at Charlestown, has been 
not only a boost to the local economy, but also of great detriment. The 
benefits of the plant have come when demand for military ordnance was at it's 
high. For example, in 1969 there were nearly 20,000 workers employed at the 
plant, making it one of the two or three largest employers in the entire 
Louisville Metropolitan area. During this period, employment in the area 
was at an all time high and all sectors of the economy were enjoying pros-
perity. However, the plant remains a detriment because of the enormous 
layoffs that occurs when the need for military ordnance subsides. The 
most recent layoffs at the plant took place between 1974 and 1976 when 3,793 
employees were laid off, leaving employment at the plant at approximately 
700. Such reductions have had effects on othe'r sectors of the economy, 
such as retail trade and services. 
At this time employment at the plant has stablized to approximately 800 
employees. While in terms of numbers, the plant is a major employer, its 
impact on New Albany and Floyd County has been minimized because of a growing 
industrial base in the County. However; the possibility of another rapid 
growth period at the plant remains as a possibility. 
The Impact of Louisville on the New Albany-Floyd County Area  
Floyd County, together with Clark County in Indiana and Jefferson, Oldham 
and Bullitt Counties in Kentucky make up the Louisville Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (SMSA). Floyd County is located directly across the Ohio 
River from the City of Louisville with easy access via Interstate 64. This 
proximity to Louisville has had a dramatic impact on industrial, commercial 
and residential growth in the Floyd County-New Albany area. 
One of the most obvious indications of the dependance of the economy of 
the area on Louisville in commuting patterns. In 1970, 6,967 residents of 
the New Albany-Floyd County area (over 35% of the total employed that year) 
commuted to Louisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky for employment. At the 
same time 2,308 jobs in New Albany and Floyd County were held by Louisville-
Jefferson County residents. 
Louisville's economy has had a diversifying effect on that of the New 
Albany-Floyd County area. Louisville serves as a large, immediate market 
for the area's products as well as a center for their distribution to more 
distant marketplaces. The areas has also benefited from New Albany's location 
within the Louisville Commercial Zone for motor freight rates and from its 
easy access to the air, water and rail transportation facilities in Louisville. 
Retail trade in the areas has been influenced by its proximity to Louisville's 
large population. Home furnishings, apparel and service station sales have 
been, particularly high. 
As the City of Louisville has grown, the value of land for industrial, 
commercial and residential development in the New Albany-Floyd County area 
has increased. This is especially true in recent years, as land in Louisville 
has become progressively more scarce. 
Louisville makes a number of public services, such as sophisticated 
health care, available to residents in the New Albany-Floyd County area, and 
offers a variety of cultural activities. 
